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Private Owner Collection 

1001. Dinky 23s (222) Trade Pack Streamlined Racing Car containing 4 x examples which are finished in silver, blue, with 
fawn hubs and 3 x light beige hubs - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent - lovely bright examples in a generally 
Good to Good Plus yellow lift off lid trade box (dividers are not original) - see photo. 

 £220 - £260 

1002. Dinky 23f Trade Pack Alpha Romeo Racing Car red including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, white race number 8 
and figure driver, silver trim and side exhaust - Excellent Plus in a generally Good yellow lift off lid trade box (does have a mark 
to one end where label has been removed) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1003. Dinky 25b Trade Pack covered wagon containing 3 examples finished in cream cab and back, black chassis (Type 4), 
red ridged hubs and tinplate tilt, tow-hook, all come with correct "20" rear decal - conditions are generally Good to Good 
Plus - still lovely bright examples in a generally Good Plus buff lift off lid trade box with original dividers - see photo. 

 £180 - £220 

1004. Dinky 27d Trade Pack Land Rover finished in burnt orange, blue interior with light tan figure driver, silver trim, red 
ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, black metal windscreen and tow-hook - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks 
round edges) in a generally Fair to Good (slightly grubby and faded) trade box. 

 £80 - £100 

1005. Dinky 25m Trade Pack Bedford End Tipper containing 2 examples both finished in green including chassis and tipping 
back, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent - lovely bright examples in a 
generally Good to Good Plus buff lift off lid trade box with label to end (does have usual rusting to staples), original 
dividers - see photo. 

 £130 - £160 

1006. Dinky 25p Trade Pack Aveling Barford Diesel Roller - containing 4 examples finished in mid-green, red metal wheels, 
tan figure drivers (some have slight colour shade), metal tow-hook - conditions are generally Good Plus - lovely bright examples 
in a Good Plus yellow lift off lid trade box (dividers are not original) - see photo. 

 £180 - £220 
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1007. Dinky 25w Trade Pack Bedford Open Back Truck containing 2 examples finished in mid-green including ridged hubs 
with smooth tyres, metal tow-hook - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent (lovely bright examples) in a Fair to Good 
lift off lid buff trade box with label to end with original dividers - see photo. 

 £140 - £160 

1008. Dinky 25y Trade Pack Universal Jeep containing 4 examples (1) red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver 
trim, black metal windscreen, steering wheel and tow-hook; (2) same as (1); (3) green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres, silver trim, black metal windscreen, steering wheel and tow-hook and (4) same as (3) - conditions are generally Good 
Plus - still lovely bright examples in a generally Good lift off lid trade box with original dividers (does have some pen graffiti to 
lid) - see photo. 

 £150 - £170 

1009. Dinky 27m (341) Trade Pack Land Rover Trailer containing 1 example RARE ISSUE blue body, mid-blue ridged hubs 
with treaded tyres, metal tow-hook - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (very small marks around coupling) in 
a Good yellow lift off lid trade box (does have a mark to one side where tape has been removed) - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1010. Dinky 28 Trade Pack Delivery Van containing 1 example finished in blue, silver trim and ridged hubs with treaded tyres 
(Type 3) - Excellent Plus (couple of very minor marks on front wheel arches) - still a beautiful example in a Good to Good Plus 
buff lift off lid trade box with label - (dividers are not original) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1011. Dinky 29c Trade Pack Double Decker Bus containing 2 examples (1) two-tone green, cream, mid-green ridged hubs 
with smooth tyres, silver grille (Type 2) and (2) same as (1) but cream, red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres - conditions 
are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus - lovely bright examples in a Good (slightly grubby) buff lift off lid box with 
label - comes with original dividers - see photo. 

 £120 - £150 

1012. Dinky 29f Trade Pack Observation Coach containing 6 examples (1) cream including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, 
red flashes, silver trim; (2) same as (1) but red ridged hubs and treaded tyres; (3) grey including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, 
red flashes; (4) same as (3); (5) same as (3) and (6) same as (3) but green-grey ridged hubs (one rear wheel has factory error 
and fitted on wrong way round - smooth style) - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus - lovely bright examples all 
contained in generally Good yellow lift off lid trade box - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 

1013. Dinky 29g (281) Trade Pack Luxury Coach containing 1 example finished in maroon, cream side flashes, red ridged 
hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow lift off lid trade box 
(usual rusting to staples). 

 £80 - £100 

1014. Dinky 29h Trade Pack Duple Roadmaster Coach containing 1 example finished in red including ridged hubs with 
smooth tyres, silver trim and side flashes - Good Plus - lovely bright example in a generally Fair - still displays well - yellow lift 
off lid trade box - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1015. Dinky 30d Trade Pack Vauxhall containing 4 examples (1) dark green, black chassis (Type 3), ridged hubs; (2) same 
as (1) but (Type 4); (3) same as (2) and (4) brown body, black chassis (Type 4), ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good 
Plus - still nice bright examples in a Fair buff lift off lid trade box with label to end and original dividers - see photo. 

 £180 - £220 
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1016. Dinky 30h Trade Pack Daimler "Ambulance" containing 4 examples all finished in cream, red ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres, silver trim (some have darker and lighter colour shades) - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus - lovely 
bright examples in a generally Good (slightly grubby) lift off lid trade box - not original dividers - see photo. 

 £170 - £220 

1017. Dinky 30j Trade Pack Austin Open Back Wagon containing 6 examples (1) blue cab, chassis and back, mid-blue ridged 
hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow-hook; (2) same as (1); (3) maroon cab, chassis and back, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres 
(30j baseplate); (4) maroon cab, chassis, back and ridged hubs; (5) same as (4) and (6) same as (4) - conditions appear to be 
generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus - lovely bright examples in a generally Fair - still displays well - yellow lift off lid trade 
box - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £240 - £280 

1018. Dinky 30p Trade Pack Studebaker Petrol Tanker containing 6 examples (1) mid-green including ridged hubs, silver trim 
and filler caps, with "Petrol" to sides; (2) same as (1); (3) red including ridged hubs, silver trim and filler caps, with "Petrol" to 
sides; (4) same as (3); (5) same as (3) and (6) same as (3) - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus - lovely bright 
examples - all contained in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow lift off lid trade box with original dividers (some usual rusting 
to staples) - see photo. 

 £260 - £320 

1019. Dinky 33w Trade Pack Mechanical Horse with Open Wagon containing 3 examples (1) grey including trailer, black 
ridged hubs and smooth tyres; (2) mid-blue including ridged hubs, cream trailer and (3) dark green, tan trailer, black ridged 
hubs and smooth tyres - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus - lovely bright examples in a generally Good to 
Good Plus yellow lift off lid trade box - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £140 - £170 

1020. Dinky 34c Trade Pack Loud Speaker Van containing 5 examples all finished in mid-grey including ridged hubs with 
smooth tyres, black speakers, silver trim (Type 3) Vans - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (couple 
of small marks on edges) in a generally Good yellow lift off lid trade box with original dividers (usual rusting to staples) - see 
photo. 

 £170 - £220 

1021. Dinky 36c Trade Pack Humber Vogue Saloon containing 3 examples (1) brown, black chassis (Type 5), ridged hubs 
with smooth tyres; (2) mid-grey, black chassis (Type 5), ridged hubs with smooth tyres and (3) same as (2) - conditions are 
generally Good Plus to Excellent - nice bright examples in a generally Good (slightly grubby) buff lift off lid box with paper 
label - see photo. 

 £160 - £190 

1022. Dinky 36g Trade Pack Austin "Taxi" containing 2 examples (1) maroon, black including chassis, interior and ridged 
hubs with smooth tyres, closed rear window and another same as previous - conditions are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent - still lovely bright examples in a Good (slightly grubby) buff lift off lid trade box with paper label - dividers are not 
original - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

1023. Dinky 39a Trade Pack Packard Super 8 Touring Sedan containing 6 examples which are all finished in brown, black 
tinplate base, ridged hubs with smooth tyres - silver trim including door handles - conditions are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent (do have some small marks on edges) - still all lovely bright examples contained in a generally Good to Good Plus 
buff lift off lid trade box with original dividers - see photo. 

 £220 - £260 
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1024. Dinky 40a Trade Pack Riley Saloon containing 6 examples to include (1) mid-grey including ridged hubs; (2) blue, 
ridged hubs with smooth tyres; (3) same as (2); (4) dark blue, ridged hubs with smooth tyres; (5) same as (4) and (6) same as 
(4) - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent (do have some small marks) in a generally Good to Good Plus buff lift off 
lid box with label to end (does have some small pencil price marks) - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 

1025. Dinky 40f (154) Trade Pack Hillman Minx Saloon containing 4 examples (1) tan body, fawn ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres, silver trim; (2) same as (1) but cream, ridged hubs; (3) same as (2) and (4) same as (2) - conditions are generally Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus - still lovely bright examples in a generally Good yellow lift off lid trade box - does have some graffiti to 
lid - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £190 - £240 

1026. Dinky 40g Trade Pack Morris Oxford Saloon containing 3 examples (1) stone, silver trim, grey ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres; (2) same as (1) and (3) same as (1) but fawn ridged hubs - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint - still beautiful 
examples all contained in generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow lift off lid trade box - not original dividers - see photo. 

 £170 - £220 

1027. Dinky 139b Trade Pack Hudson Commodore Sedan containing 3 examples (1) cream, maroon upper and ridged hubs 
with smooth tyres, silver trim, (small baseplate lettering); (2) same as (1) and (3) same as (1) but (large baseplate 
lettering) - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (apart from one which has some very minor paint touchings on 
emblem) - all contained in generally Fair to Good yellow lift off lid trade box - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £160 - £200 

1028. Dinky 139b Trade Pack Hudson Commodore Sedan containing 3 examples (1) cream, maroon upper, red ridged hubs 
with smooth tyres (large baseplate lettering); (2) same as (1) and (3) same as (1) - conditions are generally Excellent to 
Excellent Plus (couple of very small marks on protruding edges) - still bright examples in a Fair to Good yellow lift off lid trade 
box - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £160 - £200 

1029. Dinky Pre-War 151a Trade Pack Medium Tank containing 2 examples finished in green, white triangle to turret and 
rear - metal chain tracks, aerial - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent - lovely bright examples in Fair to Good yellow 
lift off lid box - hard to find issue - dividers are not original - see photo. 

 £300 - £500 

1030. Dinky 165 Trade Pack Humber Hawk - this empty trade box is generally Good (some small pen graffiti to one side). 

 £40 - £60 

1031. Dinky 179 Trade Pack Studebaker President - this empty trade box is generally Good (does have some graffiti to one 
side). 

 £40 - £50 

1032. Dinky 180 Trade Pack Packard Clipper Sedan - this empty trade pack is generally Good (slightly grubby round edges). 

 £40 - £60 

1033. Dinky 491 Trade Pack Electric Dairy Van "NCB" - this empty trade box is generally Good to Good Plus - nice bright 
example. 

 £50 - £70 
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1034. Dinky 270 Trade Pack Motor Cycle Patrol "AA" containing 6 examples all finished in black bike, yellow sidecar, tan 
figure rider - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent - lovely bright examples in a generally Good Plus yellow lift off lid 
trade box with original dividers - see photo. 

 £240 - £260 

1035. Dinky 272 Trade Pack Motor Cycle Patrol "ANWB" - this rare issue containing 1 example finished in black, yellow 
sidecar, tan figure driver - condition is generally Excellent - lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow lift off lid trade 
box with original dividers (small mark to lid where label has been partially removed) - hard to find issue. 

 £120 - £150 

1036. Dinky 551 Trade Pack Large Trailer containing 3 examples all finished in grey, black, red ridged hubs with herringbone 
tyres, metal tow-hook - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in a Good Plus to Excellent green lift off lid box with 
label to end - original dividers (some slight rusting to staples) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1037. Dinky 797 Trade Pack Healey Sports Boat containing 2 examples (1) green, cream hull, with figure holes and (2) same 
as (1) but red, cream hull without figure holes - contained in a generally Good yellow lift off lid trade box - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

1038. Dinky 788 Trade Pack Buckets (for Marrel Multi Bucket Unit) - containing 6 examples finished in grey, 
chrome - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow lift off lid trade box with 
original dividers (usual rusting to staples) - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1039. Dinky Trade Packs - a pair (1) 25h Fire Engine (2) 39d - these empty boxes are generally Fair (do have graffiti and 
grubby round all edges).  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1040. Dinky Trade Packs - a pair (1) 30s (413) Austin Covered Wagon and (2) 31a Trojan "Esso" Van - these empty trade 
boxes are generally Fair. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1041. Dinky Trade Packs Group to include 27a (300) Massey Harris Tractor; (2) 27d Land Rover and (3) 42a (751) - "Police" 
Hut - these empty trade boxes are generally Fair (do have graffiti to lids).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1042. Dinky Pre-War 23 Series "Racing Cars" Gift Set containing 3 pieces (1) Auto Union red, black smooth hubs with 
herringbone tyres, silver grille - Fair; (2) Mercedes yellow body, black smooth hubs with herringbone tyres, white figure driver, 
silver goggles and front grille - Good and (3) Speed of the Wind light green, black smooth hubs with herringbone tyres, white 
figure driver, silver screen and front trim - Good - all contained in generally Fair to Good (grubby round edges) blue lift off lid 
box, inner carded tray is Fair - see photo. 

 £240 - £300 

1043. Dinky Pre-War 52 Cunard - White Star Liner "534" finished in off-white, black, 2 x aerials, 3 x red and black 
funnels - condition is generally Good (does have corrosion to front windows and top edge) in a generally Good to Good Plus 
blue lift off lid box with paper label to front and end - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 
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1044. Dinky Pre-War 67a Junkers JU89 Heavy Bomber matt black body, pale greyish-blue under, red metal propellers, silver 
windows, with "German" wing markings - overall condition is generally Excellent (appears to be fatigue free) very slight rusting 
to wheels - still a beautiful example contained in a generally Fair to Good blue lift off lid box (some very light fading). 

 £120 - £150 

1045. Dinky Pre-War 24 Series 4-Seater Saloon yellow body and rear spare wheel with white smooth tyre, brown chassis, 
black smooth hubs with white tyres - overall condition is generally Good (does have some cracking to seats) - radiator grille and 
surrounding parts are replacement - still a bright example of an early and hard to find issue. 

 £120 - £140 

1046. Dinky Pre-War 24 Series 4-Door Saloon finished in pale grey, brown chassis and smooth hubs with white tyres - overall 
condition is generally Fair (replacement grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1047. Dinky Pre-War 23 Series Mercedes Racer red body, white figure driver, silver exhaust and front grille, black smooth 
hubs with herringbone tyres - Good (does have some small chips to driver's helmet and top edges) still a bright example. 

 £60 - £80 

1048. Dinky Pre-War (Type 2) 25 Series Market Gardner's Wagon finished in yellow including stake back, black chassis and 
smooth hubs with white tyres, tow-hook - Fair - still a bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

1049. Dinky Pre-War 22 Series Motor Truck maroon cab, back, silver grille, smooth hubs with black tyres - overall condition is 
generally Good (does have small chips around edges and some loss of paint to smooth hubs) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1050. Dinky Pre-War 30 Series Motor Breakdown Truck finished in red, black including smooth hubs with white 
tyres - Fair - still a bright example. 

 £60 - £70 

1051. Dinky Pre-War 26 Series British Railcar a pair (1) red, cream, green Bakelite rollers and (2) same as (1) but cream, 
green - conditions are generally Fair - still bright examples.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1052. Dinky Pre-War Group to include (1) Caravan two-tone cream, red, black smooth hubs with black tyres; (2) 
Cunard - White Star Liner "Queen Mary" cream, black, 2 x tan aerials, 3 x red and black funnels, brass rollers and French Dinky 
Railcar/Train finished in off white, blue, black smooth hubs with white tyres (front unit only) - conditions are generally Fair.  (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1053. Dinky 23n Maserati Racing Car red including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, white flash, figure driver and race 
number 9, silver exhaust and front grille - Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box 
(very minor puncture hole marks to one non picture side) - still a bright example that displays well. 

 £70 - £80 

1054. Dinky 40j Austin Somerset Saloon light blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, with (40j baseplate 
lettering) - Excellent (does have some small marks on side protruding edges) still a bright example in a Good yellow and red 
carded picture box with dark blue colour spot (some very small pen graffiti to non picture side) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 
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1055. Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car light blue, cream interior with figure driver, silver trim, race number 26 on rear 
and doors, light beige ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent (does have couple of very minor marks on side and very small 
chips to driver's arms) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot - (couple of very small marks 
on edges) still a nice bright example. 

 £80 - £100 

1056. Dinky 134 Triumph Vitesse Saloon metallic aqua, white side flashes, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with 
black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus (couple of very minor marks on roof edges) - still a lovely bright example in a Good (slightly 
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1057. Dinky 152 Austin Devon Saloon mid-blue including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus - superb 
example (very minor rusting to centre of base) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot - see 
photo. 

 £340 - £420 

1058. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe yellow body, silver trim, bright yellow ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus - still 
a nice bright example that displays well in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with clear colour spot - see 
photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1059. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 - drab green, silver trim, spun hubs with treaded tyres - Near Mint (couple of very minor 
marks on protruding edges) in a Good Plus correct plain later issue yellow and red carded box with correct colour spot. 

 £120 - £140 

1060. Dinky 163 Bristol 450 Sports Coupe green, silver trim and headlights, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, race 
number 27 on sides and front - Good Plus (does have some very small paint touchings to roof) in a generally Good (slightly 
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

1061. Dinky 163 Bristol 450 Sports Coupe green, silver trim and headlights, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, race 
number 27 on sides and front - Excellent (couple of very minor marks on roof edges) still a nice bright example in a Good late 
issue plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £70 - £80 

1062. Dinky 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan blue body, tan roof and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (large 
baseplate lettering) - Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a Good (slight grubby round edges) yellow and red carded picture 
box with correct colour spot. 

 £70 - £90 

1063. Dinky 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan high-line two-tone grey, mid-blue including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent (does have couple of very small marks on bonnet emblem) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture 
box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 

1064. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) green body, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent 
Plus - lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus (couple of very minor scuffs on edges) yellow and red carded picture box 
with correct colour spot - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 
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1065. Dinky 182 Porsche 356a Coupe light cerise (tinged pink) body, silver trim, chrome spun with black treaded tyres - Good 
Plus to Excellent (does have some small marks on passenger side) - still a bright example of a harder colour variation to find in 
a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with cream colour spot. 

 £90 - £110 

1066. Dinky 237 Mercedes Racer white body, red interior and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, light blue figure driver, 
silver front grille, race number 30 to front only - this late issue is generally Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a Good 
(slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £90 - £110 

1067. Dinky 258 "USA Police" Car De Soto Fireflite black body, white door panels, red roof light, grey plastic aerial, chrome 
spun hubs - Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £90 - £110 

1068. Dinky 268 Renault Dauphine Minicab finished in red, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with correct various decals fitted 
including "Meccano/Kenwood" - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) 
yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £100 - £120 

1069. Dinky 4 "Racing Cars" Gift Set - to include 5 pieces (1) Cooper Bristol green, mid-green ridged hubs with grey treaded 
tyres, silver trim, white racing number 6 with figure driver; (2) Alpha Romeo red including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, 
silver grille, white figure driver and race number 8; (3) Ferrari blue, yellow nose and ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, white 
figure driver, yellow race number 5; (4) HWM light green, mid-green ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver grille, yellow 
race number 7, white figure driver and (5) Maserati red including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver grille, white flash, 
race number 9 and figure driver - all have 23 Series baseplate lettering - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent 
Plus - lovely bright examples all contained in a generally Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box (missing inner packing 
piece) - see photo. 

 £800 - £900 

1070. Dinky 190 Caravan two-tone cream, mid-blue, beige ridged hubs, chrome hook (black metal jockey wheel) - Excellent 
(couple of very minor marks round protruding edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and 
original price label - also comes accompanied with correct inner packing ring - see photo. 

 £60 - £80 

1071. Dinky 260 Morris Commercial "Royal Mail" Delivery Van red including ridged hubs and smooth tyres, black roof panel, 
silver trim - Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

1072. Dinky 340 Land Rover orange body, dark green interior with plastic figure driver, silver trim, black metal windscreen, 
steering wheel and tow-hook, red plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - this later issue is generally Excellent (does have some 
small marks on rear side edges) still a lovely bright example in correct Good (slightly grubby) late issue plain yellow and red 
carded picture box - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1073. Dinky Dodge Rear Tipping Wagon dark orange cab and chassis, mid-green back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, 
silver trim - Excellent (apart from the usual minor chips on inner chassis and on rear edges) - still a lovely bright example in a 
Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with red colour spot - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 
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1074. Dinky 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry tan cab and chassis, mid-green back and jib with "Dinky Service" to sides, silver 
trim, red ridged hubs with treaded tyres (without windows issue) - Excellent (couple of very minor marks on wheel arch and jib 
edges) - comes in a Good Plus to Excellent blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (25X/430 dual number) - see 
photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1075. Dinky 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry darker tan cab and chassis, mid-green back and jib with "Dinky Service" to sides, 
silver trim, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres (without windows issue) - Good Plus to Excellent - still a lovely bright example in a 
Good Plus, displays well, blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find 25X/430 dual numbered end - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

1076. Dinky 480 Bedford "Kodak Cameras & Films" yellow body, silver trim and headlights, red ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres - Good Plus - still a lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

1077. Dinky 561 Blaw Knox Bulldozer red including arms and blade, black including metal rollers with rubber tracks, light tan 
figure driver, tow-hook - Good Plus - still a nice bright example in a Fair green lift off lid box with paper label - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1078. Dinky 562 Dumper Truck yellow, red metal wheels, black seat and steering wheel with light tan figure driver, silver 
trim - Good Plus to Excellent (usual very small marks to inner dumper edges) in a generally Good buff lift off lid box with inner 
packing piece. 

 £50 - £60 

1079. Dinky 918 Guy (Type 2) - "Ever Ready Batteries For Life" Van blue cab, chassis and back, silver trim, red supertoy 
hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus to Excellent (does have chips along top protruding side edges) - still a bright example in a 
generally Good blue and white stripe lift off lid, blue base is Fair to Good (does have some scuffs) - see photo. 

 £130 - £160 

1080. Dinky 942 Foden (Type 2) 14-ton "Regent" Tanker blue, white, red including supertoy hubs with treaded tyres, silver 
trim, black metal gantry and side ladder, tow-hook - Good Plus - still a superb example that displays well in a generally Good to 
Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £140 - £170 

1081. Dinky 972 20-Ton Lorry Mounted "Coles" Crane orange cab and chassis, yellow ballast and jib, bright yellow supertoy 
hubs with grey treaded tyres, 2 x light blue figures - Good Plus - still a superb example in a generally Good to Good Plus blue 
and white striped lift off lid box (does have some small pen graffiti to one side) with correct inner packing pieces - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

1082. Dinky 981 Horse Box "British Railways Express Horse Box Hire Service" maroon, silver trim, red supertoy hubs with 
black treaded tyres - Good Plus - still a lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid 
box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1083. Dinky 982 Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter mid-blue cab and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, light blue twin rivet 
trailer with "Dinky Toys Delivery Service" on sides, mid-blue supertoy hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus (does have some 
surface corrosion marks) in a generally Good blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £80 - £90 
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1084. Dinky Group to include 555 Fire Engine with Extending Ladder red including supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres, 
silver trim and ladders, metal tow-hook; 955 another but darker red and 211 Triumph TR7 Sports Car red, black base and 
interior, speedwheels - overall conditions are generally Fair to Excellent in Fair boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1085. Dinky 217 Alpha Romeo OSI Scarabeo fluorescent body, yellow interior, cast hubs - Excellent (does have wear to rear 
side labels) in a Good to Good Plus carded picture box and 240 Cooper Racing car blue including plastic detachable engine 
cover, white race number 20 stripes, figure driver, chrome spun hubs - Excellent Plus in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow 
and red carded picture box (does have graffiti to both sides).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1086. Dinky 16 Express Passenger Train Set to include "LNER" Locomotive finished in blue, black, 2 x carriages finished in 
dark tan/brown, black, grey roof - overall conditions is generally Excellent Plus - lovely bright example in a generally Good to 
Good Plus buff lift off lid box with paper label to end - with original dividers - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1087. Dinky 47 Road Signs Set of 12 all finished in black, white, red - conditions are generally Good (all have small chips 
around bases) in a generally Good Plus buff lift off lid with paper label, white carded base is generally Good to Good Plus, 
yellow backing card is Good Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1088. Dinky 23b Racing Car - red, silver flashes, black ridged hubs and racing number 5, smooth tyres - Excellent Plus lovely 
bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

1089. Dinky 30c Daimler - tan body, black chassis with smooth hubs, treaded tyres (type 3) - Excellent Plus beautiful 
example (usual very slight tarnishing to grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1090. Dinky 30c Daimler - green body, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres (type 4) - Excellent (grille and 
surrounding parts are bare metal) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1091. Dinky 30f "Ambulance" - cream body, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres (type 5) - Good Plus still a 
lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

1092. Dinky 36b Bentley - green body, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres (type 5) - Good Plus still a lovely 
bright example (front grille and surrounding parts are bare metal). 

 £50 - £60 

1093. Dinky 36b Bentley - blue body, black chassis and ridged hubs (type 5) - Good Plus to Excellent (usual slight 
discolouration to grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

1094. Dinky 36d Rover - green, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres (type 5) - Good Plus to Excellent - see 
photo. 

 £50 - £70 
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1095. Dinky 38b Sunbeam Talbot - grey body and seats, darker grey tonneau, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres, lacquered baseplate - Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

1096. Dinky 38b Sunbeam Talbot - blue body and seats, grey tonneau, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres - Excellent lovely bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

1097. Dinky 38c Lagonda - grey body, darker grey seats, silver trim, black smooth hubs with white tyres - Excellent Plus 
lovely bright example. 

 £80 - £100 

1098. Dinky 38d Alvis - green body, black seats and tonneau, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent 
lovely bright example. 

 £60 - £80 

1099. Dinky 39d Buick - grey body, fawn ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus lovely bright 
example - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1100. Dinky 39d Buick - maroon, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent lovely bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

1101. Dinky 39e Chrysler - green body, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent lovely bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

1102. Dinky 39f Studebaker - green body, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus to Excellent still a 
lovely bright example. 

 £60 - £80 

1103. Dinky 40f (154) Hillman Minx - dark green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus to 
Excellent (does have some small marks around window frames) still a lovely bright example. 

 £50 - £70 

1104. Dinky 40f (154) Hillman Minx - dark tan, silver trim, mid-grey ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus still a nice 
bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

1105. Dinky 140a (106) Austin Atlantic - mid-blue body, red interior and tonneau, silver trim, cream ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres - Excellent (does have a couple of very minor marks on edges and steering wheel) - still a lovely bright example of a hard 
and RARE ISSUE to find - see photo. 

 £400 - £600 

1106. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver trim and side 
exhaust, yellow racing number 4, white figure driver - Excellent Plus lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £50 - £60 
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1107. Dinky 25a Openback Wagon - mid-blue cab, back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black chassis, (type 
4) - Excellent (usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £80 - £90 

1108. Dinky 25g "Petrol" Tanker - green body, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres (type 3) - Excellent Plus (usual slight 
discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £50 - £70 

1109. Dinky 25g "Petrol" Tanker - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black chassis (type 4) - Good Plus to Excellent 
(usual slight discolouration to grille and surround parts) - still a bright example of harder issue to find. 

 £80 - £100 

1110. Dinky 25e Openback Tipper - yellow cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres (type 2) - Good 
Plus still a lovely bright example. 

 £50 - £60 

1111. Dinky 25e Openback Tipper - grey cab, back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black chassis (type 4) - Excellent Plus 
(usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £60 - £80 

1112. Dinky 25e Openback Tipper - brown cab and back, black chassis, grey ridged hubs with smooth tyres (type 4) - Good 
Plus to Excellent - still a lovely bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

1113. Dinky 25j Civilian Jeep - mid-blue, silver trim, yellow ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Excellent lovely bright 
example. 

 £60 - £70 

1114. Dinky 29c (290) Double Decker Bus - red, cream, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (type 1) - Good Plus 
to Excellent (couple of small chips on lower edges) - still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

1115. Dinky 29c (290) Double Decker Bus - two-tone green, cream, black smooth hubs with pale grey tyres, silver trim, (type 
1) - Good Plus to Excellent (some small marks on front wheelarches) - still a nice bright example of a harder issue to find. 

 £60 - £70 

1116. Dinky 29h (292) Duple Roadmaster Leyland Royal Tiger Bus - two-tone green, cream including ridged hubs with 
smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent (couple of small factory paint flaws) - still a lovely bright example. 

 £50 - £60 

1117. Dinky 31d (453) Trojan "Beefy Oxo" Van - blue body, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus 
still a lovely bright example - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1118. Dinky 25m (410) Bedford End Tipper - burnt orange cab, chassis and back, green ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example. 

 £50 - £70 
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1119. Dinky 25m (410) Bedford End Tipper - green cab, chassis and back, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good 
to Good Plus (does have some small chips on cab edge roof) - still a nice bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

1120. Dinky 37a Civilian Motorcyclist - black, grey; another but black, green and 43b "RAC" Motorcycle Patrol - blue, 
black - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus lovely bright example.  (3) 

 £70 - £90 

1121. Dinky 37a Civilian Motorcyclist - black, grey; 37b "Police" Motorcyclist - black, dark blue and 42b "Police" Motorcycle 
Patrol - green, black, dark blue - conditions are Good Plus to Excellent Plus lovely bright examples.  (3) 

 £80 - £90 

1122. Dinky Military 152a Light Tank - green, metal chains (without aerial); 152b Reconnaissance Car - green including 
ridged hubs with smooth tyres and 162a Light Dragon Tractor Unit - green, metal chains - conditions are generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1123. Dinky Military 153 Jeep - green including smooth hubs, white 5-pointed star decal to bonnet and sides (hard to find 
issue) - overall condition is generally Good Plus - very slight surface marks to windscreen - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1124. Dinky Military unboxed group to include 674 Austin Champ; 626 Bedford "Ambulance"; 643 Austin Water Tanker; 676 
Personnel Carrier and 641 Cargo 1-ton Truck - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint lovely bright examples.  (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1125. Dinky 140b (156) Rover 75 group to include 3 x cream including ridged hubs; 2 x maroon and 195 Jaguar 3.4 
litre - grey, red interior, chrome spun hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1126. Dinky 35c MG Sports Car - green, pale yellow interior; 4 x 36g Austin "Taxi" (1) two-tone green, black including interior 
and figure driver (closed rear window); (2) same as (1); (3) same as (1) but (open rear windows) and (4) same as (3) but 
two-tone maroon, black - conditions are generally Fair.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1127. Dinky group to include pre-war 22e Tractor - red, green; 22c Motor Truck - green, black ridged hubs; 3 x 30e 
Breakdown Truck to include red, black wheelarches and smooth hubs plus others - conditions are generally Fair (including 
partial repaint).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1128. Dinky 25 Series group to include "Petrol" Tanker - red, black including ridged hubs; 3 x Openback Truck to include 
grey, black, mid-blue ridged hubs; dark grey, black including ridged hubs and mid-blue including ridged hubs plus 30f 
"Ambulance" - cream, black including ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good.  (5) 

 £80 - £110 

1129. Dinky group to include Hand Cart; (type 3) Delivery Van; another but Loud Speaker Van; Dodge Tipper and 2 x 
Trailers - conditions are generally Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £50 - £60 
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1130. French Dinky 566 Citroen Type H "Police" Van - two-tone blue, white, concave hubs, battery operated roof-light - Good 
Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £60 - £80 

1131. French Dinky 572 Berliet Tipper - red cab and chassis, grey interior, yellow plastic tipper and hubs - Good Plus still a 
beautiful unboxed example - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1132. French Dinky 550 Chrysler Saratoga - pale pink body, off-white flashes and band, silver trim, chrome concave hubs 
with white smooth tyres - Excellent Plus (does have some pitting) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded 
picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

1133. French Dinky 532 Lincoln Premiere - metallic green body, dark green roof, silver trim and side flashes, chrome 
concave hubs with white smooth tyres - Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus (slightly 
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

1134. French Dinky 1417 Matra Formula 1 Racing Car - blue, white flash, chrome trim, racing number 17, figure driver - Near 
Mint (couple of very minor marks) in a Excellent carded picture box, comes with Road Sign and 2 x Leaflets - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1135. French Dinky 1422 Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Car - red body, yellow stripes, racing number 25, chrome trim - Near Mint 
in a Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box, comes with folded leaflet and road sign - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1136. French Dinky 1433 Surtees TS5 Formula 1 Racing Car - red, white, racing number 14, chrome trim - Near Mint 
beautiful example in a Good (slightly creased) yellow and red carded picture box with folded leaflet only - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1137. French Dinky 33c Simca Cargo Truck "Saint-Gobein Miroitier" - grey cab, chassis and convex hubs, green back with 
correct mirror and glass load, silver trim - Excellent Plus beautiful example in a Good Plus (slightly creased) yellow and red 
carded picture box with original shop flash to side - also comes accompanied with French Meccano Leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

1138. French Dinky 588 Berliet Beer Delivery Truck - yellow cab, brown chassis and interior, grey front bumper, red plastic 
back and cream concave hubs, with correct load barrels/crates - Excellent Plus (couple of small marks on cab edges) in a 
generally Good Plus yellow and red carded box with detail picture. 

 £100 - £120 

1139. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 134 Triumph Vitesse empty box early hard to find issue with "Dinky Toys" text and "S.Kumar & Co 
Ltd" - Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £40 - £50 

1140. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 137 Plymouth Fury Convertible - empty box early hard to find issue with "Dinky Toys" text and 
"S.Kumar & Co Ltd" - Excellent see photo. 

 £50 - £60 
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1141. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 186 Mercedes 220SE empty box early hard to find issue with "Dinky Toys" text and "S.Kumar & Co 
Ltd" - Excellent - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1142. Dinky Empty Boxes 23n Maserati; 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car; 162 Ford Zephyr; 189 Triumph Herald - conditions are 
Fair to Good Plus still nice bright examples.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1143. Dinky Empty Boxes group to include 2 x 110 Aston Martin DB3 Sports Car; 152 Austin Devon; 164 Vauxhall Cresta; 
168 Singer Gazelle; 176 Austin A105; 189 Triumph Herald; 254 Austin "Taxi" and 23j HWM - conditions are generally Poor to 
Fair.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1144. Dinky Empty Boxes group to include 174 Hudson Hornet Sedan; 185 Alfa Romeo 1900 Supersprint; 265 Plymouth 
"USA Taxi"; plus others, also includes French Dinky 24x Ford Vedette and rigid perspex case 129 Volkswagen Saloon 
"Beetle" - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus - see photo.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1145. Dinky Empty Boxes group to include 291 London Bus "Exide Batteries"; 490 (30v) Electric Dairy Van; 533 Leyland 
Cement Wagon and 4 x Military Issues to include 626 Ambulance, 643 Austin Water Tanker plus others - conditions are 
generally Poor to Fair.  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1146. Tootsietoy Saloon Car - green body, tan roof, red chassis, smooth hubs with white tyres - Fair - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1147. Corgi 266 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" with "Caractacus Potts, Truly Scrumptious, Jeremy & Jemima" figures - overall 
condition is generally Good (one front light requires attention to repair), comes with "25th Anniversary" 96751 window box, inner 
plastic cloud display is Good (does have some fading), card is Excellent, outer blue and yellow window box is Good (some 
small splits to cellophane) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

Private Owner Collection #2 

1148. Corgi 258 "The Saint's" Volvo P1800 - white body, silver trim and flashes, red interior with figure driver, spun 
hubs - Good Plus (some small marks on protruding edges) still a bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and 
yellow carded picture box (couple of small scuffs on edges). 

 £80 - £90 

1149. Corgi 261 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - gold body, red interior with bandit figure 
only, wire wheels - Good Plus (does have some small marks around roof edges) still a nice bright example in a pictorial stand 
which is generally Excellent in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box (without secret instruction pack) - See photo. 

 £100 - £120 
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1150. Corgi 267 "Batman" - Batmobile - black body, gold & red bat hubs, blue tinted windscreens with "Batman & Robin" 
figures, grey plastic aerial - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on the edges) still a lovely bright example for display 
as well, in a generally Fair to Good blue and yellow carded picture box (missing inner pictorial stand and instruction pack) - See 
photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1151. Corgi 497 "The Man from UNCLE" Thrushbuster - blue body, yellow interior with 2 x figures, silver trim, cast hubs, 
plastic lamps - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of very minor marks on edges and slight loss of chrome to clicker) in a pictorial 
stand which is Excellent (without Waverly Ring), blue and yellow carded picture box is Good Plus also comes with correct inner 
packing piece which is Excellent - See photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1152. Corgi "Chipperfields Circus" 1121 Scammell 6-Wheeled Crane Truck - red, blue including hubs, yellow ballast - Good 
(does have some slight rusting to jib and hook) in a generally Fair to Good (scuffs around edges) blue and yellow lift of lid box 
and 1123 Animal Cage - red including drawbar and tow hook, yellow, blue plastic sliding doors, spun hubs, with 2 x lion 
figures- Overall conditions are generally Good in a Good (couple of small scuffs around edges) blue and yellow lift off lid box 
(2). 

 £70 - £80 

1153. Corgi "Chipperfields Circus" 1130 Bedford TK Horse Transporter- red, blue, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs with 6 
x grey horses, harder to find issue with green rear label, See photo - Good Plus to Excellent (usual small chips around door 
edges) in a Fair (missing end flap) blue and yellow carded picture box with inner packing piece and unboxed 2-piece gift set 
(1st issue) Land Rover - red, light blue tin plate canopy, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs, metal tow hook with matching 
trailer & elephant in cage - Overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on Land Rover rear 
edges) (2). 

 £70 - £80 

1154. Corgi 426 "Chipperfields Circus" Smiths Karrier Mobile Booking Office, red, blue roof, silver trim, spun hubs - Good to 
Good Plus, still a bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

1155. Corgi 321 BMC Mini Cooper S "Rallye Monte Carlo" - red including interior, white roof, silver trim, spun hubs, racing 
number 52 - Good Plus (couple of small marks on protruding edges) still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent 
blue and yellow carded picture box (does have a couple of very small scuffs on edges and original pencil price mark to end 
flap) - See photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1156. Corgi 251 Hillman Imp - blue body, yellow interior with tan luggage case, silver trim, spun hubs - Excellent (couple of 
very minor marks on edges) in a Fair to Good blue and yellow carded picture box (missing one inner flap) -See photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1157. Corgi 262 Lincoln Continental Executive Limousine - gold body, black roof, dark red and blue interior, spun 
hubs - Overall condition is Excellent Plus (usual loss of chrome to front and rear bumpers) - inner carded tray is Good Plus, 
outer presentation bubble pack is Good - comes accompanied with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet only - See 
photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1158. Corgi 275 Rover 2000TC - green body, amber roof panel, brown interior, chrome trim, Golden Jacks take-off 
wheels - Excellent Plus (very minor box rub wear mark to roof) still a beautiful example in a generally Good to Good Plus blue 
and yellow window box with pictorial header (does have some splits to cellophane) - See photo. 

 £50 - £70 
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1159. Corgi 224 Bentley Continental Sports Saloon - two-tone green, red interior, chrome trim, spun hubs with grey tyres 
(missing spare wheel) otherwise Good in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture box and 238 Jaguar Mk X -blue body, red 
interior, silver trim, spun hubs (without luggage case) - Good Plus in a generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded 
picture box (2). 

 £80 - £90 

1160. Corgi 231 Triumph Herald Coupe - two-tone blue, white, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Good Plus in a Poor to 
Fair blue and yellow carded picture box & 236 Austin A60 De-luxe Saloon "Motor School" Car - light blue, red interior and roof 
turning disk, silver trim and side flashes, spun hubs - Good Plus, still a bright example in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture 
box (one end flap is detached but present) - See photo (2). 

 £70 - £80 

1161. Corgi 430 Ford Thunderbird "Bermuda Taxi" - white body, yellow and silver interior with figure driver, red and green 
plastic canopy, silver trim, spun hubs - Good Still a bright example in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box 
& 436 Citroen Safari ID19 "Wildlife Preservation" - yellow, brown and pale green interior with 2 x figures, silver trim, spun hubs, 
brown and red luggage - Fair including blue and yellow carded picture box (missing end flap) (2). 

 £70 - £80 

1162. Corgi 155 Lotus Climax Formula 1 Racing Car - green, yellow, white and black racing number 1, figure driver, spun 
hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow carded picture box and 156 Cooper 
Maserati Formula 1 Racing Car - blue body with racing number 7, figure driver, cast hubs - Good Plus in a Good blue and 
yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1163. Corgi 154 Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Car - red, white racing number 36, figure driver, spun hubs - Good Plus still a 
lovely bright example in an Excellent Plus blue and yellow carded picture box and 314 Ferrari 250 Berlinetta Le Mans - red 
body, blue tinted windows, wire wheels, racing number 4 - Good Plus including blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1164. Corgi 223 Chevrolet Impala "State Patrol" - black body, silver trim and side flashes, lemon interior, grey plastic aerial, 
spun hubs, "State Patrol" door labels - Good Plus in a Good (slightly creased and some small tears) blue and yellow carded 
picture box and 310 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - cerise body, lemon interior, spun hubs - Good to Good Plus (does have loss 
of chrome to all trim) in a generally Good blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1165. Corgi 211S Studebaker "Golden Hawk" - gold plated finish, white flashes, red interior, silver trim - Good Plus still a 
bright example in a Good (slightly creased) blue and yellow carded picture box and 245 Buick Riviera - gold body, red interior, 
chrome bumpers, wire wheels, grey plastic tow hook - Excellent (does have a very minor loss of chrome to rear bumpers) in a 
generally Good blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £80 - £90 

1166. Corgi 230 Mercedes 220 SE Coupe - maroon, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Good still a bright example in a 
Fair to Good blue and yellow carded picture box and 247 Mercedes 600 Pullman - metallic maroon, cream interior, chrome trim, 
spun hubs - Good Plus (does have broken emblem) in a generally Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1167. Corgi 218 Aston Martin DB4 - red body, lemon interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good (does have some small chips 
on protruding edges) in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box and 318 Lotus Elan S2 "I've Got a Tiger in My 
Tank" - steel blue, black interior with figure driver, silver trim, spun hubs - Good Plus in a generally Good Plus blue and yellow 
carded picture box. (2) 

 £80 - £90 
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1168. Corgi 428 Smiths Karrier Ice Cream Van "Mister Softee" - two-tone cream, blue, spun hubs, silver trim, pale blue 
interior with figure - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a generally Good blue and yellow carded picture box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1169. Corgi 464 Commer "County Police" Van - blue body, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs, clear battery-operated roof 
light - Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Fair to Good (complete) blue and yellow carded picture 
box - without inner packing piece. 

 £50 - £60 

1170. Corgi 1120 Midland Motorway Express Coach - red, black roof, yellow interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Good Plus still a 
lovely bright example in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

1171. Corgi 1101 Bedford Type S Carrimore Car Transporter - red cab, silver trim, flat spun hubs, blue trailer with flat spun 
hubs, silver platforms - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair blue and yellow lift off lid box with inner packing 
piece - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1172. Corgi GS24 "Constructor" Gift Set to include 2 x Commer Chassis' (1) red, (2) white - both come with various 
detachable backs including "Ambulance" - plus accessories and figure - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent 
Plus a lovely bright example, polystyrene base is Good (does have some small indentations) in a Fair to Good blue and yellow 
lift off lid (does have marks to ends where label has been removed) - also comes with collectors club/instruction leaflet (some 
pen writing) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1173. Corgi unboxed group to include Dolphin Cruiser Boat on Trailer; Hydraulic Jeep with Lamp Post; Ford Thames 
Airborne Caravan; Superior "Ambulance" and Ford Anglia "Wall's Ice Cream", comes with ice cream seller and boy figure - label 
sheet (most are missing). (5) 

 £80 - £90 

1174. Corgi unboxed group to include Vauxhall Velox; Ford Thunderbird "Bermuda Taxi"; Ghia L.6.4; Morris Cowley and 
Triumph TR3 Sports Car - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still nice bright examples. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1175. Corgi Original Classics 9021 Daimler - orangey-red, black seats, yellow wheels (without figures) - Good Plus in a Good 
lift off lid box; Corgi 1988 double-sided Competition Leaflet; Matchbox King Size K6 Allis Chalmers Scraper - orange, red 
engine, bare metal hubs and Budgie Toys Refuse Truck - greyish-blue, silver, plastic hubs - conditions are generally Good to 
Good Plus. (4) 

 £25 - £40 

Miscellaneous 
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1176. Corgi 266 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" with "Caractacus Potts, Truly Scrumptious, Jeremy & Jemima" figures; Dinky 100 
"Thunderbirds" - Lady Penelope's FAB 1 - pink including roof slides, gold interior with "Parker and Lady Penelope" figures, 
chrome pointed hubs; 104 "Captain Scarlet" Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle - blue, white, cast spun hubs, black plastic aerials and 
rubber tracks and 105 Maximum Security Vehicle (1st issue) - white, red, cast spun hubs, with radiation box (missing lid) - with 
correct plastic aerial - conditions are generally Good (do require attention in cleaning) to Good Plus. (4) 

 £80 - £110 

1177. Dinky 252 Bedford Refuse Wagon - tan body, chassis and back, green slides and opening rear door, red ridged hubs 
with treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby around edges) yellow and red 
carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

1178. Dinky 521 Bedford Articulated Lorry - deep yellow, black, red ridged hubs with smooth and treaded tyres, tow 
hook - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus green lift off lid box with paper label (couple of very minor 
marks to label). 

 £60 - £70 

1179. Dinky/Meccano 1 Station Staff set of 6 figures - which are generally Good Plus still lovely bright examples in a Good 
Plus marble lift off lid box with paper label - comes with early issue "Hudson Dobson" label on side - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1180. Corgi 319 Lotus Elan Coupe - red, white hood, off white interior, detachable chassis with cast hubs - Near Mint in a 
generally Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow carded picture box with "Baxters Toy Shop" flash attached to one side and 
end flap - also comes accompanied with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1181. Corgi 302 MGA Sports Car Empty blue carded Picture Box - which is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small 
scuffs on edges) still a nice crisp example - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1182. Corgi 319 Lotus Elan Coupe - blue body, white hood, off white interior, chrome detachable chassis with cast 
hubs - Good Plus to Excellent Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

1183. Corgi 154 Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Car - red, white racing number 36, spun hubs, figure driver - Excellent Plus a 
lovely bright example in a Near Mint blue and yellow carded picture box (small price label to non picture side) - also comes 
accompanied with collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1184. Corgi 155 Lotus Climax Formula 1 Racing Car - green, yellow, white and black racing number 1, spun hubs, figure 
driver - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks on front) in a Near Mint crisp blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors 
club folded leaflet. 

 £50 - £70 

1185. Corgi 156 Cooper Maserati Formula 1 Racing Car - blue, racing number 7, cast hubs, figure driver - Near Mint 
including blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £50 - £60 

1186. Corgi 408 Bedford "AA Road Service" - yellow, black including smooth roof, flat spun hubs - Good Plus still a lovely 
bright example in a Good blue carded picture box (does have some stains). 

 £60 - £70 
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1187. Dinky (Dublo Dinky) 070 AEC Mercury "Shell/BP" Tanker - green, red, black grille, knobbly grey plastic 
wheels - Excellent Plus (couple of very minor marks on protruding edges) in an Excellent plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £50 - £70 

1188. Dinky (Dublo Dinky) 066 Bedford Flat Truck - grey cab, chassis and back, silver trim, smooth wheels - Near Mint in an 
Excellent Plus yellow and red carded picture box and 068 Morris "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red, silver trim, knobbly grey 
plastic wheels - Good Plus in a Good yellow and red carded picture box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1189. Corgi Juniors E3019 "James Bond" 3-piece Gift Set taken from the film "Octopussy" to include Range Rover - maroon, 
light beige interior, Horse Box - light beige and Jet Aircraft - conditions appear to be generally Mint on an Excellent (couple of 
very minor creases) blister card. 

 £90 - £120 

1190. Corgi Juniors 78 trade pack "Batman" - Batcopter - containing 3 examples - finished in black, orange including blades 
and rotor - conditions are generally Mint on Good Plus to Excellent Plus blister cards (one has slight crushing to bubble), outer 
trade box is Fair - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1191. Corgi 7000 "Batman" 5-Car Gift Pack (Reeves exclusive issue) - includes 5 pieces (1) "Penguin" - Penguinmobile; (2) 
23 Batbike; (3) 69 Batmobile; (4) 78 Batcopter and (5) Jokermobile - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on 
Excellent to Mint blister cards (a few have very slight creases to bubbles) - contained in a generally Near Mint presentation gift 
box - see photo. 

 £140 - £160 

1192. Corgi 314 Ferrari Berlinetta 250 Le Mans - red body, blue tinted windows, yellow, white and black racing number 4, 
wire wheels - Near Mint a beautiful example in a generally Excellent Plus blue and yellow window box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1193. Corgi 335 Jaguar 4.2 litre Type E - blue body, black interior, wire wheels, chrome bumpers, with side mirrors - Near 
Mint a superb example in a generally Good presentation bubble pack, inner carded tray is Near Mint, also comes with inner 
plastic protector - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1194. Corgi 323 Citroen DS19 "Rallye Monte Carlo" - blue, white roof with grey plastic aerial, lemon interior, silver trim, spun 
hubs, racing number 75 - Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) still a beautiful unboxed example. 

 £50 - £60 

1195. Corgi 461 Range Rover "Police" - "Vigilant" - white, red interior, Whizzwheels - overall condition appears to be 
generally Mint, comes with accessories and figure in sealed dome, all contained in a generally Excellent striped window box 
(small scuff on top corner) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1196. Corgi 1101 Bedford Type S Carrimore Car Transporter RARE COLOUR VARIATION - finished in blue cab, silver trim, 
flat spun hubs, yellow trailer with silver platforms, flat spun hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (although does have 
some small marks on trailer edges) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow lift off lid box with inner packing piece, 
also comes accompanied with correct instruction leaflet - see photo. 

 £140 - £170 
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1197. Corgi a pair of original carded Shop Display Signs (1) "Collect New Corgi Toys" and (2) "New Chrysler 
Imperial" - conditions are generally Near Mint (couple of very minor creases).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1198. Corgi "Corgi Model Club" Pin Badges a group of 3 original issues - finished in red, gold - conditions are generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint (one comes with original packaging) and "Corgi Toys" Pin - finished in white, red, blue - which is Excellent. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1199. Corgi Catalogue/Leaflet a pair (1) French Edition with English text/French price list and (2) UK Edition with price 
list - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1200. Corgi Catalogue/Leaflets a group of 3 x UK Editions - all have price lists - conditions are generally Good to Near Mint. 
(3) 

 £50 - £60 

1201. Corgi USA Edition 8/59 Catalogue and UK Edition 9/60 - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1202. Corgi Catalogues a group - UK Edition 1963/64 boy dressed in blue blazer and hat; another but red blazer and hat; 
1965; USA Edition 1966 and USA Edition 1969 - both with price lists - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1203. British made group to include Crescent Toys Saloon - maroon including hubs; Lone Star Open Back Truck - orange, 
black solid wheels and unconfirmed manufacturer Merlin Racing Car - red, bare metal wheels - conditions are generally Fair to 
Good. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1204. A Teeny Toy clockwork Estate Car - comes with key - overall condition is Good Plus (does have surface corrosion 
mark to roof) in a Good to Good Plus red and white carded picture box - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1205. Buddy L 4976 "Texaco" Highway Stop Set which includes tinplate Articulated Tanker, Breakdown Truck, Jeep, plus 
plastic Petrol Pump and 3 x figures - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene tray is Fair to Good including lift off 
lid - still a bright example that displays well. 

 £30 - £50 

1206. Dinky 105 "Captain Scarlet" Maximum Security Vehicle (2nd issue) - white, red, Speedwheels - RARE VARIATION with 
dark blue interior (missing aerial) - otherwise Good Plus still a nice bright example of a hard to find interior variation, comes with 
radiation box - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

1207. Dinky "Captain Scarlet" group to include 103 Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle - red, blue tinted windows, white base, cast 
hubs; 104 Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle - blue, white, cast spun hubs, black plastic aerials and rubber tracks, with missile and 105 
Maximum Security Vehicle (2nd issue) - white, red, Speedwheels - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (3) 

 £70 - £90 
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1208. Dinky unboxed group to include "UFO" Shado 2 Mobile - green body, red interior, large brown rollers with grey rubber 
tracks - harder to find variation with smooth roof, comes with yellow and red missile; "Ed Straker's" Car - gold plated finish, light 
blue interior, silver trim and engine cover, cast hubs; "Space 1999" Eagle Transporter - white, green, yellow side thrusters and 
another but Freighter (missing load) - white, red including side thrusters - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1209. Dinky unboxed group to include Johnston Road Sweeper; Chieftain Tank; Range Rover "Police"; another but metallic 
bronze; Rolls Royce Phantom (Dinky kit issue) and Jaguar Sepecat Jet Aircraft - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1210. Matchbox Sea Kings K304 Aircraft Carrier - Mint in a Good (slightly crushed) window box, plus unboxed to include 
Corgi Mack Articulated Truck and Trailer "Trans Continental" - orange, metallic silver-blue, black, cast hubs; Corvette 
Stingray - metallic red, black, Golden Jacks take-off wheels; Polistil (1/25th scale) Volvo Saloon plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Excellent - see photo. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

1211. Corgi "James Bond" Icon Figures a pair (1) "James Bond" - "Roger Moore" - Mint in an Excellent box and (2) "James 
Bond" - "Piers Brosnan" - taken from the film "The World is Not Enough" - Mint in an Excellent box with factory overlabel.  From 
the Susan Pownall Collection. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1212. Corgi "James Bond" Canister Gift Set - this special edition set done in very limited numbers was to promote the new 
range "The Definitive Bond Collection" - launched on the 22nd of November 2000 at Taylor's Bar Soho - comes with 4 x models 
(1) Lotus Esprit Turbo; (2) Ford Mustang Mach 1; (3) Toyota 2000 GT and (4) BMW Z3 - contents are generally Mint, 
paper/card is Good Plus (some small creases), canister is Good Plus, also comes with a colour photo taken from launch - From 
The Susan Pownall Collection - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1213. Corgi 04304 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 (1/36th scale) - silver, red interior with "James Bond & Bandit" 
figures - this is 1 of only 1000 produced for "Collect 99" - with certificate - Mint including window box, also comes with correct 
plain outer transit carton - see photo.  From The Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £40 - £50 

1214. Corgi 04304 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 (1/36th scale) - silver, red interior with "James Bond & Bandit" 
figures - this is 1 of only 1000 produced for "Collect 99" - with certificate - Mint including window box, also comes with correct 
sealed plain outer transit carton - see photo.  From The Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £40 - £50 

1215. Corgi 04304 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 (1/36th scale) - silver, red interior with "James Bond & Bandit" 
figures - this is 1 of only 1000 produced for "Collect 99" - with certificate - Mint including window box, also comes with correct 
sealed plain outer transit carton - see photo.  From The Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £40 - £50 

1216. Corgi 96751 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" - "25th Anniversary Issue" - this limited edition comes with "Caractacus Potts, 
Truly Scrumptious, Jeremy & Jemima" figures - condition is believed to be Mint (still in factory sealed bubble), comes 
accompanied with wooden display plinth, front and rear wings plus correct certificate and booklet all contained in a Near Mint 
presentation box with polystyrene packing piece - See photo - From The Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £80 - £100 
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1217. Corgi 04443 "The Italian Job" Mini - white, black bonnet stripes, pale blue interior - limited to only 1000 pieces specially 
produced for "Collect 2000" - comes with correct certificate and figure with gold bullion - Mint in a Near Mint window box - see 
photo - From the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £50 - £60 

1218. Corgi "It's a Muppet" - containing one Drum Machine with "Gonzo" figure - this rare and hard to find issue is generally 
Mint including presentation box with outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1219. Corgi Classics "Back to the Future" De Lorean - finished in silver, black with "Doc Brown" figure, aerial - Mint including 
video style presentation case - This is one of only 100 produced to commemorative the launch of Corgi Classics "TV & Film 
Collection" on the 6th September 2001 - see photo - From the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £100 - £120 

1220. Corgi Classics "1st Anniversary 7th August 1996" Bottle of Champagne - (Unopened) - Vectis has sold other previous 
Anniversary issue bottles - see photo - From the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £60 - £70 

1221. Corgi "New York International Toy Fair" Ford Mustang - this limited edition run model is finished in orange/red with 
white and blue stars to bonnet, roof and boot with "Corgi" logo to sides - see photo - Mint including rigid perspex case (still in 
factory wrap) in a Near Mint white and red carded box - From the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £50 - £60 

1222. Corgi BMW Mini's - A group of 3 (1) "New York International Toy Fair 2002" - white, red, blue with "USA" flag to rear 
windows - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded box; (2) Collectors Club members exclusive model finished in 
blue, white bonnet with Corgi dog logo to roof - Mint including perspex case and outer carded box (3) "Corgi Classics" - red, 
white and blue - Mint including plastic case, plain outer carded box is Near Mint -  From the Susan Pownall Collection. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1223. Corgi BMW Mini CC 86529 "Platinum Stockist Preview Model October 2006" - chrome plated finish, black trim - Mint 
including rigid perspex case in an Excellent plain white outer box and Corgi Collectors Club Member's Exclusive 
Model - finished in red, white and blue - Mint including perspex case and outer carded box - from the Susan Pownall Collection. 
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

1224. Corgi Classics Pre-Production (Final sample) - "Peter Sellers" Wicker Work Mini finished in black, yellow interior, 
wicker work panels to sides, chrome trim - Overall condition appears to be generally Mint (factory screw base close) -  From 
the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £60 - £70 

1225. Corgi Pre-Production Range Rover - gold plated finish, black interior "30th Anniversary of Range Rover" - (factory 
glued base plate) - see photo - From the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £60 - £70 

1226. Corgi Master Replica's Mini (Toy Fair 2007) - finished in red and white with "Union Jack" roof, ltd 1000 pieces 
only - Mint including presentation box, gold and black sleeve is Excellent complete with correct certificate & Vanguard VA 
10599 Triumph TR7 raw metal casting issue ltd 250 pieces - Mint including presentation box and outer blue and gold carded 
sleeve - see photo - From the Susan Pownall Collection. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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1227. Corgi 05801 Datsun 240Z "Bob Sharp 006" USA Export Issue- finished in red, white and blue with racing number 
33 - Mint in an Excellent Plus correct white and black carded box - From the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £50 - £60 

1228. Corgi/Vanguards - A group of Ford Consul Models (1) "Boston Area Toy Collectors Club" - chrome plated finish - Mint 
in a Near Mint lift off lid box (unnumbered); (2) "Corgi Preview Model 2009" - green, racing number 011 - Mint in a plastic tray 
which is Excellent with a Mint plain white carded box with label; (3) AN01103 Raw Cast - Mint including presentation lift off lid 
box and (4) Prototype Pre-Production Raw Finish (without Ford Consul to base) - Final pre-production run comes with a plain 
transit white box - From the Susan Pownall Collection. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1229. Corgi Aviation Archive AA33826 P47 Thunderbolt "Corgi Collector Club Exclusive Limited Edition"; AA36208 "Goering's 
Gladiator" - "Luftwaffe 1942/1943" and AA34310 "Captive Eagle" Focke Wulf FW190A-3 "Aviation Archive Collectors Club 
Special 2006" - Conditions are Mint including boxes and outer transit cartons - From the Susan Pownall Collection.(3) 

 £50 - £60 

1230. Corgi Aviation Archive AA32811 Mosquito - "Corgi Heritage Centre Exclusive Issue"; AA32005 Hawker Hurricane 
"Aviation Archive Collector's Club Special 2004"; AA31912 Supermarine Spitfire "Aviation Archive Collector's Club Special 
2005" and AA34310 "Captive Eagle" Focke Wulf FW190A-3 "Aviation Archive Collector's Club Special 2006" - Conditions are 
generally Mint including boxes and all come with outer transit cartons. From the Susan Pownall Collection.(4) 

 £60 - £80 

1231. Corgi Aviation Archive AA33826 P47 Thunderbolt "Corgi Collector Club Member's Exclusive Model"; AA36507 "Captive 
Eagle 111" - Hawker Typhoon - "Aviation Archive Flight Recorder Special"; AA32513 Captive Eagle 11 Junkers "Aviation 
Archive Club Special 2007" and AA31912 Supermarine Spitfire "Aviation Archive Collector's Club Special 2005"  - Conditions 
are generally Mint including boxes and outer transit cartons - From the Susan Pownall Collection.(4) 

 £60 - £80 

1232. Corgi Aviation Archive US 32239 Mustang P51 (gold plated) - "Corgi USA Collector's Club Model 2007"; AA32005 
Hawker Hurricane "Aviation Archive Collector's Club Special 2004" and AA32804 Mosquito "Aviation Archive Collector's Club 
Special 2002" - Conditions are Mint including boxes, outer transit cartons are Excellent to Mint - From the Susan Pownall 
Collection. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1233. Corgi Aviation Archive AA39702B Hawker Hurricane "RAF February 1942"; AA32005 Hawker Hurricane "Aviation 
Archive Collector Club Special 2004" and AA32018 "Captive Eagle IV" - Hawker Hurricane "Luftwaffe Code" - conditions are 
generally Mint including boxes in Near Mint to Mint outer transit cartons - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1234. Corgi Aviation Archive US32229 Mustang P51 (gold plated) - "Corgi USA Collector Club Model 2007"; AA31912 
Supermarine Spitfire "Aviation Archive Collectors Club Special 2005" and AA30509 Vickers Viscount "Empire Test Pilots 
School" - "Aviation Archive Collector Club Special 2003" - conditions are Mint including boxes with outer transit cartons (apart 
from one) - from the Susan Pownall Collection.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1235. Corgi CC14101/A DAF Box Trailer "Corgi Collector the International Club for the Corgi Collector" - "Celebrating 200th 
Edition of Corgi Collector" - finished in green, red (Ltd 200 pieces) - Mint in a Near Mint presentation box with correct certificate 
and CC13526/A Volvo Rigid Truck "Corgi Collector Celebrating 25 Years" - blue, red - Mint in a Near Mint presentation box with 
correct certificate (Ltd 250 pieces) - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1236. Corgi CC13830 Mercedes Actros "Hauliers of Renown" - "Corgi Collector Club Members Exclusive Model"; CC13526/A 
Volvo Rigid Truck "Corgi Collector Celebrating 25 Years" - blue, red (Ltd 250 pieces) and Resin Transformer Load - green, 
brown, comes in correct plain outer transit box - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes - from the Susan 
Pownall Collection. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1237. Corgi "Corgi Club Exclusive Models" group to include Articulated Truck and Trailer (1) CC18108 "McGeown"; (2) Corgi 
"Celebrating the 30th Anniversary of the Corgi Collectors Club"; (3) "BB Read"; (4) "Luxton & Coombes" and (5) "J. Murdoc 
Transport" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging, all come with outer transit cartons - all come 
with certificates where applicable - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1238. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) set of 4 Buses all of which have signed roofs by "Ray Stenning" of Best Impressions 
and accompanied by a letter of authenticity from Corgi Collector Club - to include OM41208 Wright Eclipse; OM43311 Plaxton 
Excalibur; OM44704 Dennis Dart and OM43312 Plaxton Premier - all are generally Mint including rigid perspex cases, outer 
carded sleeves are generally Excellent to Mint (some small scuffs on edges) - from the Susan Pownall Collection - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1239. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) OM44709A Dennis Dart trade box containing 6 x examples - all finished in "Arriva 
London" - "Corgi Collector Club 200th Edition" - all appear to be generally Mint including rigid perspex cases and outer carded 
sleeves with outer transit trade box - see photo - from the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £40 - £60 

1240. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) a group of Special Edition/Corgi Collector Editions to include CC40304 Burlingham 
Seagull "Boultons of Shropshire" - (Ltd 1000 pieces); 40404 AEC Regent "Brighton Hove & District Transport" (Ltd 1000 
pieces); OM41606 Crossley Double Decker "Leeds City Transport" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near 
Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves, outer transit and mailaway boxes are generally Near Mint to Mint 
where applicable - see photo - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1241. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) a group of Special Editions/Collectors Club group - to include OM44709/A Dennis Dart 
"Corgi Collector 200th Edition" - (Ltd 1000 pieces); OM46603 New Bus for London "Corgi Collector Club Members Exclusive 
Model"; 40404 AEC "Brighton Hove & District" - plus others - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex 
cases, outer carded sleeves and mailaway boxes are generally Excellent to Mint - see photo - from the Susan Pownall 
Collection. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1242. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) a group of Corgi Collector Models/Limited Editions to include OM41616 Crossley 
"Leeds City Transport"; OM46014B Wright Eclipse; OM40803/A Bristol Lodekka (Ltd 250 pieces) plus others - conditions are 
generally Mint including rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves, mailaway and transit boxes are generally Excellent to 
Mint - see photo - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1243. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) a group of Collectors Club/Limited Edition issues including 41910 Daimler "Scotmodel 
2000"; MCW "Cobham 2001" - (Ltd 500 pieces); OM46014A Wright Eclipse "Lothian Buses"; OM41606 Crossley "Leeds City 
Transport" - (Ltd 1000 pieces) plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, 
outer carded sleeves and mailaway boxes are generally Excellent to Mint  - see photo - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (7) 

 £60 - £70 
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1244. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) group of harder to find and limited edition issues including MCW "Cobham 2001" - (Ltd 
500 pieces); OM4111 Leyland "Merthyr Tydfil Corporation"; OM438914 Guy Arab Utility "Maidstone Corporation" plus 
others - see photo - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Excellent 
Plus to Mint, some come with transit boxes which are Near Mint to Mint - see photo - from the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £50 - £60 

1245. Corgi Classics a group to include 97916 Scammell Scarab "10th Anniversary Corgi Collector Club 1984-1994"; D949 
Bedford OB "Howards" Coach; 33001 Routemaster 4-piece Gift Set "Around Britain"; CP10502 "Royal Mail Exclusive Issue 
Circus Truck" and 56001 "Corgi Classics" Promotional Events Truck - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Mint boxes (some come with mailaway cartons) - see photo - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1246. Corgi group to include 04428 Mini "Stephen King"; 2 x CC82226 Mini "Beechdean Cadbury"; 57605 Range Rover 
"RAC"; CC07713 Land Rover "Yorkshire Rider"; Superhaulers "Kellogg's" Box Truck; 59539 ERF "R G Basset" and 3 x 
"Collector 21st Corgi Club" models (1) blue body, red roof and wheels; (2) same as (1) but white roof and (3) same as 
(2) - conditions are generally Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1247. Corgi "London Taxi" - black body, green side door - Mint in an Excellent (unnumbered) blank window box - this is one 
of only 70 produced for "International Man of Mystery Trevor Dyer" - model comes with silver autographed roof by "Trevor 
Dyer" - comes accompanied with limited edition invitation from the Directors of Corgi Classics to attend the retirement of "Trevor 
Dyer" - see photo - from the Susan Pownall Collection. 

 £50 - £70 

1248. Corgi 468/469 Routemaster Bus a pair of hard to find issues (1) "The New Corgi Company" - red, white interior, "South 
Wales Transport" - Mint in a Good Plus plain white carded box with "Corgi With Compliments" leaflet and another unboxed 
"Corgi Mannheim Visit 1986" - red including wheels, off white interior - Near Mint - from the Susan Pownall Collection. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1249. White Metal TW (Period Charm Models) Racing Cars - pair (1) Auto-Union - silver, racing number 10, with figure driver 
and (2) Mercedes W123B - off white, red racing number 26 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Near Mint 
green lift off lid boxes with paper labels - both are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1250. White Metal TW (Period Charm Models) Racing Cars pair (1) Riley 1.5 litre - green, racing number 6 and (2) 
Alta - black, racing number 24 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint including green lift off lid box with paper labels - both 
are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1251. White Metal TW (Grand Prix) Racing Cars a pair (1) Alfa Romeo/Ferrari "Bimotre" - maroon, white racing number 9 and 
(2) Bugatti 3.3 litre - blue, white racing number 18 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint including green lift off lid boxes 
with paper labels - both are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1252. White Metal TW (Grand Prix) Racing Cars pair (1) Alfa Romeo - red, racing number 4 and (2) Maserati - red, racing 
number 7 - conditions are Near Mint to Mint including red lift off lid boxes with paper labels - both are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1253. White Metal TW (Period Charm Models) Racing Cars a pair (1) Bugatti Type 59 - blue, racing number 7 and (2) MG 
1935 Type R - green, racing number 3 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint including blue lift off lid boxes with paper 
labels - both are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1254. White Metal TW (Period Charm Models) Racing Cars a pair (1) Maserati 2.9 litre - French blue, racing number 27 and 
Maserati 2.6 litre - white, racing number 104 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint including lift off lid boxes with paper 
labels - both are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1255. White Metal TW (Period Charm Models) Racing Cars pair (1) Maserati 2.9 litre - drab green, racing number 14 and (2) 
ERA 1.5 litre - dark green, racing number 4 - conditions are Near Mint to Mint including mid and dark blue lift off lid boxes with 
paper labels - both are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1256. White Metal TW a pair of Racing Cars (1) Auto-Union Type C - off white, red racing number 4 and (2) another but 
silver, racing number 4 (with German rear flags) - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint plain 
carded boxes (one has pen writing, other has labels fitted) - both are one off examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1257. White Metal TW Racing Cars group of 3 (1) ERA 100cc 1934 - green; (2) Alfa Romeo Type B 1933 "Spanish Grand 
Prix" - red, racing number 38 and (3) Alfa Romeo P3 "Italian Grand Prix Monza" - maroon, white racing number 8 - conditions 
are generally Near Mint to Mint - all are one off examples. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1258. White Metal TW Racing Car Auto-Union Type A 1933/35 - silver, racing number 2 and Open Cabriolet Saloon 
Car - two-tone red body and wheels, maroon chassis, black tonneau, 2 x figures - conditions are generally Near Mint - both are 
one off examples. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1259. White Metal TW (1/43rd scale) Cars (1) 3 Derby Hall TT Le Mans - dark green, (2) 8 Dellow Mark II Trials 
1951 - mid-blue, light blue interior and tonneau and (3) 313 Vanwall Streamliner - green with "Vanwall" to sides - conditions are 
Near Mint to Mint including plain white boxes with paper labels. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1260. White Metal TW (1/43rd scale) a pair (1) 80 Ferrari 166 MM Coupe 1949 - red and (2) 331 Jaguar XJ13 Sports Racing 
Car 1966 - green - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint including plain white carded boxes with paper labels. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1261. White Metal TW - (1/43rd scale) Racing Cars group (1) BRM P25 "Moss 1959" - turquoise, racing number 2; (2) Ferrari 
156 "Monaco 1961" - red, racing number 40, "Von Trids"; (3) BRM V16 "Goodwood 1952" - dark green, racing number 6 and (4) 
Ferrari Squlo 1954 - red, yellow nose, racing number 2 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to 
Near Mint plain white boxes with writing only on lids - see photo. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1262. White Metal TW - (1/43rd scale) Racing Cars group (1) Cistalia 1100 1948 - light green, dark green hubs, racing 
number 29; (2) Trossi Monaco 1935 - red, bluish-grey, cast hubs and (3) Racer - white, black - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Mint - unboxed. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1263. White Metal TW (1/43rd scale) Racing Cars (1) Alfa Romeo V12 1936 - red, brown seat; (2) Jaguar XK - green, racing 
number 6 and (3) Jaguar Type D "Le Mans 1954" - green, silver, racing number 14 - conditions are generally Excellent to 
Mint - all unboxed. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1264. Unboxed group to include white metal/slush casting (1) Tanker - green, red, black; (2) "Race Control" Observation 
Coach - green, black (based on a Taylor & Barrett) casting and (3) Open 2-seater Saloon - Ranalah Sports 1934 - red, 
black - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint - unboxed. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1265. Unboxed Jowa - blue, silver (slush style casting); CDF Packard Convertible - yellow, brown interior and tonneau, red 
wheels with white tyres and Magazine promotional issue Ferrari 125 S - red - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Mint packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

Specialist Sale 

1266. Greenlight 1/18th scale 19038 "Fast and Furious" Brian's 1974 Ford Escort RS2000 Mk.1 - blue, white body stripes, 
gold hubs - Mint in Near Mint window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1267. Cult Scale Models 1/18th scale CML028-1 Aston Martin DB5 Shooting Brake Harold Radford 1964 - dark green, dark 
red interior, chrome trim, spoked wire wheels - Mint in Excellent Plus window box. 

 £60 - £80 

1268. Sun Star 1/18th scale 1963 Aston Martin DB5 - barn find restoration project - model has been professionally converted 
into weathered condition along with detailed Diorama. 

 £40 - £60 

1269. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1964 Aston Martin DB5 - metallic red, cream interior, chrome trim, spoked wire 
wheels - unboxed but with Car Wash Diorama along with rigid perspex case - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £30 - £50 

1270. GT Spirit (GTS Models) 1/18th scale GT044 Porsche 964 Turbo S - Amethyst (metallic purple), black interior, alloy 
wheels - Mint in Excellent Plus box with inner packing, also comes with rigid perspex case. 

 £60 - £80 

1271. GT Spirit (GTS Models) 1/18th scale ZM035 Aston Martin V8 Vantage - silver, black interior, chrome trim - Mint in Near 
Mint box with inner packaging, also comes with rigid perspex display case. 

 £60 - £80 

1272. GT Spirit (GTS Models) 1/12th scale GT765 Aston Martin DB5 - silver, blue interior, chrome trim, spoked wire wheels, 
stunning model - Mint with inner packing and Near Mint outer card box. 

 £100 - £150 
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1273. CMR (Replicars) 1/12th scale CMR12001 BMW M1 Pro Car - white/red/blue, racing number 6 - Nelson Piquet Pro Car 
Series 1979 - Mint with inner packing and Excellent Plus outer card box and comes with rigid perspex display case. 

 £100 - £120 

1274. Otto Models 1/12th scale Alpine Renault A310 Pack GT - pearlescent white, dark cream interior, black trim - couple of 
minor marks but generally Near Mint - unboxed but with brown card transit carton and comes with display case, limited edition 
model 894/99pcs. 

 £60 - £70 

1275. TSM Models (True Scale Miniatures) 1/12th scale TSM 141204 1970 Porsche 917K - blue, orange body stripe, racing 
number 2, Daytona 24hrs Winner, Gulf/J.W. Engineering, limited edition to 300pcs - Mint mounted on plinth with inner packing, 
Good outer card box (tape repair to corner, these type of outer card boxes do suffer small splits due to thickness of card from 
manufacturer. 

 £80 - £100 

1276. Minichamps 1/12th scale 125786468 Porsche 934 Herve Poulain - orange, racing number 
68 - Poulain/Feitler/Holup/Doren, Le Mans 24hr 1978 - Mint with inner packing and a Near Mint outer card box. 

 £100 - £150 

1277. Minichamps 1/12th scale 125766412 Porsche 934 - 1976 - orange, racing number 12, "Jagermeister" - Helmut 
Kelleners - Team Max - Moritz, Winner DRM Eifelrennen 1976 - Mint with inner packing and Near Mint outer card box, also 
comes with rigid perspex display case. 

 £100 - £150 

1278. Kyosho 1/12th scale KSR08663R Ferrari Testarossa - red, black interior, alloy wheels - Mint with inner packing and 
Near Mint outer card box, also comes with rigid perspex display case. 

 £150 - £200 

1279. Kyosho 1/12th scale Shelby Cobra 427S/C - metallic blue, white body stripes, blank racing number, chrome 
trim - Excellent Plus unchecked for completeness, comes with plastic accessory tool, no packaging but with plastic rigid display 
case - impressive model. 

 £80 - £100 

1280. CMC 1/18 scale M-156 Ferrari 250 GTO Targa Florio 1962 - dark brown, white roof, racing number 86, spoked wire 
wheels - exclusive model with limited edition run of 1500 - generally Mint - with accessory tool, information card and numbered 
certificate - in Excellent hinged presentation box (creases to one corner) with Excellent outer card sleeve. 

 £200 - £300 

1281. CMC 1/18th scale M-090 Auto Union Type D 1938/39 Frankreich - George "Schorsch" Meier 1939 limited 
edition - silver, racing number 14, spoked wire wheels, with inner packing, numbered certificate, information card and cleaning 
cloth in an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £100 - £120 

1282. CMC 1/18th scale M-089 Auto Union Type D 1938/1939 GP Frankreich - H.P Muller 1939 - silver, racing number 
12 - generally Mint with inner packing, numbered certificate, information card and cleaning cloth and an Excellent outer card 
box. 

 £100 - £120 
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1283. CMC 1/18th scale M-067 Porsche 901 1964 Sportcoupe - dark blue, patterned interior, chrome trim - generally Mint 
with accessory tools, information card, instructions with inner packing and a Good outer card box (does have some scuff 
marks). 

 £80 - £100 

1284. CMC 1/18th scale M-063 Bugatti Type 35 Grand Prix 1924 - blue, racing number 4 - Mint with inner packing, accessory 
tool, numbered certificate and information card and a Good Plus outer box (creased at one end flap). 

 £80 - £100 

1285. CMC 1/18th scale M-075 Audi Front 225 Roadster 1935 - white with red interior - Mint with inner packing, information 
card and instructions in a Good outer card box (some small creases and stains). 

 £80 - £100 

1286. Exoto (Racing Legends) 1/18th scale RLG18195 Sauber Mercedes C9 - silver, racing number 61 - Mint with inner 
packing, Excellent Plus outer card box and Fair to Good outer transit carton. 

 £100 - £120 

1287. Exoto 1/18th scale Grand Prix Classics Lotus Ford Type 49B - red, racing number 1 - generally Mint with inner packing 
and Excellent Plus outer card box with a Fair transit carton (does have some stains). 

 £60 - £70 

1288. Exoto (Racing Legends) 1/18th scale 19049 Ford GT40 Mk.2 - red, white body stripes - generally Mint with inner 
packing, Near Mint outer card box and an Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £100 - £120 

1289. Exoto 1/18th scale MTB00104 1988 Jaguar XJR - 9LM Le Mans 24hrs, racing number 2 - J. Lammers/J. Dumfries/A. 
Wallace - Near Mint with inner packing (does have some grubby marks), Good Plus outer card box and a Fair outer transit 
carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1290. Exoto Grand Prix Classics 1/18th scale 97009 Lotus Ford Type 49b - blue, racing number 33 - J. Siffert - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing Excellent Plus outer box and Fair transit carton. 

 £50 - £60 

1291. Exoto Grand Prix Classics 1/18th scale 97868 Ferrari 312B - chrome finish - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing, 
Excellent outer box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

1292. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale Standox Exclusive Line 11130 Cobra 260/289 - metallic green flip paint, spoked 
wire wheels - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing, Excellent box and Good transit carton. 

 £60 - £80 

1293. BBR Models (China) 1/18th scale Ferrari 375 Plus "V-Carrera Panamericana" 1954 - red, racing number 19 - small 
dial/mirror has detached around cockpit area otherwise appears Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1294. BBR Models (China) Ferrari 375 Plus - red, racing number 4 - front fog light detached, bonnet straps loose otherwise 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 
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1295. Kyosho 1/18th scale 08432B Ferrari 250 GTO 1962 Le Mans - red, racing number 22 - generally Mint with inner 
packing and a Good outer card box (some crushing to one corner). 

 £70 - £90 

1296. Kyosho 1/18th scale 08532A BMW V12 LMR 1999 Le Mans 24hrs - white, racing number 15 - generally Mint with inner 
packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1297. Kyosho 1/18th scale pair (1) 7006 Shelby Cobra 427 S/C - blue with black interior and chrome trim; (2) Kyosho 
Minichamps KYO8013W0 Porsche 356A Speedster Carrera 1500 GS - white with black interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1298. Autoart Millennium 1/18th scale 70157 Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider - red with black interior and chrome trim - Near Mint 
with inner packing and a Fair outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1299. Autoart Millennium 70701 Austin Healey 3000 Mk.2 - white with black interior, spoked wire wheels, chrome 
trim - nearside wing mirror has detached otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good outer box. 

 £40 - £50 

1300. Autoart Millennium 71051 Chevrolet Corvette SS 1967 - metallic blue with silver side stripe, racing number 
1 - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £60 - £70 

1301. Autoart Millennium 1/18th scale 87218 Lancia Fulvia 1.6 HF Winner of Rally Monte Carlo 1972 - red, black bonnet, 
racing number 14 - generally Mint with inner packing and Good outer card box (some discolour and light crushing to one 
corner). 

 £60 - £80 

1302. Autoart Millennium 1/18th scale 86596 Chaparral 2 Sport Pacer 1965 - white, racing number 66 - Near Mint with a 
Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1303. Autoart 1/18th scale pair (1) 70026 Aston Martin DB5 - metallic red, dark cream interior, spoked wire wheels and 
chrome trim, (2) 73510 Jaguar XKSS 1955 - metallic blue, red interior, chrome trim (tear to cellophane window of box) - Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1304. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100601205 Maserati Tipo 61 ADAC 1000km 1960 Winners Moss/Gurney - white, blue body 
stripe, racing number 5 - generally Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £60 

1305. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100723401 Mercedes Benz 300 SEL 6.8 ADAC 24hr 1972 - Heyer/Betzier - red, racing 
number 1 - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1306. Minichamps 1/18th scale pair (1) BMW Williams F1 - Ralph Schumacher - white/blue, racing number 9, (2) 
80439421483 Minichamps or similar McLaren F1 GTR BMW Motor Sport - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1307. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) 122051015 Honda RC 211V - Team Movistar Honda Moto GP - rider Sete 
Gibernau - Moto GP 2005, (2) 122041003 Honda RC 211V - Max Biaggi Moto GP 2004 (box requires adhesive fix along bottom 
glue tab) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1308. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) 122027111 Honda RC 211V - Repsol Honda Team - rider Tohru Ukawa 
Moto GP 2002, (2) 122040255 Ducati 999 F04 - Regis Laconi - WSB 2004 - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1309. Mixed 1/18th scale group (1) UT Models 39621 McLaren F1 GTR - Gulf Racowen 1996 - blue/orange, racing number 
34, (2) Paul's Model Art 530151851 McLaren F1 GTR Mach 1, 3rd Le Mans - yellow, green body stripe, racing number 51, (3) 
Minichamps 15001208 Peugeot 908 HDI FAP 2nd Place 24hr Le Mans 2007, racing number 8 - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to 
Good packaging. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1310. Carousel 1/18th scale 4509 Kurtis Kraft Roadster 1954 Indianapolis 500, racing number 77 - Fred Agabashian - Merz 
Engineering Special - Mint in a Good Plus window box with a Fair outer protective card sleeve. 

 £40 - £60 

1311. Carousel 1/18th scale 4510 Kurtis Kraft Roadster 1956 Indianapolis 500, racing number 14 - Bob Vith - Federal 
Engineering Special - Mint in a Good window box with a Fair protective outer card sleeve. 

 £40 - £60 

1312. Carousel 1/18th scale 4552 Kurtis Kraft Roadster 1952 Indianapolis 500, racing number 26 - Bill Yukovich - Fuel 
Injection Special - Mint in an Excellent window box and Good protective outer card sleeve. 

 £40 - £60 

1313. Carousel 1/18th scale 4504 Kurtis Kraft Roadster 1955 Indianapolis 500, racing number 10 - Tony 
Bettenhausen - Chapman Special - Mint in an Excellent Plus box with a Good outer white transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1314. Carousel 1/18th scale 4505 1955 Indianapolis 500, racing number 16 - Johnnie Parsons - Trio Brass Special - Mint in 
an Excellent Plus outer card box and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1315. Carousel 1/18th scale 4506 1954 Indianapolis 500, racing number 73 - Mike Nazaruk - McNamara Special - Mint in a 
Good Plus to Excellent box and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1316. Carousel 1/18th scale 4418 Watson Roadster 1958 Indianapolis 500 Pole, racing number 97 - Dick 
Rathmann - McNamara Special - Mint in a Near Mint window box with an Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 
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1317. Carousel 1/18th scale 4407 Watson Roadster 1964 Indianapolis 500, racing number 86 - Johnny Rutherford - Bardahi 
Special - Mint in a Good Plus box and Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1318. Carousel 1/18th scale 4410 Indianapolis 500 Roadster 1961 Indianapolis 500 Pole, racing number 12 - Eddie 
Sachs - Dean Van Lines Special - Mint in an Excellent box and Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1319. Carousel 1/18th scale 4702 AAR Eagle 1973 Indianapolis 500, racing number 2 Bill Vukovich Jr. - Sugaripe Prune 
Eagle - Mint in Good box. 

 £40 - £60 

1320. Carousel 1/18th scale 4704 1972 Indianapolis 500, racing number 48 - Jerry Grant - Mystery Eagle - generally Mint in a 
Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

1321. Carousel 1/18th scale 4703 AAR Eagle 1974 Indianapolis 500, racing number 11 - Pancho Carter - Cobre Firestone 
Special Eagle - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

1322. Carousel 1/18th scale 5062 Laydown Roadster 1960 Indianapolis 500 racing number 5 - A.J  Foyt - Bowes Sealfast 
Special - Mint in a Excellent window box with a Good outer card protective sleeve. 

 £40 - £60 

1323. Carousel 1/18th scale 5051 Laydown Roadster 1957 Indianapolis 500 Winner, racing number 9 - Sam Hanks - Belond 
Special - generally Mint in a Fair to Good window box (some stains to one end) and a Fair outer protective sleeve. 

 £30 - £50 

1324. Carousel 1/18th scale 4802 McLaren M16 1974 Indianapolis 500, racing number 73 - David Hobbs - Carling Black 
Label - Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

1325. Carousel 1/18th scale pair (1) 4403 Watson Roadster 1962 Indianapolis 500 Pole, racing number 98 - Parnelli 
Jones - Agajanian Wiilard Battery Special (small component loose in cockpit), (2) 4408 Watson Roadster 1962 Indianapolis 500 
racing number 44 - Jim Rathmann (no inner packing model is loose some detached components) - Fair to Good in Fair to Good 
Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1326. GMP 1/18th scale pair (1) 7601B "10th Anniversary Special Edition" A.J. Foyt/Bowes Seal Fast Vintage Sprint, (2) 
7608 A.J. Foyt-Dart Kart Sprint Car - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (2) 

 £460 - £60 

1327. GMP 1/18th scale pair (1) 7601B "10th Anniversary Special Edition" A.J. Foyt/Bowes Seal Fast Vintage Sprint, (2) 
7610 Jud Larson A.J. Watson Special Sprint Car - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1328. GMP 1/18th scale pair (1) 7802 Bettenhausen Dirt Champ - blue racing number 14, (2) 7801 Vel's Parnelli Jones 
Racing - white, racing number 2, 4-cam Ford Dirt Champ - Mint in Near Mint boxes with Good to Good Plus outer transit 
cartons.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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1329. GMP 1/18th scale pair (1) 7625 Dirt Champ Release #5 Bobby Marshman Econo-Car Rental System Dirt 
Champ - blue, racing number 5; (2) 7631 Dirt Champ Release #11 Gary Bettenhausen Thermo King Dirt Champ - blue racing 
number 8 - Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes with Fair to Good outer transit cartons.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1330. GMP 1/18th scale pair (1) 7628 Dirt Champ Release #8 Jim Hurtubise Stirling Plumbing Dirt Champ - red racing 
number 56; (2) 7609 No.9 in series Bobby Unser Key Special Sprint Car - red racing number 3 - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes with one outer transit carton.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1331. GMP 1/18th scale pair (1) 7609 No.9 in series Bobby Unser Key Special Spring Car - red, racing number 3; (2) 
G1800503 Loadestar Dirt Champ - white, red, blue racing number 98 - nearside front wheel is detached with wheel spinner and 
one other small detached part. - Fair to Near Mint in Near Mint boxes with Good outer transit cartons.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1332. GMP 1/18th scale group (1) G1800506 George Snider Dirt Champ; (2) G1800505 Raceweld Co Inc 3n1 Joe Saldana; 
(3) 7624 Dirt Champ Release #4 Mario Andretti STP Oil Treatment Special Dirt Champ; (4) 7649 GMP Midget Release #9 
Ralph Pratt Jim White Special Offy - generally Fair all models have some loose parts, require adhesive fix all good for spare 
parts, conversions etc in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1333. GMP 1/18th scale pair (1) G1801512 Hulme T70C Lola - white, green body stripe, racing number 36; (2) G1801511 
Dan Gurney 1967 Lola T70 Mk.3B - dark blue, racing number 36 - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes 
with Good outer transit cartons. 

 £50 - £70 

1334. GMP 1/18th scale G1800701 1965 Corvette Stingray - red, black interior and removable hood - Mint in Good Plus outer 
card box with inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1335. GMP 1/18th scale Equipment group (1) G1800158 Toms Garage 1/18th scale Tool & Trailer Set (rusting to bare metal 
trailer axle); (2) G180015 Professional Shop Equipment Tool Set; (3) G1800144 Shop Equipment Tool Set - Good to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent packaging.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1336. GMP 1/24th scale 8241 1970 GTO Judge Convertible - orange, black interior and detachable hood - Mint with Near 
Mint box, inner packing and a Good Plus outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £60 

1337. Mixed group of large scale models (1) Precision Miniatures 1/18th scale KS Pittman 1941 Willys Gasser - red, (2) Hot 
Wheels Elite L2989 166MM Ferrari - red, tan interior, spoked wire wheels; (3) Quartzo Q9004 Lotus 49B USA GP68 - Mario 
Andretti; (4) Henry Ford Collection 1902 Ford 999; (5) Tamiya 23001 Lotus type 102B - 1/20th scale - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1338. Action Models 1/24th scale RCCA Nascar group (1) 400918 Johnny Benson racing number 10 Valvoline 2002 Grand 
Prix Elite; (2) 401193 Ken Schrader - racing number 36, M&Ms 4th July 2002 Grand Prix Elite; (3) 401238 Jeff Gordon - racing 
number 24 Foundation/Sesame Street 2002 Monte Carlo Elite - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes with Good 
outer card sleeves.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1339. Action Models 1/24th scale RCCA Nascar Series group (1) 401305 Mark Martin - racing number 31 Fat Boys BBQ 
1986 Thunderbird Elite; (2) 401111 KC Atwood - racing number Syria Satellite Radio Muppets 25th Anniversary 2002 Intrepid 
R/T Elite; (3) Historical Series Bill Elliott Harry Mellin - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1340. Franklin Mint B11C592 1/24th scale Carroll Shelby's Cobra 427 S/C - red with black interior and chrome trim - Mint with 
inner packing, paperwork and a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1341. Franklin Mint B11A119 1/24th scale 1939 Maybach Zeppelin - the 2001 Special Event Limited Edition - dark red/black, 
chrome trim - Mint with inner packing, Excellent outer box and a Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1342. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale pair (1) B11PW73 1933 Duesenberg Twenty Grand - silver with grey hood and chrome trim, 
(2) B11YC61 The 1934 Packard Convertible - silver, black chassis, red interior (some packaging residue around fabric, may 
clean off to improve) - Excellent to Near Mint with inner packing and Fair to Good outer transit cartons. 

 £40 - £60 

1343. 1/24th scale pair (1) Franklin Mint B11WW93 Buick Le Sabre - metallic blue with black hood and chrome trim, (2) 
Danbury Mint 1933 Pierce Silver Arrow - silver, blue interior, chrome trim - Excellent to Near Mint with inner packing and Fair to 
Good transit cartons. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1344. GMP 1/43rd scale group (1) 7680G Gilmore Stadium Display Diorama, (2) 7683 Konstant Hot SPL Limited Edition 
3-Car Set, (3) 7684 Wynns 3-Car Set, (4) 12404 Jerry Grant 1966 Lola T70 - two-tone blue, racing number 8 - Near Mint to Mint 
in Good Plus to Near Mint packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1345. Mixed 1/43rd scale group to include Spark STME01 Gulf Mirage GR8, racing number 11 Winner Le Mans 1975, 
SCCN07 Cadillac LMP02, racing number 6 LM 2002, SCRS05 Riley and Scott Mk.3 Ford Daytona 1999, Minichamps Jaguar 
XJ 220 Racing "Martini", Minichamps Renault Alpine A442B Winner Le Mans 1978, plus 2 other models - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1346. Corgi 1/50th scale group (1) CC12510 Atkinson Borderer Tautliner - WH. Bowker Ltd, (2) CC11912 ERF EC Series 
Step Frame Curtainside - K & P Iddon Transport Ltd, (3) CC12918 Scania Topline Fridge Trailer - Pentons Haulage - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1347. Corgi 1/50th scale group (1) CC12812 Scania T Topline Curtainside - George Green Transport Ltd, (2) CC11912 ERF 
EC Series Stepframe Curtainside - K & P Iddon Ltd, (3) CC1312 DAF XF Space Cab Curtainside - Grimer's Transport - Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1348. Corgi 1/50th scale group to include CC13416 MAN TGA XL Skeleton Trailer and Container - Hanbury Davis Ltd 
(missing container) and 3 other Trailers only (no tractor units in box, trailers only) including Philips of Seahouses Ltd, Wreford's 
Transport and Eden Project - Excellent to Near Mint. (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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1349. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale B11XN71 - The 1969 Triumph Bonneville "The Coolest Thing on Wheels in the 
60's" - silver/red - footrest has detached but is present for adhesive fix, some dust marks from display may improve with 
detailed cleaning, also with scale helmet and goggles, inner packing - Good Plus with an Excellent outer picture card box and 
Fair transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

1350. Franklin Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle B11SY90 Harley Davidson Soft Tail Classic - silver/chrome with black seat and 
panniers, also comes with scale helmet and handling gloves - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Fair outer card 
picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

1351. Danbury Mint 1/10th scale Motorcycle - 1948 Indian Chief - blue/black with chrome fittings and separate black lever 
style panniers - does have some loose parts in packing, requires adhesive repairs or reconstruction - Fair to Good with inner 
packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £20 - £30 

1352. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale pair (1) 1912 Packard Victoria - white with black chassis, hood and seats, brass or gold 
effect plated parts, comes with polystyrene inner packing only; (2) 1932 Chevrolet Confederate - yellow, black chassis, red 
spoked wheels, comes with several accessories including hood and luggage trunk etc, no packaging but with original Franklin 
Mint display case - Excellent to Near Mint - a few light packaging residue marks or dust. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1353. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1955 Oldsmobile Super 88 Convertible - two-tone off white/red, red interior, chrome trim, 
detachable fabric hood in packaging - generally Near Mint with inner packing and Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1354. Pair of 1/18th scale models (1) Paul's Model Art B66960217 Mercedes Benz E-Klasse - dark metallic blue with grey 
interior; (2) Hot Wheels 26736 Williams F1 Team FW22 - white/blue, racing number 10 - Jensen Button (Mk.2 nearside 
label) - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1355. Autoart 1/18th scale 76117 Mercedes Benz 190 SL - off white, black interior, chrome trim with detachable hood 
separate in packaging - generally Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

1356. Autoart 1/18th scale 76118 Mercedes Benz 190 SL - black with red interior, chrome trim with detachable hood in 
packaging - generally Mint with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

1357. Danbury Mint 1/12th scale 1930 Cadillac V16 Roadster - two-tone green with brown leather effect interior and folded 
cream fabric hood - without packaging but supplied with rigid perspex display case - some damage to rear wheels, axle 
spigot/spokes, small side screen has detached but is present, not checked for completeness still an impressive high quality 
model. 

 £60 - £80 

1358. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100 139520 Bentley 6.5 litre Gurney Nutting Saloon "Blue Train Special" 1930 - two-tone 
green, tan interior, spoked wheels, chrome trim - 2 or 3 small detail pieces have detached but are present for adhesive fix 
otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus hinged presentation box, also comes with rigid perspex display case and wooden plinth. 

 £50 - £60 
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1359. CMC 1/18th scale M-138 Alfa Romeo 6C 1750 Gran Sport 1930 - red, dark red interior, black folded hood - drivers side 
door slightly ajar (tends to spring open on hinge) with a Good outer card box (missing inner polystyrene packing), also comes 
with rigid perspex display case with wooden plinth. 

 £60 - £70 

1360. CMC 1/18th scale M-132 Aston Martin DB4 GT Zagato 1961 - metallic green - extensive damage to front steering 
linkages, small parts loose in packaging, also missing offside headlamp lens - would suit somebody with model making and 
repair skills with inner packing, numbered certificate and cleaning cloth and a Excellent outer card box (small crush mark to one 
corner). 

 £40 - £60 

1361. Minichamps 1/18th scale 180836921 Porsche 956L - blue, racing number 21 Andretti/Andretti Alliot Le Mans 
1983 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent outer card box with inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1362. Minichamps 1/18th scale 180826901 Porsche 956L 24 hour Le Mans 1982, racing number 1 Winners Icks/Bell - Mint in 
a Near Mint outer box with inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1363. Minichamps 1/18th scale 180836903 Porsche 956L Racing Porsche No.3 - Holbert/Haywood/Schuppan 1st Le Mans 
1983 - Mint in a Excellent Plus box with inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1364. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100736101 Porsche 917/10 Interserie 1973 - white/blue, racing number 1 Champion Leo 
Kinnunen - Mint in a Good Plus outer card box with inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1365. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100736159 Porsche 917/10 Can Am 1973 - white with red and blue body stripes, racing 
number 59 - Hurley Haywood - Near Mint to Mint in a Good outer box (creases to one corner) with inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1366. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100746100 Porsche 917/20 Supersprint 74 - silver/blue "Martini Racing" Interserie Winner 
Herbert Muller - Mint with a Good Plus box and inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1367. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100726101 Porsche 917/10 Interserie 1972 - yellow, racing number 1, Champion Leo Ki 
Noonan - Mint with a Near Mint box and inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1368. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100736102 Porsche 917/10 Nurburgring 1973 - yellow "Bosch" - Mint with a Excellent box 
and inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1369. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100736107 Porsche 917/20 Sudwestpockal 1973 - orange "Jagermeister" racing number 
7 - Interserie Winner Vic Elford - Mint with a Excellent Plus box and inner packing. 

 £50 - £60 

1370. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18002 1964 Daytona Cobra - metallic blue, white body stripes, racing number 
6 - Mint in a Near Mint box, inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 
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1371. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18004 1965 Cobra Daytona Coupe - red, white body stripe, racing number 
59 - Scuderia Flipinetti - Mint in a Near Mint box with inner packing and Good transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1372. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18015 1965 Cobra Daytona Coupe - metallic blue, white body stripes, racing 
number 15 - Mint in a Near Mint box with inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1373. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18016 1965 Daytona Cobra Coupe - metallic blue, white body stripe, racing 
number 13 - Mint in a Near Mint box with inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1374. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18016 1965 Cobra Daytona Coupe - metallic blue, white body stripes, racing 
number 26 - Mint in a Excellent box (some scratch marks, inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1375. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18012 1965 Cobra Daytona Coupe - metallic blue, white body stripes, racing 
number 24 - Mint in a Near Mint box, inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1376. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18013 Cobra Daytona Coupe - metallic blue, white body stripes, racing number 
54 - Mint in a Near Mint box with inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1377. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18001 - pale metallic blue, white body stripes, racing number 5 with Dan Gurney 
figure - Mint in a Near Mint box with inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1378. Exoto Racing Legends 1/18th scale 18005 1965 Cobra Daytona Coupe - white, blue and red body stripes, racing 
number 56 "Ecurie Ford France" - J. Schlesser/A. Simon - Mint in Near Mint box, inner packing and Good outer transit carton. 

 £70 - £90 

1379. Exoto RLG18123 1962 AC Cobra Roadster - pearl yellow - Near Mint unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1380. CMC 1/18th scale M-073 Auto Union type C 1936 Sieger GP Deutschland - silver, racing number 4 - Mint with 
numbered certificate, information card, accessory tool and cleaning cloth with inner packing and a Excellent Plus outer box. 

 £100 - £120 

1381. CMC 1/18th scale M.027 Auto Union Type D 1938-1939 - silver - Mint with numbered certificate, inner packing and 
Near Mint outer card box. 

 £100 - £120 

1382. CMC 1/18th scale M-034 Auto Union type C 1936-1937 - silver with numbered certificate, accessory tool cleaning cloth 
and information card and a Excellent outer card box. 

 £100 - £120 
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1383. CMC 1/18th scale M-031 Mercedes Benz W125 1937 - silver, blue interior with numbered certificate, information card, 
inner packing and a Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £100 - £120 

1384. CMC 1/18th scale M-044 Mercedes Benz W196R 1954/55 Streamliner body - silver, patterned interior - Mint with 
numbered certificate, information card, accessory tool and cleaning cloth and a Near Mint box. 

 £100 - £120 

1385. CMC 1/18th scale M-084 1957 Fiat RN2 Bartoletti Ferrari Transporter - two-tone red with aluminium decking boards 
and chrome trim, high quality detailed model with accessory tool,  numbered certificate, information card, service manual other 
paperwork - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box (does have some small glue stains along one 
edge). 

 £400 - £600 

1386. CMC 1/18th scale M-078 Ferrari Dino 156 F1 1961 "Sharknose" - red with blue seat and spoked wire wheels with 
numbered certificate and accessory tool with inner packing and cleaning cloth - some dull marks from display may improve with 
detail cleaning - otherwise Excellent with a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £80 - £100 

1387. Exoto Grand Prix Classics 1/18th scale 97061 Ferrari 312B - red/white, racing number 6 - Andretti - Excellent some 
slight loss of paint colour to front foil, a few dull marks from display may improve with detailed cleaning with inner packing - Near 
Mint outer box and a Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £60 

1388. Exoto Grand Prix Classics 1/18th scale 97077 Ferrari 312T4 - red, racing number 12 - a few minor marks from 
display - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing Near Mint outer box and Good transit carton. 

 £60 - £70 

1389. Kyosho Hot Wheels 1/18th scale group (1) 08183R Ferrari 328 GTB 1988 - red, (2) 08162R Ferrari 365 GTB/4 
Daytona 71 - red, (3) 08163A Ferrari 365 GTB/4 Daytona Competizione - red, racing number 64 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good window boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1390. Hot Wheels and others 1/18th scale group (1) 50930 2000 World Champions - Michael Schumacher; (2) W1177 Ferrari 
458 Spyder; (3) X5482 Ferrari Dino 308 GT4; (4) Bburago Signature Series 16905 Ferrari 488 GTB - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
to Good Plus boxes (some slight fading). 

 £50 - £70 

1391. Hot Wheels Elite 1/18th scale group (1) J2921 Ferrari Super America - red with tan interior; (2) T6925 Ferrari 599 
GTO - red with black roof; (3) J2923 Ferrari F430 Challenge - red/white, racing number 14; (4) L2987 Ferrari Mondial VIII - red 
with tan interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes (some slight fading in places).  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1392. Hot Wheels Elite 1/18th scale group (1) P9893 Ferrari 458 Italia - red with 5-spoke wheels; (2) T6251 Ferrari 
599XX - red, racing number 3; (3) W1105 Ferrari FF - red, tan interior; (4) T6258 Ferrari Dino 246GT LM 1972 - red, blue and 
white body stripes, racing number 46 - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. 

 £50 - £70 
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1393. Hot Wheels Elite 1/18th scale group (1) L7127 Ferrari 612 Scaglietti - red/silver with Chinese Dragon symbol; (2) 
G2917 Ferrari 599 GTB Fiorano - red with tan interior; (3) J8246 Ferrari FXX - red with white body stripe; (4) V8377 Ferrari 
250GT Berlinetta Passo Corto SWB - red with tan interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes (some light fading in 
places). 

 £50 - £70 

1394. Hot Wheels 1/18th scale group (1) P9910 Ferrari 250 California SWB - red, tan interior "Ferris Bueller's Day Off"; (2) 
N2042 Ferrari California - red, dark tan interior, 5-soke wheels; (3) L2977 Ferrari 125S - dark red, blue interior with black seats; 
(4) 54601 Ferrari Dino 246 GTS - red with black interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes (some light fading in 
places). 

 £50 - £70 

1395. Hot Wheels 1/18th scale group (1) B6047 Ferrari 612  Scaglietti - red, tan interior; (2) C0407 Ferrari Challenge 
Stradale - red - M. Schumacher; (3) 23913 Ferrari 250 Testarossa - red, dark tan interior; (4) G7222 Ferrari F430 Spider - red 
with tan interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes (some slight fading). 

 £50 - £70 

1396. Hot Wheels 1/18th scale group (1) G7160 Ferrari F430 Coupe - red, tan interior; (2) 56293 Enzo Ferrari - red, black 
interior; (3) C0407 Ferrari Challenger Stradale Rock ROC Race of Champions Stade De France - red, white body stripe with 
green and red pin stripes; (4) 27774 Ferrari 360 Spider - red with light tan interior - generally Near Mint in Good boxes (some 
fading). 

 £40 - £60 

1397. Hot Wheels 1/18th scale group (1) 26244 Ferrari 410 Super America - red with black interior; (2) 680WT 1984 
Testarossa - red with black interior; (3) 29441 Ferrari 550 Barchetta Pininfarina - red with tan interior; (4) 29230 Ferrari 
333SP - red with white 5-spoke wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (some fading).  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1398. Hot Wheels 1/18th scale group (1) B6053 Ferrari 250GT Berlinetta - red spoked wheels, chrome trim; (2) H0326 
Customised Ferrari Enzo - metallic red, chrome 5-spoke wheels; (3) 25730 Ferrari 365 GTS/4 - red with black interior (some 
colour fading to body); (4) B6054 Ferrari 166 Millie Miglia - red with tan interior and spoked wheels (loose on plinth) - Fair to 
Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1399. Bburago 1/18th scale group (1) Ferrari FXXK Race & Play - red, silver body stripes, racing number 10; (2) Ferrari 
F50 - red; (3) 3358 Ferrari 360 Mondino - red with tan interior; (4) 3362 Ferrari F50 hard-top - red with black and red interior 
(loose on plinth) - Good Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1400. Mixed 1/18th scale group (1) Guiloy 67511 Ferrari 250 GTO Le Mans 24 Hours 1964 - red, racing number 93; (2) 
Majorette Ferrari Dino 246GT - red with black interior; (3) Mira Ferrari 512 TR Testarossa - red with black interior; (4) UT 
Models Ferrari F355 Spider - red with black interior (missing inner packing) - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1401. Bburago 1/18th scale group to include 3011 Ferrari 250 GTO 1962 - red with black interior, 3033 Ferrari 250 Le Mans 
1965 - red with cream interior, 3064 Ferrari 550 Maranello 1996 - red with dark cream interior, 3032 Ferrari F40 1987 - red with 
red bucket seats plus others - some discolour in places Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £50 
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1402. Bburago 1/18th scale group to include 3007 Ferrari 250 Testarossa 1956 - red with dark tan interior, Hot Wheels 
Ferrari F33 3SP - red, yellow body stripes, racing number 30 with weathered paintwork, Shell Classico Ferrari 1958 250 
Testarossa, plus others - Poor to Good Plus in Fair to Good packaging. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

1403. A mixed lot of boxed and unboxed Cars all Ferrari related, mostly 1/43rd scale including Corgi Ferrari 308 GTS, Hot 
Wheels 2-model Ferrari 2001 Constructors Champions Set, also a similar 3-model set, Brumm R155 Ferrari TR59 Nassau 
Trophy 1959, Jouef Evolution Ferrari GTO, some larger models including 1/24th scale Bburago Ferrari 250 Le Mans 1965, 
1/87th scale Newray Iveco Stralis Ferrari Transporter, plus others. (16 + around 25 play worn unboxed models) 

 £30 - £50 

1404. Large Resin Marlboro Ferrari Racing Car - wall hanger or similar, half car approx 120cm (48") - Excellent condition 
unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1405. Red Line Models 1/43rd scale RL026 Le Mans Ferrari 550 2004 - red, racing number 65, case is signed by "Colin 
McRae", limited to 50 examples with Grand Prix Legends certificate - Near Mint. 

 £40 - £50 

1406. Brumm signed pair (1) R124 Ferrari 156 GP Monaco 1967 - red, racing number 38, hand signed by "Phil Hill" (100 
examples), (2) R290 Ferrari 158 GP Italia 1964, hand signed by "John Surtees" with Grand Prix Legends limited certificates 
(500 examples) - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good boxes (some light fading).  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1407. Exoto 1/43rd scale EXO00013 MC Transporter - Ford C-type Truck "Maranello Concessionaires Ltd Ferrari Wellesley 
Road, London" - red, silver rear door - missing mirrors, possibly drivers side wiper - Fair to Good with owners manual, 
accessory tool, inner packing, Near Mint box and Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

1408. A mixed group of Ferrari Related Memorabilia including Signed Event Ticket Silverstone 08 - David Coulthard, a signed 
Ferrari Cap "Mubadala Abu Dhabi" - Felipe Massa, a faded Goodyear Poster with some signatures, Piaggio Paero Vodafone 
Marlboro Race Visor, an unopened bottle of Lambrusco, plus Ferrari Pen and Pin Badges etc - some items are faded Fair to 
Excellent. (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1409. A mixed group of Replica Items including full size Michael Schumacher Race Helmet, also a similar item but around 
1/3rd size, a Hot Wheels 1/12th scale replica Helmet and Gloves in plastic case, plus a 1/12th scale Ferrari F2004 Nose Cone 
by Amalgam and a replica Steering Wheel with base but without case - Good to Excellent. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1410. A mixed group of Ferrari Memorabilia including a sealed Ferrari Beach Towel, 3 x Flags, a large Ferrari Paper Weight 
with faded box, 2 x Teddy Bear in Ferrari overalls and a large quantity of Ferrari Baseball Caps including woollen Bobble Hats 
and similar - Fair to Excellent.(Qty) 

 £30 - £50 

1411. A large group of Ferrari Related Posters and Prints all are in frames including Fernando Alonso Ferrari, a white folded 
Michael Schumacher Shirt, a limited edition "Nocheins" by Robert Tomlin - Michael Schumacher in his Ferrari, Fernando Alonso 
Ferrari, Ferrari Past and Present, plus 3 x replica tinplate Signs including "Ferrari Parking Only" - Fair to Excellent. (13) 

 £40 - £60 
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1412. Kyosho 1/18th scale 08091S Mercedes Benz 300 SL - silver - Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1413. Minichamps 122 120100 1/12th scale Motorcycle - Ducatti Monster - red/silver - Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1414. Group of 1/18th scale models (1) Maisto Mercedes Benz 300 SLR Mille Miglia 1955 - silver, racing number 722, (2) 
Maisto Mercedes Benz SLK 230 1996 - silver with black interior, (3) Maisto Mercedes Benz SLK Class - silver, black interior, 
5-spoke wheels, (4) Gate Mazda MX5 Miata 2nd Generation - black with beige interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
window boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £50 

1415. 2 x Autoart Crystal Case - 1/18th scale display cases - generally Mint in Excellent boxes. 

 £20 - £30 

1416. A small group of 1/43rd scale Racing Models including Brumm LE9 Mercedes W196 GP Italia 1955 Stirling 
Moss - silver, racing number 16 and R299 Cooper T53 Bruce McLaren GP 1960 - green/white, racing number 2 - both Mint and 
boxed, another Brumm model with plastic case but without outer sleeve and 7 x unboxed models including Corgi Ferrari 312 
B2 - red, racing number 5, Corgi Whizzwheels Yardley McLaren Ford M19A, John Player Special in black and gold, Surtees 
TS.SB - red, racing number 26 plus others - Excellent to Mint. (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1417. Tamiya (1/20 scale) Racing Pit Team x 3; 2 x F1 Driver & Technical Engineer set and (1/24 scale) Rally Mechanics 
set - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly faded on ends) 
to Excellent Plus boxes (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1418. Tekno 1/50th scale pair The British Collection 74 "Eddie Stobart Ltd" (1) Mercedes Actros Curtainside Truck (mirrors 
are loose in box) otherwise generally Near Mint in a Good window box and (2) Scania 380 Curtainside Truck "Eddie Stobart 
Limited" (missing mirrors) - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1419. Tekno 1/50th scale (The British Collection) 50 ERF EC10 Curtainside Truck "Eddie Stobart Ltd" - mirrors loose in box a 
few light display marks but still Excellent in a Good window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1420. Corgi 1/50th scale pair (1) CC13405 MAN TGA XL Stepframe Curtainside Trailer - Eddie Stobart Ltd (mirrors loose in 
packaging); (2) CC13201 DAF XF Super Spacecab Curtainside - Eddie Stobart Ltd, Carlisle (mirrors are fitted) - Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good window boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1421. Corgi 1/50th scale pair (1) 75804 MAN Curtainside - Eddie Stobart Ltd (mirrors in packaging); (2) CC12401 Volvo 
Globetrotter Curtainside - Eddie Stobart Ltd (mirrors loose in packaging) - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window 
boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1422. Corgi 1/50th scale pair (1) CC13401 MAN TGA Curtainside - Eddie Stobart Ltd; (2) CC12901 Scania Topline 
Curtainside - Eddie Stobart Ltd International Logistics - Excellent to Near Mint (mirrors are loose in box). 

 £40 - £60 

1423. Corgi 1/50th scale Eddie Stobart pair (1) CC14002 Volvo FH Curtainside (missing mirrors); (2) CC13801 Mercedes 
Benz Actros Fridge Trailer - Eddie Stobart Ltd (mirrors loose in packaging) - Excellent to Near Mint. 

 £40 - £50 

1424. Corgi group (1) 75201 ERF Curtainside - Eddie Stobart Ltd in hinged display case; (2) similar but 75403 Leyland DAF 
Curtainside; (3) 75601 Renault Premium Curtainside - Eddie Stobart Ltd (missing mirrors); (4) 20903 AEC 8-wheel Platform 
Lorry - Eddie Stobart Ltd; (5) 423 Rough Rider US Custom Van in striped window box - Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1425. TWH Collectables TWH 047 1/50th scale Potain MDT 178 Tower Crane - dark yellow with light grey blocks, dark grey 
ladder sections off-white bucket - set contains screwdriver and instructions, some small additional parts in bag - does have 
some light stains to baseplate but overall appears in Excellent condition although not checked for completeness, comes with 
inner packing and a Good outer card box, box measures approx 110cm in length. 

 £70 - £90 

1426. TWH Collectables 1/50th scale Bucyrus 495 HF Tract Excavator with Hydraulic Bucket - grey/black with yellow 
handrails - large heavy construction model, box size is approx 75cm in length - generally Good Plus to Excellent some light 
dust, yellow handrails are detached in places but does include several loose pieces including ladder, handrails and masts - not 
checked for completeness within packaging, comes with inner packing and a Good outer card picture box. 

 £100 - £150 

1427. TWH Collectables 1/50th scale Bucyrus 49HR Blasthole Drill - blue/light grey, comes with instruction booklets, 
accessory tool - does have some small storage or display marks, not checked for completeness - Good Plus to Excellent with 
inner packing and a Good outer card box (some dusty stain marks). 

 £70 - £90 

1428. Conrad 1/50th scale Construction Model 2735/0 Terex Demag CC8800 Crawler Crane - off-white/grey - large heavy 
box model with multiple packing layers - generally Good Plus to Excellent with some light dust and small display marks, comes 
with instruction booklet and inner packing pieces, not checked for completeness with a Fair outer card picture box. 

 £100 - £150 

1429. Brami (Germany) Terex O&K RH340 Hydraulic Mining Excavator - creamy grey/red - large heavyweight construction 
model - does have some dust marks from storage or display - Good Plus to Excellent with inner packing and a Fair to Good 
outer card sleeve. 

 £100 - £150 

1430. YCC Models 1/50th scale YC-770 Liebherr LTM 1800 Mobile Crane - orange yellow - multiple separate parts within 
foam packaging, not checked for completeness with instruction manual  - Good Plus to Excellent some light dust from storage 
or display with a Good solid lift off lid box and a Fair picture card outer box. 

 £50 - £70 

1431. YCC Models 1/50th scale YC-772 Leibherr LTM 1800 Mobile Crane with Derrick Mast System - orange yellow, multiple 
parts within foam packaging, not checked for completeness with instruction booklet - Good Plus to Excellent with a Good lift off 
lid solid box and a Fair outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1432. NZG 668 1/50th scale Liebherr LRB 255 Litronic piling and drilling rig - orange white with dark grey parts - Good Plus 
to Excellent some light display with instruction booklet and inner packing and textured base pad and a Good outer picture card 
box. 

 £40 - £60 

1433. Conrad 20970 1/50th scale Liebherr LTM1300/1 Mobile Crane - orange yellow/grey, multiple parts within packaging, 
not checked for completeness a few dusty marks but Good Plus to Excellent with inner packing and a Good outer card sleeve. 

 £50 - £70 

1434. Conrad 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 2087 Liebherr LTM 1090/1 Mobile Crane - orange yellow/grey; (2) NZG 521 
Liebherr 32TT The Fast Erecting Crane - dark orange/two-tone grey - Good Plus to Excellent some dusty marks from display or 
storage with inner packing and Good outer picture card sleeves. 

 £50 - £70 

1435. NZG 648 1/50th scale Construction Model Liebherr A954C Litronic high rise material handler - dark orange/grey with 
white cab, some light dusty marks but appears generally Excellent with inner packing and a Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

1436. Conrad 2913/0 1/50th scale Construction Model - Liebherr R984C Litronic Hydraulic Excavator - dark orange/grey with 
white cab, some light dusty marks but overall Excellent with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card sleeve. 

 £40 - £60 

1437. NZG 617 1/50th scale Construction Model - Liebherr R994B Litronic Hydraulic Excavator - off-white/grey, some light 
dust marks from display or storage but generally appears Excellent with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card picture box. 

 £60 - £80 

1438. 1/50th scale Construction group (1) Conrad R954 BV Litronic - The Demolition Excavator in hinged picture box with 
inner foam packing; (2) NZG 678 Liebherr R313 Litronic Hydraulic Excavator; (3) Liebherr R924 Compact Hydraulic 
Excavator - presentation tin issue - some light dust in places but overall Excellent in Good to Excellent packaging.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1439. 1/50th scale Construction group (1) Conrad 28070 Liebherr RL 52 Litronic - The Pipelayer; (2) NZG 498 Liebherr A314 
Litronic Hydraulic Excavator; (3) NZG 683 Liebherr A904 Litronic material handler - generally Excellent in Good to Good Plus 
packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

1440. Liebherr 1/50th scale Construction group (1) NZG 542 L510 Stereo - Stereoloader; (2) Conrad 2808 PR754 
Litronic - The Crawler Tractor; (3) Rami PR734 LGB Litronic - The Crawler Tractor; (4) Norscot PR724 LGB Crawler Tractor; (5) 
Norscot R904C Litronic Hydraulic Excavator - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. 

 £60 - £80 

1441. Brami 25009 1/50th scale Construction Model - Drehbohrgerat Rotary Drilling Rig Bauer BG40 - multiple pieces in 
packaging some small marks but appears overall Excellent with instruction leaflet and a Good outer card picture sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

1442. Conrad 1/50th scale Construction 2733/01 Mammoet Sennebogen 5500SL Tract Crane - red/black with certificate and 
instruction booklet multiple piece set within packaging. Appears generally Excellent with a Good outer picture card sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 
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1443. Precision Construction (ERTL) 1/16th scale 45086 John Deere 650J Dozer - dark orange/charcoal  large heavyweight 
detailed model with inner packing and colour booklet - small mark to roof otherwise Excellent Plus and a Excellent Plus outer 
card picture box. 

 £60 - £80 

1444. Precision Construction (ERTL) 15774 1/16th scale John Deere 544J Wheel Loader - dark orange/dark grey - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing, colour booklet and a Good outer card picture box (some creasing and grubby marks). 

 £80 - £100 

1445. Construction Pioneers (First Gear) 1/25th scale 40-0163 Allis-Chalmers HD-41 Bulldozer with blade and ripper - a little 
storage or display dust, some residue marks from packing with inner packing operators manual and a Excellent hinged 
presentation box. 

 £50 - £70 

1446. Construction Pioneers (First Gear) 1/25th scale 40-0126 International Harvester TD-25 Crawler with side boom and 
counter weights - some very light storage dust - appears generally Excellent condition with inner packing, operators manual and 
a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1447. Construction Pioneers (First Gear) 1/25th scale Construction 70-0155 International TD-25 Crawler with sheep's foot 
compactor - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with operators manual, inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £60 - £80 

1448. Construction Pioneers (First Gear) 1/25th scale Construction 790156 International TD25 Crawler - some minor storage 
dust otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint with operators manual, inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1449. Construction Pioneers (First Gear) 1/25th Construction 40-0071 International Harvester 560 Pay Loader - yellow with 
white cab - a few minor dust marks but overall Excellent Plus to Near Mint with operators manual, inner packing and a Good 
outer box. 

 £60 - £80 

1450. Construction Pioneers (First Gear) 1/25th scale Construction International "S" Series Truck with Tri-axle folding goose 
neck trailer - yellow cab with black trailer and wood effect planking - a little dusty but overall Excellent Plus to Near Mint with 
inner packing and operators manual in a Excellent hinged presentation box also with Fair transit carton. 

 £60 - £80 

1451. First Gear 1/25th scale Construction Model - International 175 Crawler - Fire Service with sweep ROPS, Winch, 4 in 1 
bucket and Forest Fire Ready - red "15" logos in white with some additional small accessories - generally Near Mint with inner 
packing, operators manual and Good outer card picture box. 

 £40 - £60 

1452. Classic Construction Models 1/50th scale Construction Maitowoc 555 Crawler Crane - red, silver platform and black 
tracks, includes small accessory parts in packaging, appears generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing and a 
Good outer card box, also comes with 2 additional boxed tower sections. 

 £60 - £80 

1453. Norscot 1/50th scale 58302 Atlas Copco Pit Viper PV-275 Blast Hole Drill - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and an 
Excellent window box. 

 £40 - £60 
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1454. Speccast Collectables ZJD1532 1/25th scale International Harvester TD-24 Diesel Crawler with Karry Arch - red with 
silver tracks - Near Mint to Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1455. Speccast 1/16th scale Construction pair (1) ZJD162 International Harvester T-14 Gas Crawler - red with silver tracks, 
(2) International Harvester TD24 "The Agile Giant" Diesel Crawler with Cable Control Bullgrader - similar colour scheme - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1456. Speccast 1/16th scale SCT236 Allis-Chalmers highly detailed H-3 Crawler with blade - dark orange with black 
parts - generally Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1457. Speccast 1/25th scale CON003 Bantam C-35 Backhoe - dark orange/black with silver tracks - Near Mint with inner 
packing and a Fair outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1458. NZG 500 1/50th scale Construction Weserhutte Type W180 Crawler Crane - Excellent Plus with instructions, inner 
packing and a Good Plus picture card box. 

 £40 - £50 

1459. Joal 1/25th scale Construction pair (1) 575611 Manitou MT1337 SL Turbo - Telescopic Handler - red/dark grey, (2) 
Series MSI50 Manitou Fork Truck - similar colour scheme - a little light dust but generally Near Mint in Fair to Good window 
boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1460. Speccast 1/16th scale CUST8550 Caterpillar D2 Track-type Tractor (5U Series) Traxcavator - dark yellow - a little 
storage dust Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing, Good outer box and with original transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

1461. Norscot 1/50th scale Construction model 55161 Caterpillar CAT 994F Wheel Loader - dark yellow with black cab and 
handrails - some packing residue transfer to wheels otherwise Near Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1462. Norscot 1/50th scale Construction 55151 Caterpillar CAT 793D Off Highway Truck with Performance Plus Body - dark 
yellow with black cab and handrails, some storage marks but generally Near Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1463. Norscot 1/50th scale Caterpillar Construction group (1) 55070 CAT D11R Carrydozer Track-type Tractor, (2) 55160 
CAT 365C Front Shovel with metal tracks, (3) 5518 CAT D10T Track-type Tractor - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1464. Norscot 1/50th scale Caterpillar Construction pair (1) 55080 CAT 345B Series 2 Material Handler with work tools, (2) 
55124 CAT 385BL Excavator - some storage dust Excellent Plus to Near Mint with Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1465. Norscot Caterpillar 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 55098 CAT 5110B Excavator with metal tracks, (2) 55058 CAT 
365BL Series 2 Excavator - some light storage dust - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1466. Norscot Caterpillar 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 55104 CAT 77D Off Highway Truck, (2) 55142 CAT 777D Off 
Highway Truck with Klein Water Tank - some minor marks and dust otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1467. Norscot 1/50th scale Caterpillar group (1) 55058 CAT 365BL Excavator, (2) 55699 CAT 631E Scraper, (3) 55027 CAT 
980G Wheel Loader - some light dust but generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1468. Norscot 1/50th scale Caterpillar group (1) 55199 CAT 330DL Hydraulic Excavator, (2) 55113 CAT TH360B Telescopic 
Handler, (3) 55164 CAT CB-534D XW Vibratory Asphalt Compactor with Cabin - Road Roller, (4) 55189 CAT 14M Motor 
Grader, (5) 55192 CAT D6K XL Track-type Tractor - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1469. Norscot 1/50th scale Caterpillar Construction group (1) 55196 CAT 950H Wheel Loader, (2) 55171 CAT M316D Wheel 
Excavator, (3) 55197 CAT D6TXW Vpat Track-type Tractor, (4) 55194 CAT 3963D Track Loader with metal tracks, (5) 5526 
CAT AP600D Asphalt Paver with canopy - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1470. Norscot Caterpillar pair (1) 55154 1/16th scale CAT Twenty-Two Track-type Tractor - dark yellow with black seat, (2) 
55139 1/12th scale CAT C15 On-Highway Engine with ACERT Technology - dark yellow on black plinth - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1471. Universal Hobbies 1/16th scale UH2711 JCB Major Loader Mk.1 Excavator - blue cab with red parts with instructions 
and inner packing, some minor storage dust - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing and a Fair outer card box. 

 £60 - £80 

1472. Joal 1/25th scale Construction pair (1) 189 JCB 3CX Contractor Backhoe Loader (JCB Engine), (2) 208 JCB 
Telescopic Handler 535-125 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1473. JCB Construction pair (1) Britains 42317 1/32nd scale JCB JS200W Excavator, (2) Joal 161 1/35th scale JCB 930 
Forklift Truck - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1474. Motorart 1/50th scale JCB Construction group (1) 13369 JCB JS220 Excavator Long Reach, (2) 13367 JCB 456, (3) 
13135 Backhoe Loader 3CX, (4) 13137 JCB Excavator JS220 - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 
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1475. Joal 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 290 Komatsu PC1100LC Hydraulic Front Shovel, (2) 265 Komatsu WA900-3 
Avance Wheel Loader - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1476. Joal 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 401 Komatsu PC1100 LC-6 Material Handler, (2) 376 Komatsu PC1100 LC-6 
Avance Excavator and Shovel - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1477. Universal Hobbies 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) Komatsu PC450 LCD with long tongs, (2) UH80003U Komatsu 
PC210 Excavator - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1478. Universal Hobbies 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) UH8004U Komatsu PC450 with short trowel, (2) UH8001U 
Komatsu WA470 - generally Near Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1479. Universal Hobbies 1/50th scale group (1) UH8021U Komatsu PC210 with hammer drill (missing end of outer card box), 
(2) UH8000U Komatsu D61EX, (3) UC8007U Komatsu PC14R, (4) UH8002U Komatsu WH613 - generally Near Mint in Fair to 
Excellent window boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1480. A mixed group of 1/50th scale Komatsu models (1) First Gear 50-3121 Komatsu WA500 Wheel Loader, (2) First Gear 
50-0216 Komatsu D375, (3) Joal Komatsu D155AX-5 Bulldozer - generally Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1481. Motorart 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 13349 Volvo EC700B Excavator, (2) 100065 Volvo A25C Articulated Tipper 
Truck - generally Near Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1482. Motorart 1/50th scale Construction group (1) 13372 Volvo L350F, (2) 13034 Volvo EC240BLC Tracked Excavator, (3) 
13371 Volvo EW180C Wheeled Excavator - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1483. Motorart 1/50th scale Volvo group (1) 100063 L180C Handler, (2) 10448 Volvo L220E, (3) 100071 Volvo EC210 
Tracked Excavator, (4) 100062 Volvo L150C, (5) EC45 Mini Excavator, (6) similar in different style packaging - Excellent to 
Near Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1484. Norscot 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 584375 Roadtec RX-700 Cold Planer - white, (2) 584374 Roadtec RP190 
Paver - white with black attachments - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1485. NZG 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) 621 Wirtgen WR2000 Re-cycler - off white/dark grey - small break to 
handrail/mirror, (2) 379 Wirtgen 1900DC Road Milling Machine - similar colour scheme - Good Plus to Excellent with inner 
packing and Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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1486. Mixed 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) Universal Hobbies UH8019 Liebherr PC944C Tracked Excavator, (2) 
Sennebogen 683 Telescopic Crane with tracks - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1487. 1/32nd scale Construction pair (1) Joal Compact 186 Komatsu PC400LC metal tracked Excavator - dark yellow/black 
with white cab (some crushing to window box), (2) Ros Hitachi Zaxis Tracked Excavator - orange/dark grey with black tracks 
and engine cover - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1488. Mixed Construction box (1) Agritec Model New Holland D180 - yellow/black, (2) Kaeser Mobilair M30 Compressor, (3) 
Kubota Excavator KX41-3V, (4) Liebherr TL435-13 Litronic Material Handler - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus window 
boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1489. 1/50th scale Construction pair (1) NZG 532 Terex Demag AC35 Mobile Crane - off white/grey, (2) MAN Wolffkran 
Tower Crane with jib - red/white - some light display dust and marks in Fair to Good packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1490. A mixed Construction group to include 1/50th scale Work Figures boxed and unboxed, 3 x boxed small scale 
Construction models by Norscot, 2 x similar unboxed models, a Norscot 1/50th scale CAT 992G Excavator, Norscot 6063 Bell 
B40D Articulated Tipper Truck, Liebherr 734 Tracked Bulldozer, Forklift Trucks, Excavators plus others - Fair to Excellent. (Qty) 

 £30 - £50 

1491. 2 x 1/16th scale unboxed Construction models (1) International Tracked Excavator - red, "11" in white, (2) 
Allis-Chalmers Tracked Bulldozer/Scraper - orange - Good to Excellent, some additional loose parts unboxed. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1492. A mixed group of 1/50th scale Accessories and Loads including large scale Tank in black, 5 x Containers, 5-pack silver 
Pipe Load, Tractor Unit and part of Trailer and a quantity of Blocks on Pallets - Good to Excellent unboxed. 

 £30 - £50 

1493. Small group of 1/25th scale items (1) First Gear 40-0074 - 1956 Ford F-100 Pick-up Truck "Ford Tractor" - grey with 
red chassis with crate and sack barrow load, (2) 49-0017 similar model but "Napa" - yellow, black wheelarches with diesel 
gearbox load, (3) Gearbox 1920's Wayne Gas Pump - Excellent to Near Mint. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1494. NZG 250.52.84 1/50th scale Nooteboom 5-axle Pendel-X Euro Low Loader with 2-axle Jeepdolly - red/black - generally 
Near Mint in a Near Mint window box with a Good outer transit carton. 

 £60 - £80 

1495. 1/50th scale pair (1) Universal Hobbies UH5661 Scania P380 Cement Mixer "CIFA" - white on dark grey chassis, (2) 
Lion Toys GINAF 3335S Tipper Truck - red cab, silver-grey rear body - Excellent Plus to Near Mint some light dusty marks in 
Excellent to Excellent Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1496. Corgi 1/50th scale Tipper group (1) CC13502 Volvo FM Aggregate Tipper - Tarmac - white with yellow on green upper 
and rear body, (2) CC13511 Volvo FM Aggregate Tipper - Lafarge - white with green upper rear body, (3) CC11804 DAF 85 
Aggregate Tipper - Hanson Aggregates - blue/grey with dark orange upper rear body - Good Plus to Excellent - some light 
marks from display in generally Good to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1497. Corgi 1/50th scale group (1) CC12219 Scania Dropside Crane, Trailer and load - Marshall's Landscape 
Transformers - dark red with grey blocks, (2) CC12217 Scania Crane, Trailer and load - Marley Building Materials Ltd - similar 
colours, (3) CC14301 Ford Transit Van - JCB - yellow/black - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1498. Corgi 1/50th scale CC20403 Vintage Glory of Steam - fully working Gallopers - Anderton & Rowland Steam Gallopers, 
comes with transformer and control switch with certificate - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

1499. Corgi 1/50th scale CC20401 Fairground Attractions - The Southdown Gallopers - comes with certificate and gear 
pack - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

1500. Corgi 1/50th scale CC20402 Fairground Attractions 2002 - Carters Steam Gallopers - comes with certificate and gear 
pack - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

1501. Mixed group of items to include Corgi Heavy Haulage 17502 Pickfords Scammell Constructor Wrecker, Matchbox 
Models of Yesteryear YS16 1929 Scammell 100 Truck Trailer with GER Class Locomotive, Bburago 1545 Range Rover 
Firemen, Saico 1/26th scale Carters Steam Fair Van and a Gama Super 2001 Design Colani Articulated Container Truck in 
open style packaging - Excellent in Good to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1502. Mixed pair of Fire Related models (1) Corgi 1118 Chubb Pathfinder - red, yellow interior, cast hubs, chrome and gold 
parts "Airport Fire Service", (2) Dinky 263 Airport Fire Rescue Tender - yellow with white interior and ladder and red plastic 
hubs - Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good window boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1503. Mixed group of items including "The Yesteryear Book 1956 to 1996" - Models of Yesteryear reference book softback 
version, a large album containing colour photographs of various Construction and Heavy Haulage models, a Kamerstativ Star 
42 Camera Tripod, various Pin Badges and Brochures, Electronic Sound Machine - Horror Special, plus others - generally 
Good to Excellent. (Qty) 

 £30 - £50 

The Michael Banfield Collection 

1504. EFE and other 1/76th scale Bus models - to include Southdown and Western National Leyland TD1 high front Double 
Decker Bus, London Transport STD, Daimler CVG6 Potteries (lacks an end flap), Highland AEC Reliance BET Single Decker, 
Bristol RELL Hastings & District and others including Great British Buses London Transport RTW and Gilbow Crosville Leyland 
TD1 in LMS livery - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  (12) 

 £50 - £60 
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1505. EFE 1/76th scale Bus models - to include London Transport Guy Arab Utility, STL Bus and AEC RT Coronation 
Service Double Decker, Leyland PD2 Stratford Blue and Maidstone & District, Guy Arab Utility and Leyland TD1 in East Kent 
livery, AEC Regal Greenline and Regent 5 in St. Helens livery plus others - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good window boxes.  
(19) 

 £70 - £90 

1506. EFE 1/76th scale Single and Double Decker Buses - to include Bristol L6B Thames Valley, Mercedes Benz 709 
Maidstone & District, London Transport AEC STL, Bristol City Lodekka Bus, East Kent Bedford OB, Leyland PD1 Lowbridge 
East Midland and others - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes.  (20) 

 £80 - £100 

1507. EFE 1/76th scale Single and Double Decker Buses - to include London Sightseeing Daimler, Guy GS Special London 
Transport, Bristol Greyhound Plaxton Coach, Routemaster Prototype  RM1, Leyland Atlantean Gay Hostess and 
others - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes.  (19) 

 £80 - £90 

1508. EFE 1/76th scale Buses, Lorries and Cars - to include Typhoo Tea London Transport Opentop Bus, Premier Travel 
BET Single Decker and London Transport Leyland TD1 (torn box). Also included are Foden S24 4-axle Flatbed in Paul Taylor 
green livery, AEC 8-wheeler "Roses Lime Juice" and Ketton Tipper and Tarmac Tippers and others including 2 x 2-car 
presentation sets - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes.  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

1509. EFE 1/76th scale Bus related Gift Sets - to include 2 x Southdown 2-vehicle sets with Leyland Tiger Coaches, London 
Transport Country Buses, post-war Leyland Buses, 1950 to 1960 3-Bus Set and London Transport Museum 3-vehicle set. Also 
included are Maidstone & District 2-bus set, together with a Fisherman's Friend 3-vehicle set - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Good Plus presentation boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1510. Original Omnibus 1/76th scale Model Buses - Coaches include Daimler Roadliner "Black & White", Bedford VAL "King 
Alfred" and Burlingham Seagull Coach. Double Deckers include Huddersfield, Daimler CVG6 London United Metrobus and 
Southdown Bristol Lodekka and others - Mint including clear perspex cases, most are still sealed in polythene.  (16) 

 £60 - £80 

1511. Original Omnibus 1/76th scale Bus & Coach models - to include Handybus Blackpool Transport, AEC Regent Brighton 
Corporation, Southdown Queen Mary, East Kent Guy Arab Utility and Birmingham & Midland Leyland Leopard plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint packaging, some are still sealed in cellophane.  (15) 

 £60 - £80 

1512. Original Omnibus 1/72th scale Buses and Coaches - to include Leyland Queen Mary Opentop "Provincial" Devon 
General AEC Reliance, Birch Leyland PS1 Single Decker, Caledonian Bristol K6B, Q1 London Transport Trolleybus and 
others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Mint packaging.  (16) 

 £60 - £80 

1513. Original Omnibus 1/76th scale Buses and Coaches - to include Leyland PD2 St. Helens, Halifax AEC Q, Maidstone 
Guy Arab Utility, AEC Newcastle and Maidstone 4-wheel Trolleybus plus others including Southdown Motor Services 2-vehicle 
set with a 3rd model inserted - Excellent to Near Mint, a couple of the clear perspex cases have cracked - otherwise the 
packaging is Fair to Excellent.  (12 plus 1 presentation set) 

 £40 - £50 
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1514. Maisto, Bburago and Autoart 1/18th and 1/24th scale model Cars - 1/18th scale models comprising Autoart Jaguar 
XKSS - metallic blue with red interior, Maisto Jaguar S-type  4-door Saloon and a Solido Ford V8 Delivery Van in "Abbey 
Motors" white/blue livery. 1/24th scale models comprise Range Rover Team Castrol, Williams FW14 Racing Car and a 
promotional 1/35th scale Volvo 700 GLE 4-door Saloon - light metallic grey - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

1515. Hornby OO Gauge a group of electric Train Sets - comprising 2 x Rural Rambler Set, each containing a 4-wheeleed 
Locomotive and 3 Coaches with track and an Intercity 125 Set with motorised power car, dummy power car and central coach 
with some track - all are unchecked for completeness but the contents are generally Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good set 
boxes with some inner packaging.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1516. Hornby a group of boxed Wagons and accessories - wagons include Castrol and Polo Tankers, Fisons Silo Wagon, 
Baxters and Golden Shred Vans, R124 Car Transporter with 3 x Cars and others including Wrenn BRT Van and Mobil Tanker 
and a Lima "Total" Bogie Tanker and Black & Decker Open Wagon. Hornby accessories include a Quick Kit Signal Box, Water 
Tower, Towns Station Building, Footbridge and others including R900 and R902 circuit controllers (UNTESTED) - Excellent to 
Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  (26) 

 £80 - £100 

1517. Hornby OO Gauge group of Locomotives and Coaches - to include R289 BR Class 92 "Railfreight 
Distribution - Charles Dickens", R163 "Ford" 0-4-0 Industrial Loco and a Lima 205107 British Rail 08 Shunter. Hornby Coaches 
comprise BR Mk.3 Open 2nd and R428 Mk.3 1st Class Coach together with R416 Operating Mail Coach in BR blue/grey 
livery - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus assorted packaging.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1518. Meccano Mortised Construction Set 3M - comprising yellow and blue components, unchecked for completeness and 
has had some use but otherwise Fair, does include the motor, instruction slip and book of models No.2 & 3 - Fair including box. 

 £20 - £30 

1519. Hornby Dublo Passenger Train Set EDP1 "Sir Nigel Gresley" - scarce set contains A4 Locomotive in blue LNER livery 
plus Tender (some bowing to the plastic coal load), comes with 2 x tinplate teak coaches, No.1 controller (untested) and a 
quantity of curved and straight track plus bottles of oil, spare fuse envelope and "Tested" label. The locomotive does have some 
minor corrosion marks around the front balance and handrail areas - otherwise the contents are generally Good to Excellent in 
a Good Plus card box with inner packing, instruction leaflets, guarantee slip etc together with the removal display cover over the 
locomotive. 

 £40 - £60 

1520. Triang, Hornby, Lima and other OO Gauge Locomotives, Wagons and loose Accessories - unboxed items comprise a 
Triang R75 D6830 Diesel Locomotive, a Lima 6-wheeled LNER Tank Locomotive No.8920 and a 4-wheeled USA style Tank 
Locomotive and a Great Western 0-4-0.  Wagons comprise a Hornby Breakdown Crane with 3 x Match Trucks, Fine Fish, 
Weetabix, Birds Eye, McVities, Sheep Wagon and others including Hopper Wagon, various Tankers, Guards Van together with 
a Mainline Mk.1 Western Region Coach.  Other loose accessories include Crescent and other Signals, Merit loose accessories 
and a plastic formed Tunnel Section with a quantity of loose Trees.  Also included is a quantity of loose curved and straight 
track plus points, a wooden Tunnel and a Goods Shed.  Boxed items comprise Quick Fit Engine Shed, Buffer Stop, 2 x sets of 
Inclined Piers and other items - unchecked for completeness, ideal lot for the OO operator. (Qty in 3 cardboard boxes). 

 £60 - £70 
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1521. Hornby Dublo boxed and unboxed Locomotive, Rolling Stock and Accessories - boxed items comprise EDL2 
Locomotive "Duchess of Atholl" 3-rail - maroon LMS 6231 livery (no tender), North Eastern Corridor Coach Brake 3rd, D1 & D2 
Open Wagons, No.1 Transformer (untested), pair of electric points, 4 x half rail, isolating rail and switch, loading gauge, pair of 
D1 single arm signals and a box containing one double arm signal and a water column - otherwise Good to Excellent.  Loose 
items comprise a quantity of straight and curved track, small scale lineside accessories, 2 x Esso and a Royal Daylight Tank 
Wagons together with a North Eastern Horse Box and tinplate single Gated Level Crossing - Fair to Good. (Qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1522. Corgi Classics, Vanguards and other diecast - Corgi Classics Buses comprise Maidstone and London Transport Guy 
Arab, Western Welsh Leyland Olympian and Shillibeer's Routemaster, plus Vanguards Midland Land Rover, Royal Mail Morris 
Commercial, Ford 300E Thames Van and others including Solido vintage Fire Engine and Coal Truck together with a Corgi 
James Bond Moonraker miniature model - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

1523. Rio, Brumm and other model Vintage Vehicles and Racing Cars - to include Rio Fiat Autocarro Civilian Truck in grey 
and Military version in green with tilt together with an old vintage Fire Engine with nozzle, Brumm Stagecoach, Rami diecast 
Model T Ford and a smaller scale vintage Flat Truck plus a Wiking Horse-less Carriage - Excellent in Good to Good Plus 
packaging.  Rio vintage diecast Cars include a Fiat 2-door Coupe, a 4-door Car, an Alfa Romeo, Itala and Pechino Racing 
Cars (all are suffering varying amounts of fatigue) and are otherwise Poor to Fair in Good boxes.  Also included are the 
following Brumm Racing Cars - 150 Jaguar D-type, 149 Jaguar D-type - blue, 38 Auto Union, 44 Ferrari 500, 41 Bugatti and 37 
Mercedes Benz Grand Prix - Excellent including packaging. (18) 

 £30 - £50 

1524. Somerville and Autoart 1/43rd scale Cars (1) Somerville white metal 1/43rd scale Saab 92 from 1950 - green with grey 
interior, mounted on a wooden plinth, (2) Autoart Jaguar D-type - dark green.  Also included is (3) Onyx large scale 5014A 
Benetton Ford Test Car of Michael Schumacher circa 1994 - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1525. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 1st Series Fire Engine Collection - set of 24 boxed models comprising 1920 Mack, 
1952 Land Rover Auxiliary, 1939 Bedford Tanker, 1938 Mercedes KS15, 1937 GMC Rescue Squad Van, 1907 Seagrave, 1904 
Merryweather, 1916 Ford Model T and the larger 1936 Leyland Cub FK7 - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £80 - £120 

1526. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear assorted 1st, 2nd & 3rd Series Fire Engine models - to include 1930 Ford Model A 
Battalion Chief, Land Rover Rescue Vehicle with Trailer, 1939 Bedford Airport Civil Fire Truck, 1920 Mack Water Tower Truck, 
1936 Leyland Cub Open Top Ladder Truck, 1932 Model AA Forest Fire Truck and others including 1933 Cadillac Fire Wagon 
and 1932 Mercedes Benz Ladder Truck - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (17) 

 £60 - £80 

1527. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear assorted models - to include "Veteran Car Gift" by Lesney - comprising a marble effect 
plinth with a bright plated model of a Y13 Daimler Vintage Car with Ballpoint Pen accessory, still mounted on a inner card 
display stand and comes in a dark blue box.  Also included are a 1936 Leyland Cub Fire Engine FK7, 2 x 1923 Scania Vabis 
Post Bus, a 1934 Diddler Trolleybus (lacks the outer carton), plus a 1905 Busch Self Propelled Fire Engine - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £30 - £50 
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1528. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Lledo and other boxed Cars - to include Matchbox Superfast 1 Mod Rod - pale yellow 
with bright plated rear, bare metal baseplate - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Fair card box (lacks an end flap) together with 
number MB17 London Bus "Tyne Tees Run 1990 Promotional.  Models of Yesteryear include Y14 Maxwell Roadster, Y5 1927 
Talbot Van "Liptons Tea by Appointment", Y8 1945 MG TC, Y3 1934 Riley MPH, Y5 Leyland Titan Southdown Bus and others.  
Also included are Lledo Gerson Removals Van, General Bus, Kent County Ambulance and others including a Brumm black 
Jaguar 3.5 litre and an Alfa Romeo 1951.  Also included are a boxed set of 12 x bright plated miniature diecast Vintage Cars to 
include 1903 Packard, 1901 Model A, 1908 Ford Model T, 1886 Benz 3-wheeler, 1896 Oldsmobile and others - Good Plus to 
Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (41) 

 £30 - £50 

1529. Galoob (USA) "The A-Team Tactical Van Playset" - comprising a black plastic A-Team Van with removable roof, 
10"/25cm long, comes with poseable B.A Baracus figure and plastic barrier, stop sign and fire hydrant - Excellent in a Fair 
window box. Also included is a larger 6"/16cm B.A Baracus figure with some accessories. 

 £40 - £50 

1530. Galoob (USA) 8454 "The A-Team Combat Headquarters Set" - comes with 4 x figures and various accessories (see 
photo), unchecked for completeness but contents appear Excellent in a Good window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1531. Kenner "Mask" a pair of Action Toys - to include Venom Motorcycle with Floyd Malloy Action Figure, together with Fire 
Cracker Pick-up Truck with Hondo McLean Action Figure with Dirt Bike and other accessories - unchecked for completeness 
but contents appear Excellent in Good boxes, both do come with some paperwork.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1532. Action Man Combat Division "Talking Commander" - scarce battery operated 12" action man figure, the head and cap 
are detached but present but the pull-cord and voice were in working order on test - otherwise Good and comes in a Fair 
illustrated box with some leaflets. Also in this lot are a clone action figure with accessories and clothing - Good.  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1533. Hasbro Transformers "Autobot Commander Optimus Prime" - plastic model tractor trailer which transforms to a 
Robot - Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair window box. 

 £80 - £100 

1534. Hasbro Transformers a pair of figures (1) Jump Starter "Twin Twist" - transforms from Space Ship to Robot and 
back - with accessories and leaflet; (2) Autobot Medic "Ratchet" - transforms from Ambulance to Robot and back, comes with 
an accessory and leaflet - both are unchecked for completeness but appear Good to Good Plus including window boxes. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1535. Tomy a group of Zoids Figures - to include Z-Ray, Scorpozoid, Krark Prince of Darkness and Mammoth the 
Destroyer - unchecked for completeness but appear Good to Excellent in Good illustrated boxes.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1536. Hornby "The Karate Kid" 6-piece Action Set, comes with 2 action figures and a quantity of plastic accessories. Also 
included is another figure with breakaway chain and plastic stand novelty - both sets are unchecked for completeness but 
contents appear Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1537. Fisher Price Adventure "Alpha Star ZX" Articulated Exploration Vehicle with accessories, unchecked for completeness 
but appears and some wear to a couple of the transfers - otherwise a Good scarce example, 19"/48cm long and comes in a Fair 
illustrated box with 2 x leaflets. 

 £30 - £50 
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1538. Mazda "Disneylights" - novelty colourful plastic lamps with cord and vintage Bakelite mains connection plug (note these 
are untested and intended for display only), fitted with 12 x colourful miniature lamp shades with bulbs to interior and various 
Disney scenes - Good for display and comes in a colourfully illustrated box (torn at the corners) with inner pictorial display and 
small box containing spare bulb. The set box is marked "By Permission Walt Disney Limited". 

 £40 - £60 

1539. Masters of the Universe "Multi-Bot - The Ultimate Transforming Robot" - contains a quantity of parts for figure 
assembly, unchecked for completeness otherwise Good including illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

1540. He-Man, Ghostbusters, Action Force and other assorted figures (see photo) - lot contains approx 22 mostly individually 
bagged figures, accessories and other related toys, unchecked for completeness but generally Good.  (qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1541. Vintage Star Wars figures and accessories - to include Millennium Falcon. Figures include Luke Skywalker, C3PO, 
Darth Vader, Royal Guard, Wicket etc, most are individually bagged (some duplication) unchecked for completeness, see 
photo - otherwise Fair to Good Plus.  (30+ in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £80 - £120 

1542. Battery-operated Robot and other Toys and Games - to include (1) New Bright (Hong Kong) "Tommy the Atomic 
Robot" - gold effect finish, 11"/27cm high, (2) Lights Alive the Perfect Picture Maker Toy, (3) Bar Code Battler, (4) Turnin' Turbo 
Dashboard - a driving game by Tomy and (5) The Telebugs Board Game.  Also in this lot is a Tyco Racing Game with 2 x 
Cars, quantity of track and hand controllers - all are unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent in Good to Excellent 
packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1543. Mr Men assorted toys - to include Mr Men Slide Projector by House Martin (Hong Kong) - battery-operated projector 
with over 100 slides, together with Mr Men Jack in the Box, Tom & Jerry, Hong Kong plastic Mini Mouse with pram, Smurf, plus 
Disney and other related novelty toys - Fair to Good Plus. (14) 

 £30 - £40 

1544. Micro Machines and other assorted Toys and Games - to include Galoob Micro Machines Playset, Hospital and 
Express Freight Set together with a larger Super City and a Super 48 Empty Display Case, together with Paul Daniels Magic 
Set No.100 and others - unchecked but appear Good to Excellent. (Qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1545. Dinky Toys a pair of Racing Cars with hub variations (1) 232 Alfa Romeo - red, with racing number 8, some 
superdetailing around the cockpit area but fitted with red plastic hubs, (2) 233 Cooper Bristol - green, with racing number 6, 
some light superdetailing around the cockpit area otherwise a rare version fitted with spun hubs - otherwise Excellent. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1546. Dinky Toys a group of 1950's Racing Cars - to include Jaguar Type D, Cunningham Racer, Talbot Lago, HWM, Ferrari 
(scarce version with triangular yellow nose cone), Maserati, Connaught Racer and Vanwall - all have varying amounts of slight 
touching in and superdetailing otherwise Good. (8) 

 £80 - £100 

1547. Dinky Toys a group of post-war Racing Cars - to include Mercedes Benz - blue, Speed of the Wind - silver with black 
hubs and white herringbone tyres, 2 x Auto Union with both black and silver baseplates and a Mercedes - silver - a couple have 
some light re-touching otherwise Fair to Good. (6) 

 £80 - £100 
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1548. Dinky Toys a group of post-war Racing and Record Cars - to include 3 x Thunderbolt in silver, blue and dark green 
livery, immediate post-war Racing Car with smooth hubs and thick axles and another repainted version together with a 
Hotchkiss Racer, an MG Record Car and a Bristol 450 - some have been repainted/touched in otherwise Fair. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1549. Dinky Toys a group of post-war Open Top Cars - to include 35 Series MG Sports Car, together with Frazer 
Nash - grey, Alvis in mid-green and 2 x maroon, Lagonda - green and a Jaguar - red - some have been repainted/re-touched 
otherwise Fair to Good. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1550. Dinky Toys immediate post-war Sports and Saloon Cars - to include Jaguar - red, 2 x Frazer Nash in mid-grey and light 
grey, Daimler - fawn, Humber - light grey, Vauxhall - brown and Rolls Royce - beige - varying amounts of play wear otherwise 
generally Fair to Good. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1551. Dinky Toys a group of post-war Cars - to include 2 x 36g Taxi in maroon and green/black, Rolls Royce - blue, 
Vauxhall - brown, Humber - brown, Armstrong Siddeley - blue, Rover - blue and Bentley - grey - varying amounts of play wear 
otherwise Fair to Good. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1552. Dinky Toys a group of post-war American Cars - to include Oldsmobile, 2 x Chrysler in green, Lincoln Zephyr, Packard, 
Studebaker and a repainted green Packard - otherwise Fair to Good. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1553. Dinky Toys a group of 1950's Sports Cars - to include 107 Sunbeam Alpine - cerise with racing number 34, 109 Austin 
Healey - mustard yellow with blue interior and ridged hubs, racing number 21, 108 MG Midget - white with racing number 28 
and Triumph TR2 in touring finish - yellow with green interior and fitted with spun hubs, some light re-touching/superdetailing 
otherwise generally Good to Good Plus. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1554. Dinky Toys a group of 1950's/60's Cars - to include 157 Jaguar XK120 - red with spun hubs, 195 Jaguar 3.4 litre - grey 
with red interior, 120 Jaguar E-type, 167 AC Aceca - grey with (faded) red roof, 182 Porsche 356A - cream, 194 Bentley 
S2 - grey and 112 Austin Healey Sprite - red - some light re-touching/superdetailing otherwise Good to Good Plus. (7) 

 £80 - £100 

1555. Dinky Toys a group of Saloon Cars and Racing Cars - to include 166 Sunbeam Rapier - two-tone blue, 184 Volvo 122 
S - red, 185 Alfa Romeo Coupe, 186 Mercedes Benz 220 SE, Daimler 2.5 litre - metallic blue, MGB - cream.  Racing cars 
comprise 241 Lotus, 240 Cooper - blue and 242 Ferrari - red (lacks driver) - some touching in and superdetailing otherwise 
generally Fair to Good Plus. (9) 

 £80 - £100 

1556. Dinky Toys a pair of Trojan Vans (1) Dunlop - red with maroon ridged hubs and (2) Chivers Jellies - mid-green with 
light green ridged hubs - Good to Excellent. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1557. Dinky Toys post-war Commercial Vehicles - to include Streamlined Fire Engine, 2 x Royal Mail Van, Mechanical Horse 
and Trailer with tinplate Refuse Truck attachment, smooth hubs with thick axles circa 1946, 6-wheeled Lorry - dark blue with 
grey tilt, Morris Royal Mail Van and 4-wheeled Trailer - Fair to Good. (7) 

 £50 - £70 
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1558. Dinky Toys a group of post-war Commercials - to include a repainted Bentley Ambulance, 25 Series Open Wagon, Flat 
Truck and "Petrol" Tanker - green, together with grey and brown Breakdown Lorries (one is repainted and lacks tyres) and a 
brown Motor Lorry - some repainting otherwise Fair to Good. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1559. Dinky Toys a group of 25 Series post-war Lorries - to include Market Gardeners Truck - yellow, Open 
Wagon - mid-green, 2 x Tipping Wagon in grey and light green and a "Petrol" Tanker.  Immediate post-war models with smooth 
hubs and thick axles comprise "Pool" Tanker - pale khaki and a Open Wagon which lacks a windscreen pillar but does include a 
pre-war tinplate Refuse Truck attachment - 3 models lack a headlamp otherwise Fair to Good. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1560. Dinky Toys Commercials and other models - to include a Big Bedford "Heinz" Delivery Van (some retouching), Land 
Rover Fire Tender, Model T Ford with two figures, and Morris Oxford "Dinky Gear" with one figure and others - Fair to Good (9) 

 £30 - £50 

1561. Dinky Toys - a group of small commercials - to include Dodge Farm Truck - yellow cab and chassis with green rear 
body and ridged hubs, Austin Wagon - dark blue with light blue ridged hubs, Austin Wagon - maroon including ridged hubs, 
Bedford Refuse Lorry and others including Mechanical Horse and Trailer and Post Office Telephones Van - Good to Excellent 
(6) 

 £50 - £70 

1562. Dinky Super Toys - a group of commercials - to include (1) a Guy 4 Ton Lorry - brown with black wings and chassis, 
brown ridged hubs; (2) Ever Ready Van - blue and (3) Foden 1st Cab Flat Truck with Tailboard - red with black chassis and 
herringbone tyres (some overpainting) otherwise Fair to Good (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1563. Dinky Toys - a group of Pre and Post War Military Vehicles - to include No.151A Medium Tank with chain type tracks, 
No.152A Light Tank (lacks a track), 1946 Anti Aircraft Gun with smooth hubs and thick axles together with Light Dragon Tractor 
(no tracks) and 2 x Cannons otherwise with both smooth and ridged hubs - Fair to Good. 

 £50 - £60 

1564. Dinky Toys - a group of 1950's Army Vehicles - to include Army Wagon, 1 Ton Cargo Truck, Scout Car, Field Artillery 
Tractor with 25lb Field Gun, Austin Champ and Jeep - Good to Good Plus (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1565. Dinky Toys Military Vehicles - Post War Models includes 6-wheeled Army Truck, Reconnaissance Car, Trailer, Light 
Dragon Tractor (no tracks), 18lb Gun and a Pre-War No.151C Cooker Trailer - Fair to Good (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1566. Dinky Toys 1950's Army Vehicles - to include Army Wagon, Medium Artillery Tractor, Armoured Personnel Carrier, 
Armoured Car, 1 Ton Cargo Truck and Water Tanker - Fair to Good Plus (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1567. Dinky Toys unboxed buses - to include Post War Double Decker with AEC Grille - grey/red with black hubs, 2 x buses 
with Leyland radiator grilles in green/cream and red/cream, Observation Coach - cream, Luxury Coach - beige, 2 x single 
decker bus in two-tone blue and green and 2 x Streamlined Coach in blue and grey - Fair to Good Plus (9) 

 £60 - £70 
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1568. Dinky Toys - a group of mostly repainted buses - to include Observation Coach, Leyland Royal Tiger, Luxury Coach, 3 
x Double Decker - Fair. Also included are Routemaster, BOAC Coach, Leyland Antlantian and Leyland Royal Tiger - Good (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1569. Dinky Toys boxed models (1) No.254 Austin Taxi - green/yellow (some chipping); (2) No.480 Bedford Van 
"Kodak" - yellow with red ridged hubs (box lacks an end flap) - otherwise Good to Good Plus in Fair card boxes (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1570. Dinky Toys - a pair of Trojan Vans (1) No.455 Brooke Bond Tea - red including ridged hubs; (2) "Esso" - orangey red 
with maroon ridged hubs (comes in a dual numbered box with loose end flap) - otherwise Good in Fair boxes (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1571. Dinky Toys - a pair of boxed Military Vehicles (1) No.629 Military Ambulance and No.677 Armoured Command Vehicle 
(sellotape repair to end box end flaps) - otherwise Good Plus in Fair card boxes (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1572. Dinky Toys No.622 Foden 10 Ton Army Truck - Military green including tinplate tilt and ridged hubs, some have very 
minor marks otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Good Plus crisp card box (faded box base) 

 £40 - £60 

1573. French Dinky Toys No.818 Berliet All Terrain Vehicle - Military green including tinplate tilt, some rust spots and 
manufacturers overpainting runs to the tilt otherwise Good Plus in a Fair to Good card box with a mark where the price label 
has been removed. 

 £30 - £50 

1574. Corgi Toys Buses and Cars - to include Routemaster with Corgi Toys Advertising and Crew together with Midland Red 
Motorway Express Coach with flat spun hubs and suspension. Cars comprise of Aston Martin DB4, Vanwall, Austin Healey (no 
windscreen), E Type Jaguar, MGA, Lotus Mark II and 2 x Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Cars with one trailer - some super detailing 
otherwise Fair to Good Plus (11) 

 £50 - £60 

1575. Corgi Toys - a group of 1950's and 60's Cars - to include 228 Volvo P1800 - beige, Mercedes-Benz 220SE - cream, 2 x 
Mercedes 300SL in yellow and white versions and a Triumph TR3 - metallic green - some silver super detailing otherwise Good 
to Good Plus (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1576. Corgi Toys - a group of unboxed cars - to include Jaguar Mark X Saloon - metallic cerise with yellow interior, includes 
suitcase to rear boot, Bentley Continental - black/silver, Jaguar 2.4L - pale yellow, Campbell's Bluebird Record Car and a light 
blue Morris Mini Minor with flat spun hubs and suspension - some super detailing and varying amounts of light wear 
overall - otherwise Good to Good Plus (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1577. Corgi Toys Morris Mini Minor in competition finish - scarce example is mid-blue, with white roof and bonnet, there is a 
mark to the roof and the number plates front and rear have been super detailed in black, but does have a red interior with racing 
number 1 otherwise a Good scarce example. 

 £30 - £40 

1578. Corgi Toys "Ecurie Ecosse" Racing Car Transporter - metallic blue with light blue trim and lettering, some super 
detailing to front and rear and the interior vice has been painted black otherwise an Excellent example. 

 £40 - £60 
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1579. Tekno and Solido 1/43rd Scale Sports Cars in competition finish - to include Tekno 813 Ferrari - blue with racing 
number 7.  Solido Models include Porsche Spyder - metallic grey with racing number 7, DB Panhard Le Mans - blue with racing 
number 46 and Fiat Abarth - brick red with opening cockpit - some minor super detailing otherwise Excellent (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1580. Solido - a group of 1/43rd Scale Racing Cars - to include Vanwall F1 - dark green, Cooper - yellow with racing number 
5 and Maserati 250 - dark red with racing number 5, some minor super detailing otherwise Excellent (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1581. Solido 1/43rd Scale Cars - to include Alpha Romeo Giulietta - blue with white interior and red steering wheel, Lancia 
Flaminia - metallic red with cream interior and Ferrari 250GT 2+2 - metallic grey with red interior - some super detailing 
otherwise Good Plus to Excellent (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1582. Solido - a pair of 1/43rd Scale Cars - Aston Martin DB4 - greyish brown, manufacturers paint flaw to the left hand side 
and a Mercedes 190SL - metallic red with white interior, some silver super detailing otherwise Good Plus (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1583. Tekno - a pair of 1/43rd Scale Sports Cars - comprising MGA Hardtop - powder blue with white interior and Mercedes 
300SL - white with black roof - some super detailing otherwise Good Plus to Excellent (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1584. Solido 1/43rd Scale Sports Cars in competition finish - to include Abarth 1000 - damson red - white interior, racing 
number 6, Ferrari Type 500 - brick red with racing number 7, Jaguar Le Mans - dark green with racing number 2 and Aston 
Martin 3L - dark green with racing number 3 - some minor super detailing otherwise Excellent (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1585. Tekno - a pair of 1950's Saloon Cars - to include Volvo PV544 2 door Saloon - black, 821 Saab - Wedgwood 
blue - some minor super detailing otherwise Excellent (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1586. Crescent - a group of Racers - to include Maserati - repainted red, Gordini - light blue with racing number 14 and 
Gordini - overpainted grey - Fair to Good (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1587. Scamold - a group of Racing Cars - comprising Alta - blue and Maserati - green. Bare Metal Models comprising ERA 
and Maserati - made up from kits and some have been hand painted - Fair to Good scarce examples (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1588. Small unboxed group of Racing Cars (1) Tekno Denmark 012 Cooper Norton - blue, racing number 7, (2) Solido 
France Porsche F.2 - silver, racing number 2, (3) Solido Ferrari F.1 - red, racing number 10, (4) Solido Lotus F.1 - green, racing 
number 6 - Excellent to Excellent Plus unboxed. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1589. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - fitted with plated parts and green seats - has been on display and 
would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent in a Good plain box with inner packaging and paperwork. 

 £30 - £40 
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1590. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - fitted with green seating, bright plated parts - has been on display 
and would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent in a Good card box with inner packaging and some 
paperwork. 

 £30 - £40 

1591. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1930 Duesemberg J Derham Tourister - cerise with beige trim, bright plated parts, has been 
on display and both windscreens are loose at one side, would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Good Plus and 
comes in a Good card box with inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1592. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale Mercedes-Benz 500K Special Roadster - red, with lemon interior, lacks a small section of 
the bright plated trim behind the right hand rear wheel and would benefit from careful cleaning after having been on display but 
does include the opening dickey seats and bonnet otherwise Good Plus and comes in a Good card box with inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1593. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1938 Jaguar SS100 - cream with brown interior, bright plated parts, some minor chipping to 
the corner of a front wing and running board, has been on display but appears otherwise Excellent and comes in a Fair card 
box with inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1594. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale "Gary Cooper's Duesenberg" - cerise with dark grey interior and beige trim, bright plated 
parts, has been on display and may require more detailed cleaning otherwise generally Excellent and comes in a Good card 
box with some inner packaging, paperwork and folded plastic hood accessory. 

 £30 - £50 

1595. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale Mercedes-Benz 300SL - silver with tartan interior, has been on display with very minor 
marks to roof otherwise Excellent, with opening gull wing doors, bonnet and boot and comes in a Good card box with inner 
packaging and some paperwork. 

 £30 - £40 

1596. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale E Type Jaguar - red with black interior, bright plated parts, has been on display and the 
windscreen wipers are slightly bent and lacks one headlamp lens but the other is detached but loose in the box otherwise Good 
and comes with opening doors, rear tailgate and bonnet with detailed engine compartment.  All is contained in a Good card 
box with inner packaging. 

 £20 - £30 

1597. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1912 Packard Victoria - off white with black wings, wood effect to running boards and floor, 
would benefit from more detailed cleaning due to storage otherwise appears Excellent for display and comes in a Good card 
box with inner packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

1598. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1935 Auburn 851 Speedster - white with red interior, comes with separately fitted red plastic 
hood, would benefit from further cleaning due to having been on display otherwise Excellent in a Good card box with inner 
packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1599. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1924 Stutz Black Hawk Speedster - red with black wings, would benefit from further cleaning 
due to having been on display otherwise Excellent in a Good card box with inner packaging and black plastic hood accessory. 

 £30 - £40 
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1600. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1929 Rolls Royce Phantom 1 - black over blue, has been on display otherwise appears 
Excellent and comes in a Good card box with inner packaging and plastic removable roof accessory. 

 £30 - £40 

1601. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1911 Rolls Royce Tourer - white with brown lining, fitted with cloth hood, would benefit from 
further cleaning due to having been on display and lacks one gold coloured hub cap otherwise Good Plus and comes in a Good 
card box with inner packaging and some paperwork. 

 £20 - £30 

1602. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1935 Mercedes-Benz 770K Grosser - red/black - Excellent Plus and comes in a Fair card 
box with inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1603. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1930 Bugatti Royale Coupe Napoleon - black/blue, bright plated parts, 4 x opening doors, 
has been on display otherwise appears Excellent and comes in a Good Plus clear perspex display case with some paperwork. 

 £30 - £40 

1604. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1935 Mercedes-Benz 770K Grosser - red, black, with off white interior, lacks the top of the 
radiator cap otherwise Good Plus and comes in a Good clear plastic display case, stand and leaflet. 

 £20 - £30 

1605. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale 1929 Bentley - dark green, has been on display and would benefit from further cleaning 
otherwise Excellent and comes in a Good card box with inner packaging and some paperwork. 

 £30 - £50 

1606. Franklin Mint 1/24th Scale "Al Capone's Cadillac" - based on an Imperial Sedan - black, would benefit from further 
cleaning due to having been on display otherwise an Excellent example and comes in a Good card box with inner packaging 
plus suitcase and machine gun accessories (in the box). 

 £30 - £40 

1607. Britains - a group of boxed farm models - to include No.9558 4-wheeled Trailer (lacks tailboard), No.9557 Bale Trailer, 
No.9343 Power Farm Harrow, No.9518 Renault Tractor, No.9520 Massey Ferguson Tractor, No.9515 Volvo Valmet Tractor and 
No.9537 Super Spray Tanker - unchecked for completeness but otherwise appear Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus 
window boxes (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1608. Britains boxed and unboxed farm equipment - unboxed items comprise Articulated Tractor, Massey Ferguson No.362 
Tractor, 4-wheeled Trailer, Howards Rota Spreader and other implements plus a Pig Sty with animals - Fair. Boxed items 
comprise No.9545 Bales, Sacks and Churn accessories, pack of Hay Bales, No.4703 Shelters with animals, No.9579 Elevator, 
No.9572 Massey Ferguson 2-wheeled Trailer, No.9551 Mini Trailer and No.4708 Atcost Farm Building Set - unchecked for 
completeness but contents appear Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus packaging (quantity) 

 £40 - £50 

1609. Mettoy (UK) large Tinplate Clockwork Fire Engine - red, with detailed tinprinting, includes 4 x Firemen figures, 2 
Sectional Extending Ladder on Turntable, clockwork motor with integral key is present but requires attention/adjustment 
otherwise a Fair to Good example circa 1950's 14"/37cm long. 

 £60 - £80 
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1610. Mettoy No.3127 6-wheeled Petrol Tanker Lorry - circa 1950, clockwork motor in working order with integral key (would 
benefit from lubrication), includes diecast metal outlet and hand wheel to rear - Fair to Good 10"/25cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

1611. Wells (UK) Pre War Tinplate "National Service" Double Decker Bus - British made clockwork toy from the pre-war 
period in working order with integral key, detailed tinprinting including passenger detail and conductor figure to rear 
platform - Good Plus 7"/18cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

1612. Wells Brimtoy Pocket Toy Clockwork Greenline Single Decker Bus, early version fitted with grey plastic wheels, no key 
but the motor is in working order although would benefit from lubrication and the bus is fitted with a sliding door - Good 
11"/4.5cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1613. Chad Valley No.10032 Tinplate Dennis Delivery Van - sometimes known as the "Games Van" - green, with tinprinted 
detail, lacks the removable roof (the model was used as a confectionary container) but does include the opening rear door with 
locking catch, the motor is in working order although there is no key, "Dennis" to radiator grille 10"/25cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1614. Schuco - a group of clockwork cars - to include 1225 1930 Mercer - maroon, 1050 Mercedes Studio Racer - silver and 
3000 small red tinplate car - the Mercer car is in working order (no key), the other two require attention otherwise Fair to Good 
for display (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1615. JNF (Germany) Tinplate Mercedes Racing Car - the body has been resprayed in cream, still includes the red driver's 
seat, dashboard detail and steering wheel, steering wheel front wheels, the friction drive motor is in working order 11"/28cm 
long otherwise Fair. Also included is a Nomura (Japan) large battery operated vintage car, untested but Good for display (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1616. Matchbox 1-75 Series unboxed models - to include Leyland Royal Tiger Coach, Routemaster Bus, Trolley Bus, BEA 
Coach, Maserati Racer - red and No.53 Aston Martin - pale metallic green - generally Good Plus to Excellent unboxed items (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1617. A group of unboxed Matchbox 1-75 Series models - comprising Jaguar 3.4L - cerise, Jaguar XK140, Mercedes 220SE, 
Ferrari and Aston Martin Racing Cars, Jaguar D Type, MGA, E Type Jaguar and Harley Davidson Motorcycle and 
Sidecar - some silver super detailing to most otherwise generally Good to Excellent (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1618. Moko - large scale diecast "Pasteurised Milk" Cart - lacks the horse and accessories but does include 4 x grey spoked 
wheels - finished in orange - a Good scarce item 5"/13cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

1619. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - a group of early unboxed models - to include Fowler Showmans Engine, Horse 
Drawn Bus, Bugatti, Bullnose Morris, Jacobs Van, Steam Lorry, Santa Fe Locomotive and others - generally Good to Excellent 
(14) 

 £50 - £70 
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1620. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - a group of early unboxed models - to include Steam Roller, Bentley, Horse Drawn 
Fire Engine (lacks driver figure), Duke of Connaught Locomotive, Sunbeam Motorcycle and Sidecar, Jacobs Van, Osram Lorry 
and others including 2 x Vintage Bus - Good to Excellent (15) 

 £60 - £70 

1621. Scalextric 4.5 Litre Bentley Slot Car - scarce early model finished in black, with racing number 19 and driver figure, red 
spoked wheels, unchecked for completeness but appears to be a Good example for display. 

 £30 - £50 

1622. Group of metal vintage vehicles and kits - kits comprise Replicars kits for a 1906 Rover with cast metal parts still strung 
onto card and a Hubley kit for a Model A Ford Roadster - the kit has been started and partially painted - both are unchecked for 
completeness but appear otherwise Fair to Good Plus including illustrated boxes. Unboxed items to include a made-up 
Replicars kits for a Rolls Royce Silver Ghost (heavy model), a smaller vintage car possibly a Darraq and also a made-up Hubley 
model of a 4-door open top car. Also in this lot is a Franklin Mint Ahrens Fox Fire Tender - unchecked for completeness, may 
have some loose/missing parts but overall otherwise Fair to Good for display and possible repair (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1623. Gowland and Gowland and other plastic made-up Jaguar XK120 models - two models finished in red and pale green 
together with a similar model finished in white which is unmarked but does include a fibre board chassis with some metal 
fittings. Also included are 2 x Gowland and Gowland made-up models of the MGTD Sports Car - Good  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1624. A pair of metal model cars (1) bright plated Volvo 4-door Saloon, with hinged roof to reveal cigarette lighter 5"/13cm 
and (2) a heavy diecast model of a 1932 Datsun No.1 - of Japanese manufacture, the car is similar to the British Austin 
7 - Good Plus to Excellent (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1625. Aurora and Airfix 1/32 Scale Car Kits - Aurora Kits comprise Cunningham Sports Car, 2 x Ferrari 342 America and kits 
for the Ferrari Sportster, together with an Airfix 1905 Rolls Royce - unchecked for completeness but all still have the polythene 
bags and header cards although some may have been opened - otherwise Good including packaging (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1626. Rio - a group of 1/43rd Scale unboxed vintage cars - to include Bugatti Royale, 1931 Rolls Royce, Bianchi, Fiat 
Omnibus, 1923 Renault and many more, a few have evidence of metal fatigue, the majority are generally Good to Good Plus 
although some may have loose/missing minor components (41) 

 £30 - £40 

1627. Matchbox unboxed Yesteryear, King Size and other models - Yesteryears comprise Rolls Royce, 1910 Benz 
Limousine, 1904 Spyker, Bentley, Prince Henry Vauxhall. Other models include Pontiac Firebird 55, Cougar Villager, Porsche. 
King Size models include Super Kings Transporter, Ford Transit Van, JCB 808 plus other smaller models and a quantity of 
Lledo vehicles - some may lack or have loose parts otherwise generally Fair to Good. Also in this lot is a box of loose plastic 
"play track builder" components - (large quantity in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £50 

1628. Corgi boxed and unboxed models - boxed items comprise a Plaxton East Kent Coach. Chivers Vintage Van, 
Metropolitan Tram Car, Admiral Energy Group Racing Team with Range Rover and Car on Trailer and others including a Solido 
Paris Bus - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. Unboxed items comprise 9 x 60's Corgi Classic Vintage 
Cars, some have their figures together with Yorkie Truck and Trailer, Chubb Airport Fire Service Tender, Royal Mail Ford Escort 
Van and others including Dinky Toys Esso Tanker, Britains Cannon and other loose models - unboxed items are generally Fair 
to Good (quantity in two large cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 
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1629. Safir, RAMI and other diecast vintage cars - Safir models include Citroen Fire Service Van, Rolls Royce, Peugeot 1892 
together with RAMI 1908 Panhard, Bugatti De Dion, Ford Model T plus further vintage cars by Solido and Rio - some may have 
loose or missing parts with most generally Fair to Excellent (40+) 

 £30 - £40 

1630. Merit Models made-up plastic racing cars - to include Maserati, Alpha Romeo, Vanwall, Ferrari, 2 x Cooper, Simca, 
Connaught and other made-up models - some may lack or have loose minor detail parts otherwise generally Good (15) 

 £60 - £80 

1631. Gowland and Gowland, Airfix and other made-up plastic models of vintage cars - most appear to be of approximately 
1/32nd Scale and include Bentley, 1904 Oldsmobile, 1907 Renault, Bullnose Morris, 1910 Ford Model T, 1914 Regal, 1912 
Packard and others including a number of Nugget Models (made in Hong Kong) - some may have loose/missing components 
but generally made to a Fair to Good standard (60 in two large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £50 

1632. Tudor Rose, Monogram, Revell, Aurora and other large scale plastic vintage cars - Tudor Rose British made large 
scale plastic cars comprising Ford Model T, Rolls Royce and a repainted Bullnose Morris 9.5"/24cm long. Made-up Kit Models 
in varying scales include Model T Ford, Ford A Series, Mercedes, Maxwell and others - some may have loose/missing detail 
parts otherwise Fair. Also in this lot are unmade kits including Aurora Stanley Steamer (kit has been started) and a Kleeware 
unchecked kit for a 1900 Packard Roadster (21 in two large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

1633. Tekno and Emek-Muovioy large and small Scania Truck Models (1) Tekno Scania 6-wheel Refrigerated Truck with 
4-wheeled Trailer in "Scania" livery, the roof mounted aerofoil is detached but present otherwise Good including window box 
and (2) Emek Finnish made Scania 143H470 4-wheeled Tractor Unit with large Scania Trailer, large scale plastic model 
includes opening rear doors and is 24"/60cm long (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1634. Airfix Vintage Buses and Fire Engine - to 1/32nd Scale, comprising Dennis Fire Engine, "1914 Oldville Bus" and 1910 
B Type general London Bus - unchecked for completeness but appear Good including illustrated boxes (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1635. A pair of Racing and Sports Car Kits (1) Revell 1/24th Scale E Type Jaguar XKSS Kit - unchecked for completeness 
but the contents are still in their polythene bags, some paint adhesive and instructions are included. Also in this lot is a Grand 
Prix Series approximately 1/32 Scale made-up Model of a Mercedes-Benz Racing Car, with painted wooden body in silver, 
racing number 6, metal fittings and rubber tyres, etc - finished to a Good standard and still has its illustrated box (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1636. A group of models of Cinema Facades to include The Palaceum of Hampton, The Lyric Palace and The Gaiety 
Theatres in Twickenham plus a model of the Astra Cinema as seen on RAF Airfields all over the UK. Also included is a large 
scale wooden diorama of a cinema projectionist's room with 2 x vintage projectors professionally made from wood - interesting 
items for display and made to a Good professional standard. (quantity) 

 £20 - £30 

1637. Britains and other Pre-War Lead Military Figures - to include seated, standing and running soldiers plus British Soldiers 
and Army Medics together with a stretcher, machine gunner and tandem cycle - some figures have damage but otherwise Poor 
to Fair for the collector/restorer (quantity) 

 £15 - £20 
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1638. Roadace Replicas Miniature Sports Car Models - the scale is unstated but each car is approximately up to 4cm long 
and mounted on a wooden plinth - comprising 1965 Mercedes-Benz 300SLR, 1962 Maserati Type 151, 1962 Lotus 23, Ferrari, 
Aston Martin Zagato 1962 DB4, Ferrari V12, 1956 AC Bristol and a Lotus - some age related wear to some of the models 
otherwise generally Good to Excellent (8) 

 £60 - £80 

1639. Roadace Major 1/42 Scale Model of a 1962 Lotus 25 Climax V8 and mounted on a plinth - green, racing number 2, 
these models were made by a former Spitfire Pilot in the 1990's - generally Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

1640. Roadace Replicas miniature resin models of vintage racing cars, made by a former Spitfire Pilot in the 1990's. No scale 
stated but each car measures up to 35mm and is mounted on a wooden plinth - to include 1961 BRM, 1962 Lola, 1961 Cooper, 
Porsche and others - some require further cleaning otherwise generally Good (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1641. Roadace Replicas miniature vintage Racing Cars mounted on wooden plinths, each is approximately 35cm long to 
include 1961 Rob Walker Lotus (loose on its plinth), 1961 Cooper (Yeoman), 1962 Ferrari V120, 1962 Lotus 25 V8 and 
others - Fair to Good. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1642. Roadace Miniatures 2cm long models of Sports Cars and Racing Cars - mounted as 3 x group of 3 on wooden plinths, 
to include Aston Martin DB4, Ferrari Berlinetta, Jaguar E-type, Ferrari, Cooper (broken front end), BRM and an individually 
mounted Mercedes Benz W196 - otherwise Fair to Good. (Qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1643. Roadace Miniatures 2cm miniature Cars mounted as groups of 3 mounted on wooden plinths - to include Jaguar C, D 
& E-types, Frazer Nash, Jaguar XK120, Ferrari V120, BMC Mini Cooper and others including Porsche - Good to Good Plus. (4 
x plinths) 

 £50 - £70 

1644. Roadace Miniatures 2cm model Cars mounted as groups of 3 on wooden plinths - to include Harrington Alpine, 
Mercedes 300 SL, Triumph TR3, Austin Healey together with Racing Cars including BRM and Lola - Good. (3 x plinths) 

 £40 - £60 

1645. Kit/Scratchbuilt models of Vintage Buses and Commercials in various scales - 1/76th scale models include London 
Transport 6-wheeled AEC, 2 x RT Double Deckers, General Bus with open rear staircase, smaller scale Double Decker and an 
Anbrico or similar white metal Single Decker 6-wheeled Bus made up from a white metal kit (lacks a front wheel).  Also 
included are assembled Card Kits to approximately 1/43rd scale of a General Bus and 2 x Delivery Vans in Chivers livery 
together with a 1/43rd scale Paris Bus on "Odeon" route and a Midland Red Tilling Stevens Double Decker Opentop Bus - all 
have been made to a Good or professional standard and are otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1646. Kit/Scratchbuilt approximately 1/43rd scale Double and Single Decker Buses - these models have been built to a 
professional standard and include Leyland Titan in Crossville, City and Mallingford livery plus AEC in Thomas Tilling and 
General Double Deckers.  Similar Single Decker Buses comprise Leyland Tigers in Reliance and another with Mallingford 
destination green livery - would suit an O Gauge railway layout or could be displayed in their own right - built to a Good to 
Excellent standard. (7) 

 £80 - £100 
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1647. 1/43rd scale Kit/Scratchbuilt London Transport Model Buses - these models have been made to a professional 
standard and include a Leyland Double Decker, a Routemaster (minor damage above the bonnet, a pre-war 6-wheeled AEC 
Double Decker and a 4-wheeled AEC together with an AEC RF 1950's Single Decker on the Kingston route (some minor marks 
to the rear passenger side) - otherwise Good to Excellent, would suit an O Gauge railway layout. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1648. Airfix B-type Bus Kit Conversions and other similar models - lot comprises a group of vintage model vehicles some of 
which are conversions from the Airfix 1/32nd scale Bus kit including various Double and Single Decker Buses, one is a 
6-wheeler together with various Lorries including Steam Lorries, an Articulated Tanker, a Horse Drawn version plus a Royal 
Mail Horse Drawn Stagecoach and a Coronation Coach.  Also in this lot is a made-up model of the Airfix Dennis Fire Engine 
kit - some may have loose/missing parts and require repair still a Fair interesting lot. (14) 

 £40 - £50 

1649. Kit/Scratchbuilt metal models of Vintage Vehicles - to include Steam Lorry, Daimler Motor Lorry with open cab, a 
second Steam Lorry with open cab together with a Midland Railway Horse Drawn Carriage and an LMS Horse Drawn 4-wheel 
Cart - all are to approximately 1/43rd scale and would suit an O Gauge railway.  Also included is a kit or scratchbuilt Wells 
Fargo Express Stagecoach with 4 x horses and driver mounted on a plinth - Fair to Good. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1650. Kit or Scratchbuilt vintage metal Bus models - appear to have been professionally made and to include a Hammersmith 
Steam Bus with open rear staircase together with a red/cream London Bus, a long bonneted General Omnibus vehicle, a rear 
entrance Single Decker and a Horse Drawn Baker Street to Waterloo Bus - some appear to be to approximately 1/43rd scale 
and have been made to a Good standard. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

Other Vendors 

1651. Autoart "James Bond" 1/18th scale 70021 Aston Martin DB5 from the film "Goldfinger" - silver-grey, chrome trim, 
spoked wired wheels, black interior - Mint in a Good Plus window box (cellophane window requires adhesive fix on edges). 

 £60 - £80 

1652. Paul's Model Art 1/18th scale pair "James Bond" (1) 10011 Aston Martin V12 Vanquish - metallic grey-silver, "Die 
Another Day", (2) 10013 Ford Thunderbird as driven by "Jinx" - metallic red, cream/black interior - Mint in Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1653. Sideshow Collectables 7706 1/6th scale Harold Sakata as "Odd Job" from the film "Goldfinger" - Mint in Near Mint 
packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

1654. Sideshow Collectables 1/6th scale Figure 7721 Honor Blackman as "Pussy Galore" from the film "Goldfinger" - Mint in 
Near Mint packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

1655. Sideshow Collectables 1/6th scale Figure 7705 Sean Connery as "James Bond" from the film "Goldfinger" - Mint in 
Near Mint packaging. 

 £50 - £60 
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1656. Sideshow Collectables 1/6th scale Figure 7711 Roger Moore as "James Bond" from the film "Live and Let Die" - Mint in 
Near Mint packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

1657. Minichamps James Bond "Die Another Day" 402041202 3-model set comprising Aston Martin V12 Vanquish as driven 
by James Bond, 403 Thunderbird driven by Jinx, Jaguar XKR Roadster driven by Zao - Mint including hinged presentation box. 

 £40 - £50 

1658. Corgi James Bond The Directors Cut group (1) CC04602 Gyrocopter - You Only Live Twice, (2) CC04512 Lotus 
Underwater - The Spy Who Loved Me, (3) CC05004 BMW Z8 - The World is Not Enough, (4) CC04904 BMW Z3 - Goldeneye, 
(5) CC05104 BMW 750i - Tomorrow Never Dies, (6) CC07603 Jaguar XKR - Die Another Day, (7) CC04704 Lotus Esprit 
Turbo - For Your Eyes Only - Mint in Near Mint to Mint window boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1659. Corgi The Definitive Bond Collection James Bond 007 (1) 05701 Mercedes Saloon - Octopussy, (2) CC06401 Renault 
2 - A View to a Kill, (3) 04801 Aston Martin Volante - The Living Daylights, (4) CC04101 - Stromberg Helicopter - The Spy Who 
Loved Me, (5) 05101 BMW 750i - Tomorrow Never Dies, (6) 04901 BMW Z3 Roadster - Goldeneye, (7) CC9101 3-model set 
comprising Aston Martin DB5, Lotus Esprit Turbo and BMW Roadster - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1660. Corgi Mini group to include CC99138 "The Italian Job" Mini 3-piece set, also CC86514 red Mini , Vanguards MC1004 
"Rally Monte Carlo" 4-piece Mini set winners, P-MC32 "Teng Tools" Mini Cooper - rare promotional issue with correct 
packaging, CC8226 and CC82212 Classic Minis - Mini 7 Racing Club, CC82236 Mini 40 - anthracite/white and CC86504 The 
New Mini Cooper - Dakar yellow - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1661. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group (1) VA08907 Austin 1800 - World Cup Rally 1970, (2) VA08206 Triumph 2000 - London 
to Mexico Rally, (3) VA01206 VW Beetle Retro California Street Racer, (4) VA08801 Daimler Sovereign - Old English White, (5) 
VA09101 Jaguar XJS - British Racing Green, (6) VA06800 Hillman Minx - Ember Red and cream - Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1662. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group (1) VA08704D Vauxhall Viva - Air Police, (2) VA08704 similar but reverse colours, (3) 
VA09003 Rover SD1 - Fife Constabulary, (4) VA06617 Ford Transit Van - Southdown, (5) VA05006 MGA - Dove Grey, (6) 
VA06300 Morris Marina 1800 - Teal Blue, (7) VA06808 Hillman Minx - Foam White and Apple Green - Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
packaging. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1663. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group (1) VA05803 Morris Minor - Panda Car, (2) VA06406 Vauxhall Cresta - Legion 
Australian Taxi, (3) VA05208 Ford Granada Mk.1 - Purple Velvet, (4) VA08403 Jaguar Mk.2 - Carmen Red, (5) VA00515 
Triumph Herald Saloon - Monaco Blue, (6) VA10811 Collectors Club Exclusive Ford Capri - orange (slight fading to one end of 
box) - Mint in mostly Near Mint to Mint packaging apart from one which is Good. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1664. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group - Vanguards Collectors Club limited edition chrome finished models (1) VA02536 
(LCC33) - Mini Cooper, (2) VA12104 (LCC34) - Subaru Impreza, (3) VA10808 (LCC26) - Ford Capri, (4) VA07405 
(LCC27) - Triumph Herald Convertible, (5) VA11703 (LCC32) - Ford Sierra RS Cosworth - Mint in generally Mint packaging 
each model limited to 612pcs. (5) 

 £60 - £80 
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1665. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group of Collector Club Exclusive models (1) VA12705 (LCC38) Peugeot 205 GTI - finished in 
chrome, (2) VA12902 (LCC39) - Audi Quattro, (3) VA12406 (LCC37) - Ford Granada, (4) VA7310 (LCC36) - Ford Cortina Mk.1, 
(5) VA127068 Peugeot 205 GTI 1.9 - black, (6) VA11906 Ford Cortina Mk.4 2.3 Ghia - Bermuda Blue - Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
packaging. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1666. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group - Lledo Collectors Club Exclusive's (1) VA04409 Austin A60 Cambridge - chrome finish, 
(2) VA0904 Rover SD1 - similar, (3) VA06906 Rover P5 in chrome finish, limited to 500, (4) RC1002 The Rover Collection 
3-model pack with individual boxes - Rover P5 Mk.2 - black and Rover 3500 V8 - white, (5) Corgi CC06804 1937 Rolls Royce 
Sedance DeVille - 24ct gold plated collectors limited edition - generally Mint in Excellent to Mint packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1667. Corgi boxed group (1) CC10602 Leyland Octopus Tipper - Heavy Transport (ECC Ltd), (2) CC10102 Foden FG Tipper 
and gravel load - Keirby & Perry, (3) CC10504 ERF KV Tipper - Ketton Cement "H E Musgrove & Sons Ltd" Stanford, (4) 
CC13302 Austin 4-wheel Platform Lorry - British Road Services, (5) CC13105 Volvo F88 Sheeted Flatbed Trailer - BRS 
Midland - Mint in generally Mint packaging (still with outer tissue wrap).  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1668. Lledo LAD1003 Limited Edition 15th Anniversary Commemorative Wall Display featuring Vanguards type model - Ford 
Anglia in blue with lighter blue body stripe, also showing bare metal casting and parts - generally Mint in a Near Mint display 
case with a Good outer card box and inner packing pieces. 

 £30 - £40 

The Manchester 1/400th Scale Aircraft Collection 

1669. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 747-300-JAL Japan Airlines "Reso'cha", 
B747-400 JAL 50th Anniversary - Walt Disney's 100 Years of Magic, B747-200 Dream Express - Disney on Tour, 2 others 
similar and a JAL 50th Anniversary in yellow packaging - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1670. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing B747-400 JAL Japan Airlines - JAL Hawaii 
50th Anniversary 2-model set, B747-400D World Wide Partner Olympics 2-model set, B747-200 Japan Asia Airways - Yokoso 
Japan, B747-300 Japan Airlines Executive Express and 2 x B747-200 Japan Asia Airways - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

1671. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include DC-8-62 Japan Airlines - JAL Cargo 2-model set, 2 x 
B747-200 JAL Cargo, B747-400 JAL "Champions Hanshin Tigers 2003" and 2 x B747-200 JUST - Japan Universal System 
Transport - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1672. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) mixed group of multiple model sets including B767-300 "Star Alliance", B747-400 ANA - All 
Nippon Airways "Goal! Goal! Goal!" 2-model set, TMA of Lebanon 2-model set with accessories, Saudi Arabian Cargo 2-model 
set and Boeing 747 "Big Shooter" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1673. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group - ANA All Nippon Airways to include B767-300 "Pokemon", 2 x 
B747-400 "Pocket Monsters", 2 x B747-200 in blue Target packaging and a B767-300 Nippon Cargo Airlines 3-model set - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1674. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) and similar 1/400th scale Aircraft group - "Cathay Pacific" including 2 x B747-400 Cathay 
Pacific Cargo, B747-400 "Bridge to the Heart of Asia", B747-400 "New Millennium and 2 x B747-200 Cathay Pacific Cargo in 
window style boxes - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1675. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 747-400 2 x APEC Thailand 2003 "Thai", 2 x 
B747-400 "Singapore Airlines" and 2 x B747-400 Asiana Cargo - all are different registrations - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1676. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include 3 x B747-200/300 "Saudia" - Saudi Arabian Airlines 
Cargo, B747-100 Saudia American International Airways, B747-200 Seaboard World Saudia and Aero Classics PIA Pakistan 
International B747-200 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1677. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include 2 x B747-200 KAL Korean Air Cargo - North West 
Orient Cargo, 3 x B747 Korean Air - Korean Air Cargo and Aero Classics PIA Pakistan International B747-200 - Near Mint to 
Mint in Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1678. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include B747-237B Air India, B477-100 - Eastern, 
B747-200 - Aerolineas Argentinas, B747-400 El Al - Israel Airlines, B747-400 Eva Air - Evergreen Group and similar but Eva Air 
Cargo - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1679. Big Bird or similar 1/400th scale Aircraft group - all are Aeromaritime UTA Cargo "Big Boss" - Groupe Air France - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1680. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include B747-100 "Air France" and 4 x B747-200 Air France 
Jumbo Cargo - all with different registrations or livery (some small stains to boxes) - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
boxes. 

 £50 - £70 

1681. Big Bird or similar 1/400th scale Aircraft group - all are "Lufthansa Condor" Boeing 747-230 with GSE set, all are 
expected to be different variations to livery or registration - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 

 £60 - £80 

1682. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) or similar 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 747 Continental - Continental 
Micronesia, 2 x B747-100/200 "Continental", B747-400 Air New Zealand "Lord of the Rings" - Aragon and Boeing 747-400 Air 
New Zealand "All Blacks" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £60 - £80 
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1683. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include 4 x B747 "Atlas Air" - different liveries or registrations, 
KLM - Royal Dutch Airlines B747-206B, B747-400 - KLM and B747-200 KLM Cargo - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1684. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale group to include 3 x "Pan Am" B747-100, B747-200 Pan Am, 
B747-244B - "South African Airways" and B747-100 "United" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1685. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group - "Braniff International" to include 2 x B747-100 - orange/silver 
livery and B747-100 BI 3-model set, each model with different coloured livery - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1686. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include B747-200 x 2 "Philippine Airlines" - Mabuhay 
Chicago, 2 x B747-200 - Martinair Cargo, B747-200 Mas Kargo - Kuching and a Lufthansa Airbus A380-800 - Near Mint to Mint 
in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1687. Big Bird (Your Craftsman) 1/400th scale Aircraft group - a group of models in predominantly plain black window boxes 
includes American Airlines - American Freighter, Braniff International, Columbia Boeing 747 plus two others similar and 3 x 
models in clear plastic packaging including Polar Air Cargo - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

1688. Dragon Wings 1/400th scale a group of models in collector tin packaging with outer card sleeves including American 
Airlines L-188 Electra, Lufthansa L-1049G Super Constellation, American Airlines L-049, Qantas L-1049G and similar but 
Connie - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (some of the outer card sleeves need adhesive fix along glue lap 
edge). (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1689. Dragon Wings 1/400th scale group of "Lufthansa" Aircraft including B747-230F - Cargo, A340-200, MD-11 Lufthansa 
Cargo, B747-230B and 2 x A340-300 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1690. Dragon Wings 1/400th scale Premier Collection group "Lufthansa" to include A380, B747-400 - Star Alliance, A340-200 
Nurnberg, B747-400 Lufthansa - Merry Christmas, A340-600 and B747-430 "Hannover" - Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1691. Dragon Wings 1/400th scale "Lufthansa" including B747-230F, B747-200F Lufthansa Cargo Africa, 767-300 - Star 
Alliance, DC10, A321-131 and also with 2 x Concorde - British Aircraft Corporation - Aerospace France - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent packaging. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1692. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale group to include Airport Series - Sint Maarten - Princess Juliana International Airport 
3-model set, South West Airlines 3-model set including Boeing 767-300, Delta Airlines Boeing 727-200 3-model set, America 
West Airlines 2-model set and Orbis Saving Sight Worldwide 2-model set DC8 and DC-10 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1693. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Airbus A380 - Korean Air, similar but Etihad, Airbus A380 Qantas 
Spirit of Australia and another similar, Air France A380-800 and Airbus A380 - FedEx Express - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1694. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Airbus A380-800 - "Emirates", Airbus A340-600 "Thai", another 
similar but MD-11 also Airbus A380, Airbus A380 - Malaysia and similar but "Qatar" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1695. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Atlas Air Boeing 747-400F, Emirates B777-300ER, Airbus 
A340-600 - Qatar, Boeing 747-400 "Thai" and similar but Airbus A340-500, also B747SP - China Airlines and a Gulf Air Model 
in plain red and white packaging - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1696. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Antonov group including Antonov Airlines AN124 in blue and white style packaging, plus 4 
others in silver and blue packaging style - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1697. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include American Airlines Boeing 77-200, McDonnell Douglas MD-11 x 3, a 
similar aircraft but LTU International Airways and a United Boeing 777-200 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 
(6) 

 £60 - £80 

1698. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include "KLM" Boeing 777-200, Boeing 747-400 Cargo and McDonnell 
Douglas MD11, also Boeing 747-200F - China Airlines, Boeing 747-400 Malaysia and 747-300 JAL - Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1699. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Braniff International Boeing 747 SP-27, Delta Airlines MD11, 
American Airlines McDonnell Douglas MD11, Boeing 747-400 - Air New Zealand, Boeing 777-200 "Continental Airlines" and Air 
Canada Boeing 747-100 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1700. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include McDonnell Douglas MD-11 "Finnair", similar aircraft but Shanghai 
Airlines Cargo, Boeing 777-300ER - Air Canada, Boeing 777-200 Salt Lake 2002 - Olympics, Boeing 747-200F, Golden Wings 
JAL Super Logistics - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1701. Gemini Jets and similar 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include KLM Royal Dutch Airlines Boeing 747-200, Air India 
77-200ER, Antonov 124-100 - Libyan Air Cargo, Singapore Airlines Airbus A340-300 and 2 x Singapore Airlines Boeing 
747-400, also Singapore Airlines 1000th Boeing 747 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1702. Gemini Jets and similar 1/400th scale group to include 3 x "Corsair" Boeing 747-300 - World of Tui, McDonnell Douglas 
MD-11 "Alitalia", Boeing 747-400 "Qantas" and a Qantas 747-400 "Formula 1" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(6) 

 £60 - £80 
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1703. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale group including 4 x Delta Airlines - MD11, DC-8-61, Boeing 747 and Boeing 777-200, also 
Braniff International Boeing 747-200, "Alitalia" and "Air New Zealand" Boeing 777-200ER - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1704. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Air Canada Airbus A340-300, Martinair MD-11, Boeing 747 "Aer 
Lingus", Cathay Pacific Dream Jets, MD11 FedEx Express and Boeing 777F also FedEx Express - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1705. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale group to include Delta Airlines MD11, Boeing 777-200 - American Airlines, also 747SP, 
Boeing 777-200 and a 777-300 "Emirates" and Boeing 747-200 - Air New Zealand - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1706. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Airbus A340-300 - Jet Airways, similar aircraft but "Philippines", 
Boeing 777-300ER - Jet Airways, Boeing 777-200 "United", similar aircraft but Korean Air and McDonnell Douglas MD11 
"Transmile" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1707. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 747-400 "NWA", B777-300ER - Philippines, 
777-200ER - Aero Mexico, Japanese Airlines JAL Boeing 747-400, Lufthansa 747-400 - Star Alliance and Antonov 124-100 
Heavy Lift (some creasing to corner of box) - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1708. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group including 2 x Korean Air - Airbus A330-300 and Boeing 787-8, similar aircraft 
but China Southern, Guyana Airways TU-154B-2, 2 x YS-11 Japan Air Commuter, Boeing 737-300 US Airways and a Boeing 
737-800 China Airlines - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1709. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group including Lockheed L-1011-385-1 Tristar Delta Airlines, also Boeing 757 Delta 
Airlines, Boeing 707-327 Braniff International plus 5 x American Airlines including Boeing 737-800 plus others - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1710. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Pieomont Boeing 727-200, North West Orient 707, Western 
727-200, Air Pacific Fiji Boeing 737-800, other models include Aero Mexico 787-8 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1711. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group including Boeing 767-300 "Hawaiian Airlines", British Aerospace 
BAE146/RJ85 - PSA, South West Airlines Boeing 737-700, JTA 737, Frontier Airlines, Air Europe 767-300, plus two 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1712. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Air Canada Airbus A340-500, McDonnell Douglas DC10-30 - JAS 
Peter Pan Flight, B767-300 "Lanchile", Boeing 737-300 "Australian", Airbus A330-200 "Etihad", plus others - Near Mint to Mint 
in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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1713. Gemini Jets and similar 1/400th scale Aircraft to include plain packaging Boeing 747-300 Cathay Pacific, also 
"Cxcitement", Martin Air "For Kids", Airbus A330-300 Qantas, Turkish Airlines Airbus A330, Ryanair 737, Condor Boeing 757 
"Rizzi Bird" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1714. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale DC-8-43 "CP Air", Air Canada Boeing 787, Finnair Airbus A340-300, Pakistan International 
Hawker Siddeley HS121 Trident, KLM Airbus A330, Airbus A319 "Volaris" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. 
(10) 

 £50 - £70 

1715. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Iraqi Airways Hawker Siddeley HS121 Trident, Boeing 707-320 
BWIA International The Airline of Trinidad and Tobago, FedEx Express Airbus A310-300, Airbus A319 "Mexicana", Vickers 
Standard VC10 - Gulf Air plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1716. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 767-300 "Aeroflot", Air Canada DC-8, Lufthansa Boeing 
727, Airbus A310 - Aeroflot, Boeing 757-300 "Iceland Air", other models include Lufthansa and KLM - Near Mint to Mint in 
mostly Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1717. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group including Boeing 707 - Egypt Air, also Malaysia Singapore Airlines, Aeroflot 
Tupolev - 154M, Condor DC10, Hungarian Airlines Tupolev, Lufthansa DC10, Lockheed LTU International Airways plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1718. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group including Aer Lingus BAE 146/RJ-85, Air New Zealand Boeing 787-8, Airbus 
A321 - Vietnam Airlines, Vickers Standard VC10 - Ghana Airways, Airbus A319 SAS, Hawker Siddeley Trident - Cyprus 
Airways and similar but Kuwait Airways - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1719. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group including Lockheed L-1011 - Cathay Pacific, Air France A330-200, DC8-61 
"Loftledir Icelandic", Boeing 767-300 "Mexicana", Gulf Air Golden Falcon VC10 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1720. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale group including Boeing 737-700 South West Airlines, DC-861 "Capitol", Boeing 757-200 
"America West Get Onboard", Delta Boeing 757-200, Cubana Ilyushin IL62M, Iraqi Airways Boeing 707-320 plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1721. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale group including Airbus A319 - US Airways, DC10-30 "Arrow" Cargo, 4 x "Jet Blue Airways" 
plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1722. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group including Boeing 757-200 "Salt Lake 2002", American Airlines B707-320, 
Delta Airlines Boeing 737-200, US Airways Airbus 330, Boeing 717-200 "Airtran", Boeing 727-200 Kiwi International British 
Aerospace Air Wisconsin plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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1723. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Vickers Super VC10 - East African, similar aircraft but Nigeria 
Airways, also Air Malawi, American Airlines DC10 and Boeing 767, Braniff International Boeing 707-327, Boeing 727-200 
"Calder" Flying Colours 76 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1724. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include A319 "Spirit" Airlines, Frontier Airlines Airbus A319, Boeing 
717-200 - Hawaiian Airlines, Braniff International DC8 "Calder", North West Jet Air Link, Delta Convair CV-880 plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1725. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Delta Airlines Boeing 767-300, Boeing 737-300 - America West Get 
on Board, Braniff International Boeing 707-327, Boeing 737-800 "Alaska Airlines" 75th Anniversary, also similar "Make a Wish" 
plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1726. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Airbus A319 "Eagles" in black and white packaging, American 
Airlines Boeing 767-300, Boeing 757-200 "On ATA You're On Vacation", Delta Airlines Boeing 767, Corvair CV-880 - Delta, 
USA Airways Airbus A330-300, Airbus A320 "Ted" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1727. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group Boeing 787-8 "NWA", United DC8-21 also DC8-11, DC8-21 "Fly Eastern's 
Golden Falcon Jet", Airbus A330-200 - MEA, also similar but Vickers Standard VC10, Boeing 727-200 American Airlines plus 
others - Conditions are Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1728. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include DC-10-30 "Air Siam", Delta Airlines Boeing 767-200, Airbus 
A330-200 - NWA, McDonnell Douglas DC10-30 "Continental", DC10-10 "Capitol" Sky Saver, Boeing 757-200 "TWA" plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1729. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 707-320 "Sky Master", Boeing 707-320C "Sky World", 
Boeing 707-320 BETA Cargo, Delta Airlines McDonnell Douglas DC9-30, US Airways Boeing 757, US Airways Airbus 
A320-200 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1730. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Lockheed L-382B - Delta Airlines, MD-82 "Allegiant Air", McDonnell 
Douglas DC9-30 - Continental Airlines, Continental Airlines Boeing 737 and 787, British Aerospace 146 "Air Cal", Boeing 
737-200 - People Express, Boeing 727-200 - Braniff International plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent 
packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1731. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 747-100 "Alitalia", Boeing 767-200ER - US Airways, 2 x 
Concorde Air France, Boeing 707-320 "Dominican", American Airlines Boeing 707-320, Boeing 737-800 ATA - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1732. Gemini Jets a group of Commuter Planes and similar to include US Airways CRJ-200, Bombardier CRJ900 - America 
West Express, US Airways Express Embraer ERJ-145, Corvair CV-990 Modern Air, Douglas DC6 - American Airlines, 
Bombardier Q400 - Qantaslink plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (16) 

 £40 - £60 
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1733. Gemini Jets 1/400th scale group mostly Commuter types to include Douglas DC6 American Airlines, L-188 Electra, 
Convair CV-990, Bombardier Q400 - Horizon Air, US Airways CRJ-200, Delta Connection Bombardier, SAS Scandinavian 
Commuter, American West Get on Board Corvair CRJ-200 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (16) 

 £40 - £60 

1734. Phoenix Models 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include All Nippon Airways B747-481D "Pokemon", also similar but 
B747-400, Boeing 777-246 Japan Airlines (JAL), Boeing 747-409 China Airlines, Boeing 747-200 "Airbridge Cargo" - Near Mint 
to Mint in Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1735. Phoenix 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Boeing 747-306M "Surinam Airways", Boeing 747-246B "Yokoso 
Japan", B747-306M - Orient Thai Airlines, Boeing 747-200 China Airlines Cargo and 2 x All Nippon Airways Boeing 777 - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1736. Phoenix Models 1/400th scale group in translucent type packaging to include B747-230B - Air Atlanta Cargo, 
B747-267B - Air Atlanta Icelandic, B747-446 Japan Airlines JAL Hawaii 50th Anniversary, B747-281F - Nippon Cargo Airlines 
"Indy Japan" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (some packaging has discoloured).  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1737. Phoenix Models 1/400th scale Aircraft group in translucent style packaging to include Tupolev TU-154M - Eurasia 
Airlines, McDonnell Douglas MD-11 KLM - Royal Dutch Airlines, Trident Lufthansa Cargo "Wow", McDonnell Douglas 
MD-11 - Varig, Tupolev TU-154B2 - Malev (Hungarian Airlines) plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging 
(some have discoloured).  (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1738. Phoenix Models 1/400th scale group to include McDonnell Douglas MD-83 Crossair "Hotelplan", Boeing 727-281 - All 
Nippon Airways, Edelweiss Air A330-243, McDonnell Douglas MD-11F - Martinair Cargo, McDonnell Douglas MD-90-30 "Hello", 
Boeing 737-86Q - Air India Express plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1739. Phoenix 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include McDonnell Douglas MD-90-30 - Japan Air System (JAS), Boeing 
757-2Q8 "Mexicana", Boeing 737-4D7 "Nok Air", Boeing 737-55S "Czech Airlines", Boeing 767-31A/ER "Hollandexel", DC8-53 
"African Safari Airways" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1740. Phoenix 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include McDonnell Douglas DC10-30 "Harlequin", Boeing 
727-224/ADV - Aeropostal, Boeing 737-4D7 - Nok Air, several models by Japan Air System (JAS), Eva Air Cargo McDonnell 
Douglas MD11, Boeing 757-236 "Kerry Edwards" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1741. Phoenix 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Airbus A310-325/ET "Balair CTA", McDonnell Douglas MD11 - Japan 
Airlines (JAL), Airbus A319 TAP Portugal, McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 "Air Afrique", several models by Japan Airlines JAL, 
DC10-30 Aero Mexico and McDonnell Douglas MD-11 Air Namibia - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1742. Phoenix Models 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Airbus A330-300 "Dragon Air", McDonnell Douglas 
MD11 - Swissair, Sarta International, McDonnell Douglas DC10-10 "Novair", Monarch Airlines Boeing 767, Boeing 
737-86Q - Air India Express plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £40 - £60 
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1743. Phoenix Models 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Airbus A320-232 "Tiger Airways", Boeing 707 - TMA, Tupolev 
TU-154M "Interflug", Airbus A320-200 "Playboy" Limited Edition, Airbus A320 Jet Star Asia, Boeing 717-2BL - Mid West Airlines 
plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1744. Phoenix Models 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include Concord - All Nippon Airways, All Nippon Airways Airbus 
A321-131, McDonnell Douglas DC9-32 2-piece set Retro Jets, Boeing 737-400 "ANK" Island Dolphin, Concord Japan Airlines, 
Concord Air France, Airbus A320-232 - Bangkok Air, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

1745. Aero Classics 1/400th scale group "British and Irish" to include European EAL Boeing 747 in various liveries, other 
carriers include Aer Lingus, "B.O.A.C", Heavy Lift Cargo plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (11) 

 £60 - £80 

1746. Aero Classics 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include 5 x Boeing 707-320/BC - Braniff International in various colours, 2 
x KLM, Airbus A310-300 - Air France, McDonnell Douglas DC10-30 - Les Avions UTA - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1747. Aero Classics and similar 1/400th scale group to include Boeing 707 320-420 "Condor", Boeing 727-200 - Air France, 
Airbus A330-300 - Air Inter, Air France Concord, Alaska Airlines Boeing 737-400, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1748. Aero Classics and similar 1/400th scale to include Boeing B70 7320-BC "Condor", Boeing 707-320/420 Lufthansa, 
Douglas DC9 Braniff International limited edition model, Aero Classics Heavy Lift and a number of models in plain white 
boxes - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (11) 

 £40 - £60 

1749. Aero Classics 1/400th scale group mainly Commuter types including "Condor", Lufthansa, Qantas, 3 x Braniff 
International, Boeing 737 Lufthansa plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging. (14) 

 £40 - £60 

1750. Aero Classics 1/400th scale Aircraft group to include 2 x Singapore Airlines Boeing 747, Malaysian Airline, 3 x NWA 
North West Airlines Cargo, Latin Classics - Varig plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (10) 

 £60 - £80 

Other Vendors 

1751. Corgi Bus group "The New Corgi Company" variation group (1) 469 Routemaster Bus - green body, off white seats with 
dark red hubs, (2) similar but with chrome hubs (46933), (3) similar but with "De Cymiu" lower labels, (4) red body, off white 
seats, "South Wales" lower labels, chrome hubs, (5) similar but with dark red hubs - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
window boxes. (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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1752. Corgi Bus group in blue window boxes, models include red "Visit London Zoo" several variations, chrome hubs and 
dark red hubs, another issue with dark red hubs and light cream interior, also includes different hub styles, maroon body model 
"London Express" advertising, 3 x "BTA Welcome to Britain" including open top sightseeing bus, yellow "Weetabix", blue 
"Andrex" plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good Plus blue window boxes.  (13) 

 £20 - £30 

1753. Large group of unboxed Corgi Buses, models include "The Great Book of Corgi" - pale blue lower deck and yellow 
upper, blue bodied "The Times" variation on label, 2 x "The Yorkshire Post" two-tone green, one with green hubs, the other with 
yellow, promotional issues including "2002 Manchester" Commonwealth Games, Metrobus issues including "Bournemouth 
Transport" and "Redding Buses" plus many others - Good Plus to Near Mint.  (39) 

 £30 - £50 

1754. 3 x Corgi Promotional Issues "Multipart" (1) Metrobus issue in red and white livery with black hubs; (2) similar but 
yellow and red body issue; (3) London Routemaster in red, off-white interior and dark red hubs - generally Near Mint in Good to 
Excellent correct issue promotional boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1755. Corgi Classics Bus group including C858 Thornycroft Bus "Basingstoke Gazette" promotional issue, also similar 
"Tesco" and "Farnborough News", D699 AEC Bus London Transport "Whisk" also similar but Western "Wallace's Sausages", 
91850 Metrobus - grey green, also similar but "Stephensons for Holidays" - yellow - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  
(22) 

 £20 - £30 

1756. Corgi a mixed group to include 9041 1912 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - silver, red interior, grey chassis with brass parts, 
922 Sikorsky Sky Crane Casualty Helicopter - red, black rotors, 289 Volkswagen Polo 1/36th scale in lime green with white 
interior, Ford Escort Van "John Lewis Partnership" - green with tan interior, 160 Hesketh 308 F1 Racing Car - white, racing 
number 24 and 2 x Corgi Routemaster Buses - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.   (7) 

 £20 - £30 

1757. Topper Toys Trade Catalogues to include "Big Value Big Action" 1968 includes Johnny Speed Giant Size Racing Car, 
Lucy Homemaker, Mighty Joe Tank, Johnny Express, Topper Guns and Rifles including 6025 Johnny 7 O.M.A, also 1969 
catalogue, plus 2 others - generally Excellent. (4) 

 £20 - £30 

1758. Large group of Trade Catalogues and Brochures including FE0 Schwarz 1983-1984 4-Winter Holiday Gift Selection, 
Lone Star 1989 and 1991, Peter Pan Playthings, Merit Toys, Siku 1983, various others by Polistil, Pelham Puppets, Gibson 
Games, Cavalcade Disney Mattel, Waddingtons plus many others - Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1759. Small group of Trade Catalogues and printed ephemera to include Merit 1977 Toys and Games - colour trade 
catalogue (some pen marks to outer cover, Reno Series The Mark of Quality - Horten Reno Limited Reno Works Middlesbrough 
1968 (has suffered some damp damage internally), Sutcliffe Toys and price list, Kaybot Novelties, Kaybot Wheeler quality 
wooden toys including Dolls Houses and Furniture - Fair to Good Plus.  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

1760. Small quantity of Trade Catalogues including Britains trade catalogue 1985, Morris Vulcan including Skateboards, 
Roller Skates, Pogo Sticks etc, Subbuteo World 79, Britains Star System Toy Catalogue 1985, Lego & Duplo Catalogue 83 and 
3 x Lego Collectors Guide to the World 1970 - Good to Excellent.  (8) 

 £20 - £30 
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1761. Scalextric pair of Racing Sets and Accessories - sets comprise Sports Car set with 2 x Lister Jaguars in yellow and 
green together with GP1 Set with blue Lotus and green Cooper - each set contains various straight and curved track sections, 
hand controllers and some accessories, most are suitable for spares or repair and are in Poor set boxes with some paperwork.  
Also included is a quantity of straight and curved track, chicane, outer curves, start/finish barrier, hand controllers, crash 
barriers etc., some items are boxes - Poor to Fair. (qty in 2 cardboard boxes). 

 £30 - £40 

1762. Unboxed 1/32 Slot Car group to include Fly Car Model Lister Storm - orange, "Jagermeister", racing number 5; another 
similar but in blue, "Movistar"; Scalextric Aston Martin DB9 - metallic green, racing number 57; Opel Astra 8 Coupe "PM 
Magazine" - racing number 14 plus others - Good to Excellent unboxed. (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1763. Good quality wood construction Wall Display Cabinet with sliding perspex front with 8 x glass shelves and plastic 
supports, approx dimensions are 71cm height (28") x 48cm width (18") x 11cm depth (4.5") - generally Excellent. 

 £20 - £30 

1764. A group of water-based vehicles to include a Triang Derwent Electric Cabin Cruiser, Power Play Land Version 
Hovercraft PP1 & Frog Models F124 H.M.S. Hero Destroyer 1/500 scale kit. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus in 
generally Poor to Good boxes. (3) 

 £25 - £35 

1765. A group of mainly 1960s to 1970s board games and similar to include Arrow Games Planet Of The Apes Game, Denys 
Fisher Spriofoil set, Chad Valley Yogi Bear Bagatelle, Philmar Ludo set, Chad Valley Skee Ball with automatic scoring game, 
Spears Games Car-Capers set, Secol Electric Race Car Set, Scalecraft Electric B.R.M. Grand Prix Snap Together racing car 
(Built) plus others. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent in 
generally Poor to Good Plus boxes. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

1766. A Book & Annual group to include Ladybird Look at this book, Nelson Robinson Crusoe, Young Marvelman 
Adventures, Thunderbirds The Target, BBC tv Top Of The Pops Annual 1979, BBC TV The Dalek World, Ward Lock Mutiny On 
The Bounty, King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. 
(51) 

 £20 - £40 

1767. Triang, Lesney, Dinky & Corgi a unboxed group to include 2x Triang Tinplate large scale trucks, Dinky 1007 Jenson FF 
kit, Corgi ERF Model 64 G, Lesney Routemaster Bus, Fiat 1500 & Thames Estate Car. Conditions generally appear Poor to 
Fair. (6) 

 £20 - £30 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.

£5 - £50............................................................£5
£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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